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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

THE WHITE HOUSE SENIOR STAFF 

WILLIAM J. BAROODY, JR@) 
OHIO RIVER VALLEY WHITE HOUSE 
CONFERENCE ON DOMESTIC AND 
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS 

The White House Office of Public Liaison is continuing to hold all-day 
conferences around the country on domestic and economic affairs. 
These meetings, such as the San Diego Conference which was aired 
Aprill7 and 18 for your viewing, are co-sponsored by local organizations 
who invite the attendees to the conference. Thus far, we have had eight 
such conferences, five of which have been held this year. 

The proceedings of our most recent meeting in Cincinnati will be shown 
in its entirety Wednesday, August 6 and Thursday, August 7 on Channel 6. 
A schedule of speakers and interviews along with a transcript of the 
conference is attached. 

I hope this will be useful to you. If you have any further questions 
concerning these conferences, please give my office a call. 
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MR. LIGGET?: 

G<;>od morning, ladies and gentlemet.J:. Ry name is William N. 
Liggett. I'm Chairman of the Board of First National Bank of 
Cincinnati, and I currently serve as president of the Greater 
Cincinnati Chamber of Coo:merce. 

My role this morning is simple and therefore brief. As 
spokesman for the 14 local and regional sponsoring organiza
tions, _in their behalf I bring to. you greetings. and thank you 
for your splendid response t9 0'91:'..Joint invitations to take 
part in this Ohio River Valley White Hqu~e Conference on 
Domestic and Economic Affairs. 

You 1re in for a real treat in the next several hours. 
You't 11 be to1lking part in a most unusual exp~rience, a two-way 
dialogue with several key admipistration officials on matters 
selected by your representatives as most v;tai to our 
community and the Ohio River Valley at this time, energy, 
employment, the economy, education and h~ services • 

. 
Of course, it cannot be overstated ·.that we are all especiall} 

excited and pleased that P+esidellt Gerald R., Ford will address 
us later in the day. · · 

It is not often that citizens have, the opportun.ity to 
share views ,d~rectly with thoS,e who shape national policy. 
Obviously, there are far .tpo .many .of us pJ:'~Sent for e.a~h of 
us to be able to express his individual concerns. But' the 
message this impressive gathering conveys to our visitors in 
the White House is that we ha:ve a vital inter'iSt in·the major 
issues of the day and in the 'response w,hich Aoier:tca' s leader
ship is providing. That mes·sage. alpne makes your involvement 
in this conference worthwhile. And if you have prepared well 
and ar.e able to offer verhal sta'tements. and file .written 
conmentary, significant additional impact ·can be gained from 
the analysis of what will be recorded ,p.ere today • 

. I urge you to be ready with yo,ur response as soon as each 
spe~ex: is firii~h.ed wittµ his p:r~pared remarks. Conv_eniently 
placed microphones are available for use. by the, audience. We 
have more than 800 persons in the room right now. Everyone is 
not going to have a chance to spe.e.k, but so that as many as 
possible can do so, please limit youJ;"self to conunents and 
questions, not to statements. Please file. your statements with 
the staff, and I assure you they will be rea4 carefully at the 
conclusion of the conferenc~. This is your chance to communi
cate with some very important people, so do_ take advant~ge of 
this opportunity. · 

Cincinnati is one of .Am.eri~a 1 s great cities.. It is 
appropriate that our views be sought ~y those who function in 
positions of power in our federal gov~rru;nent system. 

Representatives of the sponsoring organizations have 
worked hard to secure approval of this city as a site for a 
White House Confer~nce. We know you have much to share in the 
way of experience and opinion, and we are grateful that this 
meeting is being held here today. 
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To properly welcome our guests and all those who have 
given their support by their presence here this morning, ..here 
is the Mayor of the City of Cincinnati, the Honorable 
Theodore M. Berry. 

(Applause.} 

MAYOR BERRY: 

Mr. Liggett, members of the cabinet of the President~ 
members of the Federal Executive Board, ladies and gentlemen, 
this is a rare opportunity for Cincinnati. It is an 
extraordinary move on the part of the executive branch to 
bring the administration of our government closer to the 
people. You do it in a conununity that has historically been 
sensitive to the economic progress of our nation and is 
currently actively.involved with many of the issues and 
concerns of the citizens of this nation. 

We've only recently been the host to an international 
entrepreneurship conference, bringing to our city representa
tives of many nations, ·both in Latin America and· in Europe, 
as well as Asia, discussing the role in the future of the 
small businessman. 

We are honored, indeed, to have the representatives of 
key functions of the government dealing with problems that are 
perplexing and challenging all citizens, business and labor, 
alike. ' 

Those of you who have been actively arranging this 
conference with the cooperation of the sponsors have 
experienced the evidence of the range and versatility of our 
chamber of conmerce in assisting you with the arrangements 
for this conference. 

We have a viable economic research connnittee of the 
council of the commerce, chamber of commerce, which is 
working in close cooperation with government in meeting the 
economic as well as the human resource problems confronting 
our urban centers. 

And so, for the near two million or more citizens wid:lin 
the radius of this conference, the executive branch of the 
government has a wonderful opportunity to tell it like it is. 
And I hope that the citizens who are represented by those who 
are attending here will ask the questions and hopefully search 
and receive the answers which will enable us to move rapidly, 
assuredly and with greater success than we have experienced 
in the past two years, as we wrestle with the problems of 
inflation, that we will move to the high ground of a greater 
America, under the guidance of an administration that is and 
will show its sensitivity to the concerns of business, 
industry and the human needs of our great nation. 

Thank you for selecting Cincinnati, and you're welcome, and 
I regret that the pressure of the agenda will not afford you an 
opportunity to enjoy the cultural and pleasant atmosphere, but 
certainly you will feel the warmth of our hospitality. Thank 
you very Ulich. 

(Applause.) 
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.~ MR·• LIGGETT: 

Thank you, Mayor Berry. 

-·A few days ago it· was my:.privilege to meet:.William J. 
Saroody, Jr.; the man who in just a few minutes will take 
charge c:;f this conference. as·its chairman.• I was quickly 
impressed with Bill, Baroody 1 s. friendly take•·charge :style as 
I watched hint-conduct a new& conference in which lie·~ounced 
several important details of toda.yis program, including the 
official confirmation of President Ford's appearance. 

Mr. Baroody is Assistant to Preside.nt Ford. and Director 
of the Office. of', Public-Liaison •.. As he describes himself, he 
is the prime contact at· the White House for anyone03in the 
private sector of the nation. The White House Conferences are 
his responsibility. 

An example of Mr .. Baroodyrs skill in handling.pUblic 
meetings for the President, the Vice.-President. and cabinet 
members is the smoothness and ef fici~ncy with which this major 
White House Conference has been organized. Jeff Eves, Directer 
of White House Conferences,··· and John Shlaes, his deputy, have 
orchestrated dozens of people and thousands of details without 
a noticeable hitch. They and their associates are to be 
complimented for a most professional approach. It's been a 

" pleasure- to work with them,. and I do mean ·work •.. 

Mr. Baroody's staff, i1t thorough and dedicated, and I'm 
sure those qualities reflec~·:his personal influence and leader
ship. 

Mr. Baroody has been Assistant to the President since 
September 19/4. He was Special Assi$tant to the President 
from Februat:y 1973 to January 1974 and then Special Consultant 
to the President. He also served ~s Deputy to Counselor to the 
·president for Dome~tic Affairs-, Melvin R. Laird. 

Prior to joining the White House staff, Mr. Baroody 
served in the.Department of Defense, from 1969·to 1973, and in 
the staff capacity in the Congress-from 1961 to 1969. He 
received the.highest'civilian a.ward that can be given by the 
Secretary of Defense in January of 1973. 

Bill Baroody is a native of New Hampshire, a graduate of 
Holy Cross College; and pursued graduate work at Georgetown 
University •. 

I again welcome you to Cincinnati, Bill,·. and express our 
deep appreciation for.the outstanding program which you have 
organizedand for thecooperative·and efficient staff you have 
provided to carry' it out. 

Ladies and-gentlemen, your Chairman; William J. 
Baroody, Jr • 

. (Applause.) 

. ''MR. BAROODY: 

Thank you very, very much, Mr. Liggett. It's a real 
pleasure for me to stand here before you. Mr. Mayor, I want to 
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thank you for the very kind welcoming remarks. to, all the 
government participants from the great city of Cincinnati. 

We had a breakfast this morning, an informal breakfast, 
with the leaders of your 14 organizations and made the point 

·to.themthat· it's been a sheer.delight for us, for the members 
of.my staff who have been here for the last week or 10 days 
working with the.citizens· of Cincinnati and the Ohio River 

· Valley area, because of the great cooperation we rve had from 
. all of you in putting this on. . 

This is your meeting as lIDlCh as it is ours, and I'm 
delighted to be here.· I•m delighted to welcome you, also, on 
behalf of the President of the United States and on behalf of 
the other government.participants who will appear before you 
during the course of the.day. 

This, as has been indicated, is one of a series of 
conferences that we. have been holding around the country, 
discharging the charter that President Ford gave to me and to 
the Office of Public Liaison when he created it last September. 
It 1 s a rather unique o.ffice and a unique undertaking because 
President Ford really is the first president that's making a 
systematic attempt to give.the public-equal status with the 
press and the Congress· by creating such a major office, the 
third major office in the White House, .Public Liaison, to deal 
with the private sector, with business, labor, veterans, farm, 
academics, professionals, senior citizens, women, youth, 

·religious .groups, .ethnic groups. and so· on, to deal with them 
in the same fashion as the press office deals withthe media 
and the congressional office deals with the House arid Senate 
of the United States. 

And when the President created·the office, he said, 11What 
I want, .I have two objectives in mirtd. I want to really 
institutionalize the .process that will be-an extension of my 
own personal ability to meet on.a.face-to-face basis with the 
213 million persons that make up this great country. I want to 
institutionalize the process that will get my top advisors and 
me before· the people of America in a way that I can learn, that 
they can learn better what,ts on the minds of the American 
people so that we can develop better public policies as we move 
down in the months and years ahead." 

The second purpose is that he is convinced that over the 
past several years there has been~ growing or.deepening crisis, 
if you will, in this country, having to do with confidence, 
having to do with the skepticism about the institutions of our 
great society, not just government but.business; labor and other 
groups in our ~ociety. And so he said, "When you come up with 
mechanisms to ,do this job 1 try to do it in a way that will also 
contribute to a restoration of confidence." And it is really 
that, that is an underlying reason that we've tried in these 
field conferences,· in what people now describe a.s kind of 
presidential town hall meetings, why we put together and invite 
such a diverse group of cosponsors, because we want not just a 
government-private sector dialogue, we want that, we want to 
increase that communication, but we also want to be part of a 
process that has the private sector individuals and groups 
tal~ing to each other, because that's really, in this great 
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of ours, the only way we are going to make progress in solving 
the pr~blems that we face. 

Now, it was, oh, probably about two m0nths ago, Bill, that 
we first started talking .to your leaders about the possibility 
of such a conference. And we tve had a couple of cosponsors t 
meetings and organizations. Let me just take a minute to 
describe for you how this conference was put.together, because 
we did consult back in Washington, we did consult with some 
people we knew in this Ohio River Valley A.rea to come .up with 
a group of organizations that wou.ld. in fact· represent a cross
section of this area. And I thirik wetve .accouiplished that. I 
think we got a good cross-section repres·enting. labor, represent
ing business, representing minority groups, women's groups, 
representing the college and university collllmlµity ,. representing 
the council of governments in the area and so on. 

And while I mention the council of governments,. let me 
digress for one minute, because the dialogue that we start 
today is not a one-shot affair; we hope to conduct this around 
the country. But in your area, in each of the areas there is what 
is called a Federal Executive Board. And not only did we work 
with the private cosponsoring organizations in putting this 
together, but Jeff Eves and John Shlaes are the only two members 
of my full-time staff; in order to do this, we have to borrow 
help on site from the agencies, the federal agencies in the 
area. And what we do generally is go to the Federal Executive 
Board, and we•ve got such boards in 25 major areas of the 
country' with a chairperson electe.d from among the board 
members, and these are the heads of the federal agen9ies within 
that area. · · 

And the two major missions of these Federal Execu~ive 
Boards are improving general management practices of the 
federal government irt the area, in.the region, and partici
pating as a unified federal force in providing community 
metropolitan ser\rices.· So what I want to say to you is at the 
end of today, when you.had your dialogue 'wit;h the cabinet 
secretaries· and so on; who are the heads in Washington of these 
executive agencies here in the field, you've also got and we 
have put in the packets that were handed out to you people on 
site here, st.arting with th!i! chairperson in the ·Federal 
Executive Board and the·· other members. And a~ this time I 
would like to first introduce and to have stand up the chairman 
of your Federal Executive Board in this area; AnthOny C. 
Celeste. Mr. Cele·ste. · 

(Applause.) 

And then quickly I would like to read, ?Ud as I read your 
names please stand. And hold the applause. Other members of 
the Executive Board_that I believe are here and sitting, yes, 
all in the front row, William E. Claypool, the Vice Chairman, 
not here; Brigadier-General w. s. Nichols, Vice Chairman; 
Donald M. Burke; Charles Collins, Director of the HUD office; 
C. L. Karl, Area Representative Energy.Research and 
Development Administration; Robert M. Martin, District Manager, 
Social Security Administration; Patrick J. Ruttle, Director, 
Cincinnati· Service Center, IRS, not here; Joseph J. Scan.loo, 
Postal Service; James C. Taylor, Representative, U.S. Civil 
service commission. 
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. We have in your packets a list of the agenci~~ and the way 
you can· contact them in the weeks ahead for any p~rticular 
questions or problems you may have in this area of the federal 
govenµnent policies. 

. Let me finally aga~n return to the nature of the conference 
·and. simply -s_ay that the prob le~ that oux: country has and the 
issues we face are everyone 1 s pr9blems and everyon~-Ls issues. 
In a democracy we seek .to find answers in the inter~st of all th 
people. Because of .the divers.e nature c;>f the delegatze.s to this 

·White House.Conference, I hope that this will be a. leaJlt1ing 
experience for all of us. Understanding ~he other person's 
poin~ of view is crucial to the solution of all.of .the public 
policy problems that.we ~ace iri America today. 

At this . time, before we move into the r~rmal par't ·Of the 
program, I would like to thank' again Mr •. Liggett and 
Mayor Berry fc;>r participating.in th~ opening pox-ti~n of this 
conference. Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

MR. BAROODY: 
' , 

Now, if I may, we,' re ready to begin. . We are on a very 
tight schedule, as I'm.sure a glance at (:he program will 
indicate •. We're working against a specific ti~ frame when the 
Pre.Eiident will join us later, ·and then, o.f- course, he's got 
, anQ.ther engagemeq.t ~ he· has tO leave for, SO We I re going tO be 
.. cm a lcind of split;-second timing. _So I ~pologize in .advance 
'if I have to cut off a portion, a section of the progr.am before 
all of you who want to ask questions or make conments or 
reconnnendations have an opportunity to d~ so. 

Let me point out.that we do have.microppones throughout 
the au~ience, that each of the government participants as we 
moye_ thx:ougll the day will come before you and .make some opening 
re~arks, hopefully brief, and then we.tll devote most of the 
time to responding to your' quest~ons, comments and criticisms. . . 

At this time, the first part of ,the p,rogram, I want to 
congratulate our first speaker for getting.up very :early this 
m0piing and getting on an airplane, about 5:30, .I -thil')k, in 
oi:oer to join us,; and it was touch _and go, but he did arrive 
about 10 minutes'ago, right on time •. And that; is,,of course, 
the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education,, and 
Welfare, Caspar W. Weinberger. 

We realize, of course, that residents in thi's area are 
aware of the need for top quality education at all '.J_evels. 
There are several universities here. as well as an ~ressive 
number of four-year colleges and excellent two-year technical 
institutes. At the elementary, secondary school level~, 
programs are being developed for sp~cialized or alternative 
schools,· to make the most of unique talents and i:nteres~s of 
the local students. · 

Caspar Weinberger first took office as Secretary of 
, Health, EQ.ucation, and Welfare in February of 1973 • 
. Mr. Weinberger came to HEW from an extremely successful 
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assignment as the Director of the Office of Management and 
Budget. His successor is going to appear later in. the program. 
That assignment at O~..B, as we call it in Washington, was 
preceded by a term as Chairman of the Federal.Trade Commission. 

Mr. Weinberger was elected.to Phi Beta Kappa at Harvard 
College in 1938, received his Bachelor of Laws degree from 
Harvard School in 1941;. After college he served.in the 
Pacific Theatre and was a member of General Douglas MacArthur•s 
staff, receiving a discharge in 1945. 

In 1952, while practicing law in California, Mr. Weinberger 
was elected to the California State Assembly for the 21st 
District in San Francisco and won reelection in 1954 and 1956. 
From 1959 to 1968 Mr. Weinberger was involved in careers as a 
lawyer, writer, and broadcaster, as well as being a partner in 
a San Francisco law firm. He was also State Director of 
Finance in '68 and 169. · 

As you can see, he comes to his·present job, which we're 
all sorry to see that he is going to be leaving for a personal 
reason in the near future, with a great wealth of ·experience. 
Hers been a great secretary. It's been a great privilege for 
me to work with him. And ·it's a great pleasure for me now to 
present to you the Honorable Caspar W. Weinberger. 

(Applause.) 

MR. WEINBERGER: 
~ ... 

I rm delighted to be .here. I 1~~ ... had:·the privi:lege of 
participating i11 two or t-hree of these programs in other parts 
of the country, I think maybe four, and !Ive found them 
extraordinarily useful for me. They've given me a much better 
idea of the kinds of.things that people are intereste~ in in 
various parts of the country, and that's one of the -hardest 
things for us to acquire in Washington, is a real knowledge of 
what the real worl~-' is like, bt=cause Washington· is a very 
special, isolated.kind of place. And l'm,always delighted to 
have a chance t::o get out and to find1_ out e~?-ctly what the 
people, are thiil.king and what people :want and what people 
expect of their.government. Sol think these meetings are 
particularly useful, and· I Im delfghted to have a chance. to be 
here~ · · 

One of the differences between Washington and the rest of 
the country, I am told, is that Washif;lgt9n is the only c.ity 
where sound travels fast,~r -~h&n ligh~,,_. and I think --, 
(laughter) -- .?Od I think\ t;bat is exemp~ified almos·t evei:y day. 

"'-'' ,' ~·. )~:·; 

Well, tomorrow, as you know, we;will.l>e celebrating the 
199th year of our independence •. ·And we ive been nurtured, of 
course, by very strong traditions,·andane·df the strongest 
has been our belief in education. One. of the very first things 
that the Congress addressed is: education-, .and it is always a 
major item of both executive and. legislative- and more recently 
the judicial branches, and it's something that we have been 
working on really ever since 1785, when the Northwest Ordinance 
was passed. And that was directed primarily at the states _in 
this whole region and, of cour-se, as you know,' required that 
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one square mile out of every '.96 in each township be set aside 
for public education. 

And that kind· of priority that was assigned education from 
the very beginning of our country is exemplified all the way 
through. I know in California we. had a priority on the funding. 
Education funds had first call on everything in the state 
treasury, and this was a provision.that was little known 
except to people innnediately connected with education. It 
always reminded me of it when I was f·inance director. And 
we've had all kinds of examples of that sort of priority through
out .the. history· of our country. ·Schools and the means of 
education, they said in that ordinance, should forever be 
encouraged. And it certainly· has been encouraged and that 
goal realized in this region. 

There-are some 19,000 schools in the states of Ohio and 
Indiana and Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin, .and 
there are 920 colleges and universities. As a matter of fact, 
I think you have the greatestconcentration of educational 
facilities; certainly more higher education dollars are 
concentrated here than in any other region of the country. 
And some 21 percent of the nation•s school-age population and 
about a quarter of its co.l:Lege students attend school in thi. s 
region. 

There are a lot more statistics, but the general idea is 
that you have been one of the leaders of the entire nation in 
this region in your realization and appreciati.:on of the need 
for education. And we•ve invested a very substantial amount 
nationally· in it, now about eight percent of our gross national 
product. And :I think it pays off enormously well, been an 
average of much more income per individual over his· lifetime 
for those who had the.benefits of education all the way 
through, higher education •. And for. the disadvantaged it rs· 
been a major force in trying to provide an equal opportunity 
to participate in the American dream.. And, of course, for the 
nation at large it.has been-one of the principal factors· in· the 
leadership of the world', which America has had for many.years. 

So more than ever I think now our complex and serious 
problems clearly demand an educated comnunity and an educated 
citizenry, and that's another of the very good reasons for 
keeping it at the very high priority that it has. It's been 
a primary responsibility of the states and localities ever 
since the country was founded, and that's the way it has 
remained; that's the way we think it should be. 

Eighty-six percent of the very large amount, 108 billion 
this year, that we invest in education is generated and 
managed by state and local governments, and we encourage that. 
The federal role is. limited, as it should be. It is, however, 
focused in very particular and necessary directions. It•s to 
support and stimulate and to lead in new directions and· to 
help with particular things that states and localities have not 

.found possible to do themselves. 

-Just on:e example, something that probably you•ve heard a 
great deal.about, particularly on the spar.ts pages of the 
papers,.that is the Federal Title 9 Regulations, which we were 
directed as our department by the Congress to adopt and which 
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are designed to .·prohibit any discrimination based on sex in 
the whole field of education. When the Congres.s enacted 
Title 9, it became a federal responsibility: to see to it that 
boys and girls have equal access to educattion in ali of its 
forms, including athle:tics. But, of co'Q.rs:e, we stop short of 
some of the prdposals some of the more v~gorous proponents of 

.. some of these matters suggested. And one·· of the things we 
stopped short at by my, ·p.ersonal direction was the idea of 
federal officials examining school textbooks to be: used in 
~chools all.over the country to see if there were any sex 
stereotyping and presumably to censor it out .if th~.re· were.e 
And this wouldnlt have stopped with books. It would h.ave been 
all curriculum, all .mater.ials of that· kind. I think:·that would 
have been fe.deral interference and censorship. I don! t«: think 
the statute required it. I•m glad it didn't because I think 
it would be unconstitutional if it had been. But there are 
a lot of people who wanted· that. 

.. . 
But that is a clear examp:le of whe:t"e the federal· role. '· 

should stop. We have no business as a federal· government., 
examining the textbooks for any purpose 'that are used in the 
school systems of: this country. A,nd that is a-principle that 
I feel very strongly_ abo.ut. I think .. if t}).ere· .. is any ·pro]:>lem 
in those textbooks, they should be adjusted and taken care of 
by local officials reporting to local.grol,lps,_schQol 'boards 

. ~d others. So that is an example of where the federal role 
starts, .to: do everything it can to prevent discrimination, 
to d9 eyerything it can to open up access and opportunity, but 
not to do .any censorship, not to get in :the day-·to·day 
operation, management, examination o'.t the schools. 

Well, for the fiscal year 1976 we've asked the budget of 
6. l billion for our ·own educational programs. · That means·· that 
we're running somewhere around seven, eight, nine percent of 
the ta:tal.amount required being supplied by the federal 
government. Overall, federal spending for education through 
all departments and .. all aspects will be .about 16 •. 2 billion. 
This is a little less, about 200 million less than last year, 
but it•s 2.2 billion more than two years ago, ·and that: 1s well 
in line with. the President's basic policy of trying to trim. 
sail this year, trying to hold relatively even, 'to avoid· laying 
the groundwork for another resurgent wave of inflation. 

, There are people who are very unhappy when their 
particular form of .interest, education, health, anything else 
doesn't go up by 10; 20, 30 percent .each year, and they regard 
that as sort of a· loss of commitment to the idea.,, Quite the 
contrary, it rep+esents a difficult, courageous decision to 
a.void inflationary-factors'which hurt people of low income and 
people we' re. trying to help with educati.on perhaps more than 
any o~her group in the community. 

And so it is necessary to be reminded again that 
inflation is damaging in itself and that it is·an economic 
condition that is the precursor really of recession. So it 
is necessary to be very worried about inflation·, as ·the 
President quite properly is. Imprudent ·.federal· spending will 
set tl;l.at process in motion. It meets the approval of. some · 
for a short time. · 

There are a lot of people who measure everything by 
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whether we put more dollars into it and measure our whole 
commitment and our whole worth by.putting more and more dollars 
into it, and if we don't do that we are supposed to lack a 
commitment and not be interested in the future of our 
children. But what is not realized is that each activity in 
which the federal government participates has that kind of 
pressure behind it. And if we yield to each of those 
pressures, then we have a highly inflationary situation which 
hurts everybody. So you have to look at the long run, and you 
have to look at the overall picture, and that's a very diffi-
cult thing for a lot of people to do. People who are under
standably interested primarily in education, in health, in 
public assistance, in any one of these fields want only concen
tration on their particular interest without any regard for the 
overall picture. The President has to be concerned with the 
overall picture, and so when he doesn't allocate as much as 
some people would like, it's not because he's against educa-
tion, it's because he ts more. concerned, as somebody has to be, 
since the Congress is not, somebody has to be -- (laughter) -
with the overall picture, with the entire condition of the country, 
with the whole budget. 

It's much easier to sit on a committee of education and 
say I want more for education because I am dedicated to 
education and I know how important it is. But when you do 
that and you forget all about the rest of the budget or how 
big the deficit is or ho~ much inflation is going to be caused 
or how much poor people are going to be hurt by inflation, then 
you aren't helping anything, education or anything else. But that 
is the basic problem the President, who represents all the 
people, has to be concerned with, and that is one of the things 
that he has been and is concerned with. Presidents don't have the 
luxury of supporting just short•term, single-purpose interests, 
even as important as education. 

So I think our education budget has to be balanced. It 
has to balance the need to continue supporting the ~ederal 
role in education, leadership, stimulative research role, 
research which is much too expensive for any individual school 
district or state to do, and we do do ·that and we are doing 
that, and we also have to be concerned with the need to hold 
down overall federal spending, as I mentioned. 

While recently the House passed and sent to the Senate 
our education budget, broken out in a separate bill from the 
rest of our appropriations, it was 1.2 billion over the 
President's request. We hoped for better things from the 
Senate. That hope was not well placed •. The Senate tacked 
350 million more. So now the bill has gone to conference to 
be considered and discussed and sent to the President for 

·education, is over 1.5 billion more than he has asked for 
education. And he asked an amount that was almost the same 
as we had last year. If those figures remain after the House 
conference is completed, I will, of course, reconmend a veto 
to the President, because I think that that is not a bill that 
will help education, not a bill that will help the people, 
but a bill that will foster far more inflation, particularly 
when you look at the component parts of it, because one of the 
biggest parts of it is a continuation of impacted aid. And 
impacted aid, the way it is a~nistered, is a program that 
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measures federal aid not .by.need, not' by qualtty,. not by 
any.thing except whether the parents of the children work for 
the .. federal governme.nt.. A.nd. that rs ·the ·impacted aid program. 
And· the eount:f:E!s that: 'it benefits most are the -three ri·chest 
counties in"the United States, ·surrounding Washingt·on, o . .-c., 
where alm6st ·e"\1tErybody·.works .for· the federal government. So 
th~y get a great deail:·more money7 through the impacted aid program. 
And itt-s inequitable, i,·t:d.s not necessary.; it. is inflationary, and 
that:fs'one of the things-that we have tried to abolish·ever 
since this President was President and for many years before 
that. · But it' is a program ·t:h:at has· substantial influence in 
the Congress; and thQS far the attempts· to abolish', it ·1©r 
modify it have not ·succeeded. So -that· will-be one of~t:he 
principal reasons why, that bill should -be· vetoed i·f iti passes 
finally in tlie form in ·Which i·t is~. 

. The President's proposed that all impacted school 
districts get some·aid'.·but that they absorb a reduction of 
federal asst-stance up to about five percent {)f their total 
sehool budgets, which would spread the -reduction over the 
entire sys.tem without causing a very subst·antial harm to any 

... single school district, and that would save the governm~nt 
almost $400 million in this· inequitable, unnecessary, basic 
program. 

So our program is, our goal is to try to· pui:·;the tilaney 
where the problems· are, not base' your need on some historical 
thing or some factor that ha.s more politieal support behind it 
than any other;,· but put it where· the need- is and try to get 
your funds used: 'fot such' things ::as more teachers .. in· disad
vantaged areas and· better text materials and things of that 
kind. 

So these are· the things tl'l.i!t · we try to· do. ·And the 
reason and the way in wh'i'eh we 'try to· implement. is· to· ·· ·, 
recognize that the school districts, the states, the·,_.c!ities 
and the co.unties~·· people here know an awful lot more about 
their pridrtties than We do in Washington. And that 1s a very 
hard thing for· people in Washington t0·8ccept; but it ts true. 

·· This is a very diverse country. Ie•s a country wtth a number 
· of different kinds of problems, and the people who· know most 

about their local problems are the people locs.lly~ The people 
who know most about the schools are the people closest to 
them, whb:'send-their childr~n to those· schools. And that's 
What we want to do, we want to try f:b give the federal 'funds 
that we are giving free of these: narrow'; categorical ; · 
boundaries·. " · · 

And we tve ·tried repeatedly to·'get. Congress to eliminate 
some of the 60separat:e categerica.l programs that require 
separate applications and careful review;-· and that being the 
nature' of the beast, rejection; adverse at times, until it 1s 
rewritten and all the rest. I've seen some grants that the 
cost 1of preparirig·them·cost m6re than t:he grant:~ itself. And 
what: !We wdtild like to "do"is·· give riltich mare freed6m to states 
and 16cal school districts; -;to -take'.'the fec.teral money: and use 
it .'for- their highest 'priorities. 'And' that -again is a problem 
which we've had 'witl'f the Congress. , >But :we ;have :made s0me 
slight progress in=the act, -EdUcatt:f6n Amendment of 1974; which 
the· President signed las-t fall. And I w'ou1d -hope ·we 1 d ·make a 
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great deal more progress with it. 

There are other experiments •.. ! nientioned·the financing 
of research. That is one thing the federal .gQvernment can 
do and should do. And in a couple of states, New Hampshire, 
California, we are sponsoring voucher experiments under which 
the parents would be given cash·vouchers and be free to spend 
them in any school of their choice. They could enroll their 

. children in any school,. because they would be given the cash 
.that is required to educate the children; by giving it, and 
under the traditional methods simply to the school system; 
that's a very interesting experiment. It brings into play 
much more the marketplace idea, the idea that some competi
tion will be required between schools to attract parents to 
send their children to those· particular schools. And I don't 
think competition is a bad thing at all. 

So that is the ~ind of exp~riment that we are funding, 
and that's the kind of th~ng the federal government.can do, 
to try that in two or threE: 4~fferent parts of the country, 
disseminate the results. of it all around and then have funds 
freely available so ·that if other parts of the country want 
to try it, they would be able t;o do so. 

Thatrs not been an easy experiment to try, as you can 
well appreciate. A lo.t of the people primarily concerned with 
the establishment and maintenance of traditional educational 
methods are not very happy with it., but it '.s :an important 
experiment to try. I don•t .know i,_f it .will work.or not. I 
think it will, but we don't know, . That•s· the pu-rpose of the 
experiment, and that's the kind of thing that we•re trying to 
do. 

Now you 1 re doing a lot in the region, t.oo. In Indiana 
some 16 counties have joined ,together in a career education 
program that extends from kindergarten to postsecondary 
education with both parochial and public schools involved. 
In Ohio, both Cleveland anp Toledo have introduced the career 
education into every school level, with the active support 
and involvement of business. _and labor and industry, and that 
involvement is essential if· this kind of career education 
encouragement is to succeed, 

And this year wetre talking about the possibility of 
amending the Vocational Education Act, the federal act which 
expires this year and will have to be reenacted. And we 
proposed new legislation which would shift the'. federal aid 
emphasis to research and to innovation and eliminate federal 
aid categories -tha~ essentially rob states of flexibility in 
the use o~ their vocational education funds• .I think that 
would be yery welcome in .this region where-you've engaged in 
a great d~~l of .innovation in vocational educational matters. 

In higher education we have our federal aid strategy 
which primarily is designed to give students 'more oppor,tunity 
to go to college than ~hey would otherwise have. We have 
three big objectives here tha.t. we work towards. One is access. 
We want students, ~egardless of their income or· their economic 
circumstal;lces,to be al;>le to get a postsecondary education if 
that is indeed what they want. An.d th~ second is choice. We 
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would not only like to .have .. access, . but. we would like to 
have every person .seeking education beyond high school to be 
able to find the .school or .college· that suits his or her 
needs and to be able to use the government assistance funds 
to go to that. college regardless of where it is or who may 
run it or whatever. And.third is this :illusive.ele:qient that 
we call quality that so· many people·seem to forget about when 

·we. talk about all the. other things.: Once studenta .. have found 
their way to a college of their choice, that educ·ation should 
inspire them to in the future pursue the~kno~l~dge~ not only 
for its own .. sake but to help them .. ful.fill their persona~ 
goals. So access, choice and quality are.thethings that 
we are working towards.as we try to administer the very l~I'.ge 
student aid-programs .. The existing general financial support 
we are trying to shift.away from the traditional pattern 
which is to fund the:institution and then let the institution 
benefit by whatever students .,come there •. That has. its merits. 
It is of help to a great many students. A substantial amount 

·of th-at funding doesn't go directly to help stud~nts. It goes 
into admir-tstration and salaries, and various over~ead costs. 
There is nothing wrong with· that but you•re .:not getting the 
maximum potent·ial out· of those funds for student aid, · and so 
we have tried to move more and.m:reaway from institutional 
funding to direct student funding., the same ideas,as the 
voucher experiment. Let. the person to be benef~~ed have the 
cash, let him make the choice• let that: student, man or 
woman, decide where they·would be most likely to.fulfj'..11 their 
personal goals,. let them have el.l of the couqsel:t,ng, and · 

·everything else .. that may be necessary, but. to have the 
freedom to use those.funds in the institution o:f their choice. 

So we would like to replace these very narrow categori
cal programs, not only at.the secondary school level I 
mentioned a moment ago in the·elementary school, l?ut also in 
the higher education institution, so again the choice is the 
individual's or the choice is·the local school district's, 
and the choice is not Washington•s. · 

That is the basic principle that ;j.s run through all o~ 
the things we have tried to do, and we have now made a~tart 
with the Congress in persuading them to start funding.this . 
basic educational opportunity grant program which essen_tially is 
a federal scholarship program. That will be aple to, with the 
funding we have .now, we will be able tm give up to $1400 per studen\ 
for the first three years, and we hope to assist about 950,000 
students with those grants this year. That will be 350,000 
mare than the year just closed. We h.ope that over a million 
will be able to ·be taken care of very ·sho~tly. ,we have_ over 
a million three applications~ . which .is a very substantial. 
number, and that is in already, and· that is nearly the exact 
number we had for all last year •• s~ I.think tpis conc:ept 
is taking hold. 

. . 
We also want·cassistance from the states. When I was in 

the. California legislature, we passed bi;Lls which. established 
a state scholarship program .very s·iudlar to. this, and we would 
like to join with the states, . and tho$e states that }:laven t t 
such program.$ , we would li·ke_; them to c.<;>nsider joining us· and 
helping to financ.e the basi~" educatipnal: opportunity.· program, 
and that, I think, is: soJne.thing that would be of advap.Fage to 
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both governmental units because it could expand the reach 
of this program ·and bring more and more students into it ano· 
enable them to go into more and more colleges of their choice. 

We have done a number of things, such as .guaranteeing 
student loans, and I mentioned the Title 9 Regulations 
designed to open up access and opportunities to everyone. 
In the course of doing all this, in the course of administer
ing the laws the Congress has passed, we necessarily run into 
some difficult probleJl:ls, and one of them, the so-called 
affirmative action programs in the colleges, where.by 
congressional direction we are required to have the colleges 
make active searches for people of all groups, particularly 
groups that have been discriminated against·in the past, 
women, blacks, and others, and to make sure that in the 
hiring process that they·are·not discriminated against any 
longer, that there is indeed equali~y of. opportunity. 

This very fine goal which we support fully is frequently 
translated into something much narrower, something that can 
produce active inverse discrimination, the idea that you must 
discriminate in favor of groups that have.been discriminated 
against in the past. And then you get into a very tricky, 
very dangerous.area because I don't believe you.are ever 
going to cure discrimination by practicing it in inverse 
form. So we have to administer these laws that are on the 
books in ways to try to avoid that particular kind of 
problem which is recurring more and more, ··and it is a very 
necessary and very important thing to do to open up the doors, 
to open up access, to make it free, make the opportunity to 
participate free and open to everyone. 

It is ·'also very, very important that we continue to put the 
emphasis on quality of people hired and that we not practice 
inverse discrimination in our attempts to cure discrimination. 
We have··· a very deep feeling for the importance of education 
and of the necessity for improving higher education, 
particularly, and we have asked for increases in these 
areas where we have research programs going to improve the 
postsecondary education. We have asked for an increase from 
12 to 18 million, but oddly enough this is one of the.areas 
where the Congress felt they gave us a billion and .•a half 
more than we wanted in other areas, decided to cut back. 
And so this again'is one of the problems involved in the 
separation of powers that we work with every day· of the year. 

The other thing that we are most concerned with right 
now is to try to produce some change in education, particularly 
with respect to qualifying people at the elementary, 
secondary, at the postsecondary level to be more equipped 
to deal ·with life as it is. We have had a feeling, and the. 
President expressed this very well in a speech he made very 
shortly after he took office, at Ohio State University. We 
have had the feeling· that the world of education is moving 
in a kind of a·separate, closed corridor down one path; the 
world of business and industry and labor are doing the same 
thing over here, and that it is very essential that the 
students we train through this enormous and large and 
expensive and very excellent educational plan at all levels; 
that that be done, all of the educational activities be done 
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with the idea. that there is a-real world out there and it 1is 
the world in which the students will spend.a great bulk of 
their time, and it is a world for which ·it i.s proper t o 
prepare and it is p~oper to prepare with some knowledge of 
what the conditions actually will be like in that world. 
If we don't do that, we run the risk of having education 
become irrelevant and undersupported by a public who would feel 
it. is useless, :and that would. be a v~ry dangerous and a very 
tragic thing. · · 

So it is very neces,ary to build bridges between these 
worlds and not let them become separate, narrow .corridors 
where no one looks aside or sees what is happening on either 
side. It applies equally in egucation anq in business and in labor, 
and that is the Presidentts goal in trying to bring about a 
greater relevance in education. A lot: of people worry about 
this in the educational field because they think it is anti
humanistic. and it means that alLyou are going to take is 
leg work and machine.shop and you.aren•t going to have any<:£. 
the real values, as they put it, in educational curricula, 
and that is.npt trueat all, and it needn't be:" This is not 
anything that excludes any pursuit of the humanities or 
anything of the kind, and. that shoul.d certpinly continue to 
be done:- .· .. But it. is a soal of tryiQg to make the .scllools more 
aware of what else is out there in the real world and what 
are' the kinds.o~.things that students wi~l be spending a great 
bulk.of their time within their later lives.and equip them 
better to . do tha.t, and you don 1 t do that by ignoring the 
humanities, but you do do it by adding other things to the 
curricula so it is not an exclusionary process, but it is 
an addition, which I think is enormouslyimporta'llt a-q.d one 
of the things that demonstrates the' se'nsitivity' and the 
awareness <.?f the President to the re~f" rieefi'.s of education 
today. .. · 

Those are a few of the things we; ere trying to do at 
the federal .level. ) · 

I,' . , 1.,, 

I 1 ~e t~'iked much longer than I wB'nted to, because I want 
to have· as much time as I possibly can for your questions. 
Let me Just conclude by saying how much I apPreci{lte all of you 
being here and how much I app'reciate the opporturtl.~f.: that we have 
to learn from programs of this kind. · 

' \ ' 

MR. 

Thank you very much. · 

BAROOoY :·." 

Thank Y.o.u very ~ch, Mr. Secretary. 

We a,re' · npw ready to move ·into ·the question and answer 
part ;of t'J;le program.'. Aqd:;I'd a~.~··you, at 'the mikes, the 

· micropQ.G>n'7s ()Ver here · a1'q .. ~ti this aisle OVt::r here'·, to Stand 
up ancf. not one at a time, ·t;ho.se who do have Cfl(es;tions, if you 
stand two or three so we c·an keep th.~ Pl:ASr~ rilPvi,ng, and 
we '1J.1,,alternate. · ' ' 

Yes, sir. 

MR. REESE: ·1"'· 

My name is Steve Reese. And the microphoners not 
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working, but this is a question that I wanted to address to 
the President., but he's not,here today. What is admin:Jstra
tion1s policy on the quest1on of busing? We•d like to get 
a clear.· cut, specific answer to that question. 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

Well, I would be glad to ess.ay a.n attempt. at that. 
Busing is one of the means that is used and has to be used to 
bring about the degree of integration in the classrooms of 
the United States that the Supreme Court requires and that 
simple justice mandates. It is a necessary and one of the 
tools to produce that result. If we use busing simply to 
produce some kind of meaningless statistical result so that ~ 
we can end up' with 19 percent black and 22 percent Chicano 
and 33 percent women in each classroom because that mirrors 
the community, and we forget all about what. those students 
are going to learn when they're in a classroom, then·I dontt 
think we accomplished very much of anything. And there are 
too many people, it seems to me, who approach busing in that 
kind of statistical numbers, mechanistic sort of approach. 

What we believe the law requires and what we fully 
support is that there be integrated classrooms. 

I had the privilege of integrated education from 
kindergarten then through law school, and I think it is a 
very valuable and necessary part of the educatio~al 
experience. ,I don't think that we have to be concerned or 
that we should be concerned with busing to the exclusion of 
everything else, specifically including quality. And yet a 
lot of people talk about it as if as soon as you achieve the 
statistical results which mirror the community, you're 
finished and you can walk away and forget all about the 
school or what happens in the classroom. I think there are 
other ways of breaking segregated patterns beside mixing up 
students by means of busing. I also think that itmay well 
be necessary to use it for part of the program. 

I think we ought to look at housing patterns. We 
ought to look at patterns of trying to achieve excellence 
in all of our schools and not just some, and which is one 
of the reasons why there are segregated schools, because 
some schools get reputations for excellence, deservedly so, 
and they act as a magnet, and they can draw as many people 
as possible, and you don't get a fully integrated system as 
a whole. 

I think we also have to bear in,mind some other facts, 
and that is that you don•t learn very much and it's not IIllch 
of an educational experience to spend two hours a day in the 
morning and two hours a·day in the afternoon going back and 
forth just so ·yo~an achieve that statistical, mathematical 
result. So I come out with.all of this by saying that we do 
believe in integrated education. It is the law of the land, 
in any event, and we support the law; but we support it for 
more reasons than just that it is the law, because it is a 
valuable and necessary part of the educational ~xperience. 
There are a number of ways to achieve it, busing is one of 
them and can be used and should be used where it can be done 
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in a way that achieves that result without undue disruption, 
because the other thing we have to bear in mind is that 
there ·is a treme:ndously important.role that the parents and 
the citizens play in the operation of our school system. 
And if we put in shape or put into effect a system that denies 
or makes it impossible for parents to participate in the 
schools' activities where+ their.children go by being many, 
many miles away from their :home, then we ive ~.ost something 
very valuabl,e in the. American· pub lice· school .sys tern. And 
that 1 s been ignored too much, too~· 

·, 

We have. to blend all of: these factors together, and 
we have to approach it in a spirit of goodwill that starts 
out with the. idea that we do want' integrated education, 
integrated classrooms. We want quality education. We want 
parent participation, and we want the students to spend the 
maximum amount of time inthe classroom on the very 
reasonable assumption that that's where they're going to 
learn the most.· These,are the factors that· I have in mind 
when I approach various plans for integrating classes. 

Unfortunately, we have in many courts the same kind of 
mechanistic approach and the same kind of ignoring in court 
decisions of these other factors, such as parent participa
tion and citizen participation in the school where their 
children attend. And I donit think we can ignore any of 
those factors. 

It's not an easy subject, and it's not a thing that 
fits easily into the headlines, and it's not whether youire 
for busing pr against busing; it·' s whether you t re for 
quality education for all .with equal access to,all and with 
an integrated education recognized as a valuable part of the 
educational experience. And if you approach that complex 
problem as many school districts have in the deep South, 
with goodwill and the basic desire to work it out, you can 
achieve some very good results. And if you apprcach it with 
a stiff-necked approach that says in effect my child is not 
going to go in an integrated classroom or; on the other hand, 
I don't care what anything else happens, I want precisely 
the numbers that are in the community in that classroom, and 

,anything short of that is·red•neck racism, then we 1re not 
going to· get very. far. And it's.been that kind of polari

·zation, particularly in Boston, that has caused so many 
problems lately. 

I think we have to look at it from all of these 
factors that I've mentioned, never forgetting quality or 
parent participation and never forgetting that integration 
is a vital part of the educational process; and if you do 
that, I think you could make the kind of progress they have 
made in the South~ · 

(Applause.) 

MR. REESE: 

I would like t_o ask .you one D.ther .point. I think you 
need to: talk .abQut economics, .too, 'in· terms of the distri
bution of tl.lilds· to .various school di·s trie.ts in various 
neighborhoods, because the whole question that we need to 
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look at, the reason why, the root of . the problem, why you 
got to talk about bussin-g and I would like for you to give 
some thought· ·to that. I think you need .to -· · 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

I don.•t :argue with .you a bit on· that. And when I was 
in California, I keep .going back to that again, we used to 
have demands. for more and more money in the .school system, 
and I would ask3'7hat for.;: And it turned out ·that about 
90 percent of those funds would go into teacher-admini
strator salaries. L 1asked, "Arei.they hiring more 
·teachers?" And the answer usually was .no. · So I said, 
''Well then, this great thing, that you are asking, that's 
going to improve .the quali.ty of the schools, is to pay 
more money to. the existing teachers and administrators." 
And essentially the answer was yes. Aild 1.1 said I'm 
perfectly willing to put more money· in if we· will hire more 
teachers for.inner-city nreas, more teachers for school 
systems where there are serious desegregation problems 
where more help is needed and focus it where the need is; 
and that's why I'm against this impacted aid, because what 
it benefits, the three richest counties in.the United States, 
and it isn't looking at the need. 

So I agree with you, we do have to look at the needs 
and the special requirements. 

MR. REESE: 

My last questions is, a group of citizens or young 
people have asked me to raise the old question about 
student aid. On my way down here I got a call that the 
college students are saying they're not able to get student 
aid in Cincinnati -- in,Ohio~ And we•d like .foi; you to 
come into Ohio and review student aid as·tt relates to 
minorities, because we have a problem in the State of Ohio. 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

'L. I '11 certainly be glad to examine it •. I tm not aware 
of. any specific .problem,here,. but I run a.ware of the fact 
that thebasic 'educational opportunity grants, the federal 
scholarships are based on need, and need is one·of the 
qualifying factors, and we have had a very large. proportion 
of minority successful applicants with those programs. 

MR.. CROWELL: 

My name.is Geoxge Crowell. 

In furtherance of your and the Presidentis realization 
that there is a real world beyond the educational system, 
would it be possible as one of HEW's"ongoing activities to 
conduct market studies of the future needs in all the 
occupational categories and to actively disseminate this 
information to guide youngsters into those careers for 
which there.will be a demand in the future when they reach 
.the job market, all aimed at avoiding surpluses such as we 
have now in the schoolteachers and Ph.D. •s and also to 
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avoid the many, many shortages of qualified people that 
we hav~ in some categories of educational need; would it 
be possible to do market studies on an ongoing basis in 
this area? 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

Well, as they say, that's an odd coincidence, because 
the Secretary of Labor and Secretary of Comnerce and the 
President and I were discussing this yesterday in the 
Cabinet Room as part of a continuing series of meetings on 
this, what we call the Ohio State initiative that he 
proposed in that speech, and that is to do that, among 
other things, to try to improve the counseling in the 
school system, to improve it on the basis of some knowledge 
of what is needed and where are the shortages and to try 
to get away from this problem that I mentioned earlier in 
a different context, and·· that is the refusal of the 
Congress ever to be willing to stop anything once it 
starts. And we have had some very serious-and worrisome 
examples of that, and one of them is precisely the point 
you mention, is the continuing subsidy of the training of 
teachers. 

We now have something like 200,000 people who are 
trained and qualified to be schoolteachers in this country. 
They will not be able to be placed, not because of any 
economic condition, but because the demographic patterns 
of the country have changed, and we don't have the 
children to fill the classrooms anym:>re. And we should 
have recognized that and turned off that subsidy, but we 
kept it going because it was an ongoing program. We did 
the same thing with space scientists. Wetre in danger of 
doing the same thing in two or three other professions. 
And whenever you try to move to curtail these continued 
government subsidies, .why, you are either unhumane or 
uncompassionate or unwarm or something of that kind. But 
no one is looking through to see what are the real needs 
in the future. So the answer to your question is yes on 
both counts. We are very much aware of the need to bring 
home to the school system and the federal government can 
sponsor a lot of this research in these market studies, 
and to bring home to the school system not only those 
facts but the need for improved counseling that takes into 
account things of this kind, because you will still find 
counselors encouraging students to go into teaching. And 
that's fine; we will need some teachers. But we have to 
have an awareness of the fact that we have a huge surplus 
now that can never be placed. We have a huge surplus of 
Ph.D. 's. And the colleges now are gradually shi.fting 
their programs to try to a.ccommoda~e those changed 
conditions. But we have to do it in time, and this is 
very much part of what the Fresident has talked about and 
that kind of initiative. 

MR. CROWELL: 

Thank you. And I would hope that you don 1 t just give 
it to the school systems but make it available to the 
public at large, also, so the school systems don't hide 
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· things they don:• t want the public to know (laughter) • 

. MR. ~OODY:,. 

May I request that each of you state your name and the 
organization you are affiliated with. The reason for·that is we 
do have a ~ourt transcriber here, and we will make a transcript 
of the entire proceeding and make them available ·to you after 
we 've returned.· 

Over here. 

MR·.: .CONDIT: .: . 

· .· · Mr: •. Secretary, my name is James Condit, with Ohio Citizens 
· for <Educational Fr.eed.om. 

And I would have to observe that y~u are particularly 
burdened with .coping:· with the ·SUpreme. Oo'4rt rs deeis.ion to on the 

. one ,hand depriv~~ichUnch-oriented schools of tax sharing and on the 
. otbe::: .-hand directing public. funds for abt>rtion services. And my 
question is, how at'e' you responding to What has···fto be~ a large 
segment of society who feel that government has:~ c·eased · to respond 
to them completely in these areas and who ~re at a point of 
frustration? 1•1 \:' t 

. ~ ... 
We know, for instance, that there·are meaningful' movements 

to ·start slowdown on payment of taxes.· And these people won 1 t 
take to the streets, .but ·the religiou-s or;ented be~ieve that 1 s an 
integral· part of our soct.ety and must respond to the Supreme 
Court's positions~ 

MR. WEINBERGER: · 1 ·, 

... 
Well, I take it you a.re. referring sp~ciffeally to, .. abortion 

and. to the Supreme· Court' sr. decisions that in effect say, really 
:not in effect at all, say that every woman has a right to an 
abortion, at any po.int without ~egard to whether, itt 1 s a.-·therapeuti
cally necessary one o:r not •. And there are af·sreat ·many people, 
,as you indicate' in the country who are very unhappy and 
dj.ssat.isfied with that bas·1e· decisionI·and also the decisions of 
the Congress ·with respect·'. to the ftmding ··requirements :under the 
Med~ca.id_ programs for the ;low income, which are ·state administered 

·.aqd which under- various ·subsequent ·court decisions ·we are required 
· tQ fun.,d, anti the states, 'themselves, are in·. fact fcrDbidden, if they 
inc,l.ud.~ .general:. health services of certain kinds, they are for
bidden not to include abortion aunng those. .. · 

. ~o.we do respond to these Court decisions, ·as· indeed we have 
to, and to the statutes as they are ·enacted ·by the -O'<n'lgress. I 
think; that with this, as with so many othermatt~rs; it's simply 
go_ing. .to have. to be a que·stion of whe'ther· enough .people become 
su-f ficiently concerned abgut this and suf ficteritty v-ocal so that 
their representatives in the Coagress'can.hear·them·arid can enact 
statutes in responeeto these requests. 

There are other people on the other side, obviously, and that's 
. what the whole. democratic :pt"ocess . is, all. about'.··. ~':Sut I don It think 
it 1 s appreci·ated fully. enough, as you· indtdateddthst you under
stand, but l don•t know it's, fully~·appreciated~that~tlhe Department 
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of He'.alth, Education,. and Welfare, the executive branch, indeed, 
mak~' :rto l:aw at all and do. have· t,o: .· r.espond and do have to enforece 
the laws that are on the books. And ·cer-t·ainly the Supreme 
Cou:r;t; 1s decision with respect to abortion constituted a landmark 
ari_d ~~;:::~ubstantial, if not change, at. least ~nnouncement or 

'discovery of a·new principle in the law. And·we·have no option 
but to carry it out~· The· change of that could come . .about .. through 
the legislative process or through-the process. of constitutional 
amendment. In one way or another, it has to come about if the 
people want it: t~, a· suffici.ent number of. the people~· 

, ; 

And ! can only counsel that people who feel strongly about 
these matters- really must participate, that there is no substi-
. tution and :no, no way to achieve results unless you ~articipate. 
The only way· you can buy the .right· to criticize is to partfcipate. 
And so I would hope there would be the broadest possibie 
pare~.cipe:t'ion. · · . .. . · · ··. · . · · . · . 

That's- what I like about these ·meetings, because they offer 
us a very good chance -'to find.- out 'What people are· thinking. 

; ., :· ..... 
'~ .. 

So essentially the answer to your question is that those 
concerns that you •ve identified have to be brought to·· the people 
who are able to make changes in the existing policy and existing 
policy in thiif'cas•e announced ·practically: speaking by the courts. 

:MR• HERMAN: " . «t. 

Edward Herman, University of Cincinnati. 

In your remarks you.mentioned the danger .of ·invers-e 
discrimination. At the university we are; very.ifirmly committed 
to affirmative action. However, one hears stories from all over 
the country that on campuses inverse discrimination is taking 
place. 

What,steps is your·department taking to prevent ,this sort 
of thing fro~ happening? 

MR. WEINBERGER: · 

Well, inverse discrimination is the situation,that. x:esults 
when, in order to correct the obvious discriminations that have 
taken place over the last hundred years and more, e..fforts are 

.made to favor a previously discriminated against group. And 
when-'you have' such· things as· limited admissiQns, suc;h as you have 
in.:m~dfcal school or in,·:1aw school or in some universities, and 

· you :say that regardless:.;~£ whether you' re quali.fied or .not we 
won't admit you because you aren't part.of the. gx;oup th~t used 
to be' discriminated against,· and . therefore we w~ll . ignore you and 

.favor someone else to:make up for·that discrimination of the 
past hundred years, it raises all kinds ,of very difficult, 
complex social problems. 

My own feeling is that you do not cure and that you are not 
required-·,by the law to· cure .discrimination in .t~ past by 
practicing more discri'mina.tion. in the future agains~ other groups. 
I go back tO tli:e idea that't·equality~ ,of opportunity and equality of 
access· are tne·· ult:lmate "goals; W:e. do .ha:ve and I have. mad~ special 
efforts· in a numbet" of ways·-t:o oV.erc.cune the discrinJ].nation that 
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was practiced in· the past. And we try to do this, not by hurting 
anybody else, but by adding to the· opportunities of people who 
have had discrimination p·racticed upon them. 

The definitive answer to it at the college level, where you 
get into limited access because of medical school and law school 
limitations and·other professional school limitations, the 

1 ultimate·answer will have to come from the Supreme Court. 

There was a case, as you know, that reached :the ~ourt, but 
the court didn't decide it. They didn't decide it because of the 
rather shameful factor of American justice, and that 1 s the delay. 
This was brought by a man named Defunus, who Wi:lS white and who 
was denied admission to the University of Washington Law School. 
Though he had a very substantial academic record, he was denied 
so that others who have been discriminated against could be 
admitted. He brought suit. Somewhere shortly after that the 
University of Washington Law School changed its mind and 
admitted him, and by the time his case was argued in the Supreme 
Court inWashington, he was not really able to be there because 
he was graduating from law school that week • 

. (Laughter.) 

The court quite properly held that it was therefore moot, 
and they didn't decide it. But there will be a case. There are 
cases working their way up now that will require decisions on 
that point, and we will follow those. But we are doing everything 
we can in the admini·stration of these laws, putting out interpre
tations, the importance of basing your choice on quality after 
you've made broad searches and all the rest, to avoid the impact 
of inverse discrimination. 

MR.. ORTNER: 

My name is Robert Ortner. I'm with the Cincinnati Chamber 
of Commerce and Associated Industries of Kentucky. 

Many people believe that economic education is one area that 
has been neglected in our educational system. How can we get the 
subject material put into the cou~ses taught in all secondary 
schools? 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

Well, this again is one of the items that we were talking 
about in the meeting I mentioned in the Cabinet Room yesterday 
with the President, because very much a part of his initiative 
for trying to bring the worlds of work and educatio.n together 
.is the field of economic. education. And it 1 s quite apparent 
from all the events of the last few years a great many people 
need it. But it is a typical subject. 

(Laughter.) 

And obviously a great. deal . depends on ·~;h~ .w.ay in which it 
is taught and who teaches it •. ·.It is very e$sential- that it be 
taught and that we ,understand ·the basic eco.noutic forces. at work, 
the problems of inflation and of unemployment :·and. the rgle of 
government and all the -other matters that,g9 into it. 
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It's necessary· in many cases. to dEiV.elop curricula that is 
not now in effect. In other places very gQod economic education 
courses are there. And this is· one .of the areas where a. combina·~ 
tion of the real world and the world of education could be brought 
very much closer together by .having a number of diffet:ent people, 
labor union leaders, bankers, chamber of commerce people, 
industries, small business, housewives and others .participate in 
not only the learning but the teachipg prooc;:ss so th~t the 
facts of economic life would be before many more students than 
are now the case. 

But I· agree with you and I am· sure the President.agre~s 
with you that additional economic education .is a very.essential 
thing. And•what we will be doing is. fl,ln(iing ·a numb~r of research 
projects to .. try to develop better kinds of curriculum, better 
means of assuring neutrality of presentation and at the SJ9llle time 
stimulating and exciting presentation; and then not s~y to the 
school· systems, you have to use· these, but here they are, here 1 s 
what we found; and we think it would be a very gqod thing if 
you wanted to use them. 

MR. ORTNER:· 

How can you say you must use them? That is part 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

Well, when you say that, .. then· the ne~t! stage is that we 
don't ·like your. teacher, and yeu mu.st .. have t;hat teacher,· and we 
dontt like your textbook, and you.must have that textbook. And 
frankly. I. don' t think I ·know enough, frankly I ·· dont t know anyone 
in.Washington whol'!as·enough intelligence to make that ):tind of 
decision for everybody throughout the country. 

(Applause.) 

. MR. FULLER: 

Mr. Secret~ry, my. name is Dewey· Fullet'·, from the .Urban 
League.of Greater Cincinnati • 

. My question.addresses. this.matter of inyersf:! discriinination 
again. And I'm a littl~ concerned about the -concern that· 
everyone seems to. have a.bout $Om!?thing you have:no.t yet done as 
opposed to doing something about so~ething thae you· have done 
for. a long. time .... You have discrimililated. fo;r a lopg time. There 
has not been significant examples of .in~erse discrimination as 
yet. 

(Applause.) 

Let me ask, let me ask a question, try to put this in 
proper perspective. If a parent has two childre~ and 
discriminates and gives all the advantages to one to the 
clisadvantageof.the·other, and througl?- som~ proce$s.~his is 

'br:Ought:.to·the parent's-attention; any corJ;ective. action that 
·is' taken to bring abdut, parity, wou_ld-. this :be consi,dei;ed, inverse 
discrimination? 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

Well, you are in a very important and very ~asential field. 
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Let me say that .I think that if the action that· is taken to 
bring about parity does not hurt someone else, it does not deny 
him opportunities, it is not discriminatory; and parity is what 

·we want to achieve, we don't want to achieve parity by doing to 
someone else what was done to people who were clearly 
discriminated against for the last ·hundred, hundred fifty years, 
so I think you can achieve that parity by approaching it from 
the point of view of equality o.f opportunity and equal:f ty of 
access. And that is the kind.of thing that:I think we should do. 
And when you have your limited-access school, law school and 
medical school, one of the reasons that you have the kind of 
inverse discrimination- that I mentioned in that Defunus case is 
that there is not a large enough pool. at this time of people 
generally to choose.from to.go to the.law schools, and., as a 
result, some have· tried this.idea of trying to increase. the 
number in the law schools by denying spaces to others equally or 
to perhaps, frankly, more· qualified. ~And that, I· think,. we have 
to avoid, and I think the ·way·· we avoid it is : by ·increasing the 
degree of integration and the. degree and the quality of educat: ion, 
starting at the elementary level. I don't think we•ll have that 
problem in about 15 years, maybe, maybe a little more. But I 
know that the problem is that nobody wants to wait· during that 
period, and what do you do in the meantime? 

MR.a FULLER: 

I think I would like to suggest that we don't have, we 
shouldn't have the problem now if we acted in good faith, 
attempted to select the previous -- select on the same. basis, 
not throwing out your qualifications, not thr.owing. out s.tandards, 
not being unfair to the previously ptbrileged group.·· ·But you 
see, if you look at this whole thing in proper perspective, any 
selectivity discriminates against so~ individual. 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

If youtre in a situation where you have a limited number of 
spaces, but you can try to avoid that. And I just want to say 
one thing to you, which stems only .from my pursuit of the English 
history as a hobby, and it•s not meant either to be rude or to 
argue with anything you're saying, but it's designed to respond 
to your example that you gave about a parent with two children, 
and the case you gave is, of course, primogeniture, which is 
exactly what is practiced in England up to this day. And.there 
are a great many English historians which think the practice of 
primogeniture and favoring.the eldest son is what originally 
built the British Empire, because it fired the younger son with 
so much ambition that he had to go out and get new colonies to 
help him realize it. 

(Applause.) 

MR. CARSEY: 

Mr. Secretary, my name is Eugene Carsey, and I would like to 
ask this as a private citizen, not as a representative.of any 

· governmental agency or and so forth. Let us bring this down to 
the City of Cincinnati. 

It's my understanding that we're having· a great deal of 
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trouble with our local university· here, whose personnel is 
about, or rather enrollment is about 38,000 or· something like 
that, It's jointly sponsored by the city of Cincinnati and the 
state of Ohio. And ,they're having a great deal of unsatisfactory 
discussion about this ~ather peculiar joint sponsorship. My 
question to' you is, if worse:comes to worse, can HEW step in and 
give us some money or give --

(Laughter.) 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

- Well, as I frequently tell Congress, you have come to the 
wrong department. 

(Laughter.) 

We have $118 billion in our budget, and that would seem like 
a substantial amount to enable us to do a lot of the very 
necessary things that crop up unexpectedly; 95 percent of that 
budget is uncontrollable in the sense that it can only be used 
for certain specific things unless there are changes in the law 
or something of that kind. 

However, I don't want to give a completely negative answer. 
A few months ago I had the privilege of dedicating a new hospital, 
a teaching hospital, at the University of Cincinnati, and that 
was, as I recall it, roughly $40 million of federal funds. And 
we are planning to do and will do substantial contributions to 
the university. I have great respect for it. I think it's a 
fine college. And I have great respect for the president, 
Mr. Bennis. 

If your question was to the-point would we come in and run 
it or would we come in and fund it, or would we come in. and take 
it over, then the answer clearly is no, because at least as long 
as I have anything to do with it, because what I am most 
concerned with is getting the federal government out of the 
actual direct delivery of a lot of services and moving it 
back into a role of support, encouragement, sponsorship of 
research, dissemination of that research and dealing with 
certain nationwide priority problems, but not running 
individual universities. So if that was the purport of your 
question; I guess the answer clearly is no. If the question 
is will we continue to help the University of Cincinnati as we 
have in the past, the answer to that is I would certainly hope 
so and whenever worthy projects come along such as the hospital 
clearly was. · 

MR. CARSEY: 

Sir, Dr. Bennis, if my memory serves correctly, has used 
the word "bankruptcy" twice in the local press. 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

Well, that would be a most unfortunate thing for the 
citizens of the state and the nation and the city. But there 
are other institutions that are in that perilous spot. And I 
don't think that there•s any solution for them, their future 



or th~ futµre o~ ;~l:)e. cause of education in this cquntty. if·,·:the 
· f>e,der.?l.gover~nt ·comes in, and takes them, over. Becau.se·,Qn,e of 
the. th~ngs.. ·I , have tried. to do thrQugi-iout the entire tenure· .of my 
feQ.eral ser;v.ice is to. prevent the teder{:i.l government getti,-ng. 
il}to t;,Jle. :situ.9-tion that New. Yor~ City fiJ¥1s itself in to4f!.Y?':: 

'· 
MR. CARSEY: 

Thank you. 

MR. BAROODY: 

·~·Werre technically oJJt .of -=ime foi::.th.is se$sion,.t>ut since 
the Secretary did take a few more minutes in describing the, 
program, I will extend the question period for a few mor£ minutes. 
We may be able to get two or three more quest:t.ons iµ.: ·if, they are 
relatively brief and if the answers are relatively brief. 

(Laughter .. ) 

·MR. WEINBERG:U-: . ' 

,· .: 

I was going to say that is ~eall:,y the:~ wbol~ t;t;~ub.i.e here, 
and itrs also an extremely courteous way of saying I talked much 
too. loJig in my\ openipg_ .rema:tks. 

,. 

(Laughter.) '. ' 

"',j 

Yes, .sir • 
.. ~ .. 

MR. THOM:r-SON: 

rrm George Thompeono Itm Chairman of the Citizen's 
Partici.pation Comr.nit.tee .of ·OKI, and I am.·a trustee. o·f OKI, and I 

·am an einployee of the General Electric Ce>lllpany • 
. 1 . . 

My question is complicated, and I hope the:+e is a·sitQPl'6 
answer. I would like to .1'.now why parents who are ;reques:ting · 
student aiciLhave to repeatedly, and I .don 1 t mean yearly,. I mem 
within _biyearly, triyearly·, quadyearl'1~ E;ubmit applications ... for 
student aid .to the same agency, kn<lf ing full w.ell .. that· once. they 
have been. refv<>ed. ·that they will .be :refused :every .. ti.me after,· 
thap. And· I 1 d like: to. know .why · s tµdent aid. is. based. on need 
only. . Y?u 1 re disallowing. t:he. scholars in this .country, .the.· kids 
who have: really worked hal:'d to.gain:.a position. of prominence in 
g~.~ti~.· their education and ·are truly ·schalars, and. you are 
de~ennig.ing .all the $tudent. aid on ... purely .need. 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

Well, let me give you as short au answer as I can. It•s 
based onpu}:'ely n.eed because that's what the statutes se.y we 
have to adrid.ni$ter,,. We have.:recommended and.are recommending that 
these broader ideas of access and choice and quality also under
lie the allocation of student aid, and we are taking up·rec;om
mendations for those specific kinds of changes. And I think 
it 1 s very important to do that: because while. I think need is an, 
extremely essential part of the equation, I agree with.· you that· 
we should also encourage.;students of othe.r families, and I also 
agree that traditional means of·measuring need when you are.· 
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faced with the cost of higher education today do not bring you 
out with a very realistic result. If family planning has been 
such that there are three or four children all going to college 
at the same time, then you have even with a very substantial 
income a very real difficulty of assisting your children to get 
through college. And you should not have that kind of difficulty. 

So we are trying to broaden the program, not by hurting the 
needy, but by broadening it's reach so that it will take into 
account these other matters. · 

On the other side of your question, the first one which is 
somewhat more detailed and easily understood aggravation, 
basically the reason why so many different applications for 
student aid are needed from time to time is because we are still 
fortunately a highly upward, mobile society, and people•s· income 
at the time they fill out an application is the important factor. 
And consequently your income becomes important at each time the 
application is filled out, to see if there's any change in that 
that either qualifies you or disqualifies you or your son, your 
children, for student aid. · 

But if we can broaden the program like we would like to do 
and get these other factors into it, then, while we might require 
a constant reexamination of your income, which is an irritation, 
I know, we might be able to have a better result in having more 
people eligible. 

MR. THOMPSON: 

Well, most of the requirements for a need were established 
10 or 15 or maybe 20 years ago, and they haven•t been updated 
as the progress of the economy changed. 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

· That 's exactly right. 

MR. THOMPSON: 

And thatts my most significant point. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. 

MR. SHOEMAKER: 

Mr. Secretary, I•m sure others would join with me in our 
compliments to you and to the President for establishing this 
type of a meeting, the chance for a person like myself and 
others to make comments. I appreciate it. 

MR. WEINTI-ERGER: 

It's very helpful for us, too. 

MR. SHOEMAKER: 

Well, you mentioned earlier, and I, coming from Columbus, 
I got in a little bit late, my name is Byrl Shoemaker; Itm 
director of vocational education in the State of Ohio and 
perhaps the most fortunate state director in the nation. 
Because you made the point you are in an area of innovation in 
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vocational education, and it essentially applies to the whol~ 
state. You made a point of the importance of relevance in 

. education. You made a point 'in terms of the intere~t of 
e4ucation, relating to industry and business. It is.e:lear, 
also, t;:hat only about. 10 out of lQO jobs in thi.s nation requit,'e 
a professional degree., Only about five out of a hundred are 
for the unskilled. This points up clearly that any evidence -
effort.towards relevance will have to take into consideration 
a very broad effort in. vocational and technical education.· . 
Within two years there will be 40 percent of tt,J.e high school 
youths enrolled in job training, vocational education throughout 
the state. In~, _a city s~ch as Cincinnati, and the superintendent 
is here, there will be.over 50 percent. 

' . ' ·~ ' ,\, ', '.J "·;· ' 

My question, now, ~tr, Iihave ':te~d information about yout 
meeting on education and work task force~. Itve read some .of the 
preliminary materials coming from that task force; 1 read the 
President 1 s speech at Ohio State. All o{ them, . the Spt;!ec'1 at 
Ohio State ·arid the need. for relevance ~peak. to ·the · ~r~a of ·. 
preparation for work, whetP,er that be at vocational,, t~chnical 
or professional levels, in· the initiai materials coming.au~, you 
know, just roughly. And my point is these are initial materials 
of your discussions on the educ•ation work ,task force. I find 
little in the 111itial mater:Lais which deal with the issue of 
preparation for work., not learning .,;.. and you know in 'ohio we 
believe in the area of .career education, of edu.ca~ion for cl,l.o:lce. 
Byt my plea or question.is, is adequate·attentionbeing give~. 
by this policy group that you•re speaking of relative to the 
importance of a thrust at the high sc11<?P1:. and pos~~,h~gh S9;hoo;L 
level in areas of vocational and technical education? 

i 

MR. WEINBERGER; . .. . 1 .• 

Yes, I th:f.nk it is. I think it is a very important part 
of the whole process. And it ts easy to be, not mi,sled, but to, 
get an incomplete iEpression when you rely only on incomplete 
or prelind.nary staff recommendations antl QOt on the full, final 
product. I think wnat you saw were thing$. 6Ha.t were addressing 
other parts of the pro}?lem. ; , '; . .. , 

But one of the things I also ment.ione_d in tlje ';talk. a few 
moments ago was our:'desire to amend .the ·v~ca~ici;~'.l E4ucation Act, 
which expires this .year~. and wh1'c1' ~gives tis ah ·oppo;a:_:tut~ty to put 
some changes in. it. And one. e.f "t:ihe amendments that we tre. most 
interested in is an amendment. which would free the. progratn 'f,J;",qm 
many of its categorical boundary lines and:give funds to states, 
such as OhiQ, which knows what it wants to do and is doing it very 
well, to have federal funding that enables it to·do that without 
regard to filling out forms and complying with federal re:quiFe
ments for narrow boundary linc.s. . And. th~t ;w,~l,:k require t}n . 
amendment of the law. And the Congress is .notably relt.tctant to 
change any of the existing cat:egortes or categorical J:ioundaries, 
but certainly preparation for work and to my mind even mo.re 
important, allowing sta~e~ .to ha-qe the fUJ.?.qing 11pxid :the 'abi.lity 
to develop programs that they think are ,important.· ·And, obviously 
Ohio thinks this one is important, is tlle proper ·role, £.or the 
federal government.. ·, . 

, ,, . 
And so far one of the princip·al ·frustrations .we have .i~ our 

inability to persuade the Congress that they·shou~d do Bl!BY: t\'.ith 
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saf.d a m6ment· ago; 10 OT ,15 or :20 y.e·ars .~O, wi.th .di:f'.f~rent 
conditions, and let the states. and the s-ch09l dis,trlct:s pursue 
their own very well developed sense of priorities. It's a 
matter of trusting the state and local governments.,. wbic.h we 
want very much to do. ttis a matter of trusting the people when 
we speak about putting the decision process intheibands of the 
student and letting him or her pick the college of their choice 
as opposed to the idea that is very prevalent in Washington, a few 
years ago and unfortunately still is, that the seat of all wisdom 
is on the Potomac, and that's where all the decisions should be 
made because nobody else really is capable of deciding. So 
that is what weire trying to fight, is that kind of a. trend. But 
we will come out at the point where you want us to if we can 
succeed with that. 

MR •. SHOEMAKER: 

If I could ask one secondquestton --

MR. BAROODY: 

If' I could· inter:tupt; could you· submit that one· and all 
those others.· We are totally out of time., I would like to give 
one more question to one other'.iJiliiyidual. And alil of yqu.who are 
standing, left at the mikes, we have sheets in the kits, and we 
would welcome you to state your question in writing~ and we will 
get back to you directly with answers. And I apologize for this. 

Letis take one final question over here. 

MS. IAZARUS: 

My name is Irma Lazarus. I tm Chairman of the Ohio Art 
Council. 

It is my dedieated belief. ,that pr0bably there is no greater 
way of breaking doWn. cultural. barrier{> than:· by a strong 
appreciation of the arts,'particularly·at the young level~ Is 
your department considering anything to increase greater 
understanding of the arts among young peopl~ in the school 
systems? 

MR. WEINBERGER: 

·Indeed we are. And I can answer that question very· 
briefly, which I know Bill wants me to, by just" saying y.e'.s• 

We have particularly a program that is of greati:ht~r~st 
to me, because I happen also to be a trustee of the Kennedy 
Center, is a prograra calledtheAppreciatian. of Arts in"' 
Education. And it is designed to encourage the development in 
each state, and we have SO-state participationoow, of C\'.)urses 
in the arts and art appreciation throughout the schools of the 
nation. And I agree ·with you: 'fulJ.y. , It ,is a critically 

. important part of the educational process. And that's why I 1m 
. so anxious that when. we. talk about ·career education and 
vocational education people ·do .not :believe that all_~ 1.re . 
·talking abbut is ·training for. specific· occupations., ,,t·hat _we are 
also training for these higheT ·values, these cul-=ural) .ar~istic 
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values which you start learning only in school, and if you, learn 
them properly·can give you and everybody else enormous pleasure 
for the ·rest of your generation. 

MS;.LAZARUS: 

Thank you. 

·MR. WEINBERG: 

Thank you. 

(Applause.} 

MR. KINNEY: 

Could I ask your consideration, due to the fact I have 
already filled out my sheet, and it was directed towards something 
else; I just have one question to ask of --

MR. BAROODY: 

Could I have you meet with him right after? He•s got to 
go. Werre running 10 minutes behind, and wetre not going to get 
through the rest of the program --

MR. KINNEY: 

It's very brief and short. 

MR. BAROODY: 

State it. 

MR. KINNEY: 

Okay. My name is Sherman Kinney. I work for the City of 
Cincinnati, Manpower Services. I•m the father of eight 
children, so it's not about abortion. 

(Laughter.) 

MR. KINNEY: 

I want to know what is your consideration of assistance to 
parochial school aid in the area of assistance in textbooks and 
audio-visual equipment and things of this nature. 

MR. BAROODY: 

You want to take 30 seconds? 

MR.· WEINBERGER: . 

Thirty seconds is all I'm allowed. 

Quickly, the answer is I wish we could do a lot more than 
the courts allow us to do, because I think we should have a very 
broadly based, diverse educational system. The court rules are 
rigid and ·getting more and more rigid, and they are giving their 
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interpret.a~on 'as. they·' see it of 't~lte, const:itution. But I would 
like to be able 'to assist fn ways 'in which we as·sist other 
educational establishm.entei, all·educational institutions, 
obviously not to foster any particular religion ,but to provide 
a diversity Of education for our :thousands· of children.·· >And 
if we don't do it through those.systems, we're ·going to have to 
do a _lot more funding and a lot more intervention in the public 
school system. So ·what we do is wh-at we can: ao.- ·We're limited 
by the court decisions. ' 

MR~' BAROODY: . ' : ~ . 

Thank you very much, Cap. 

(Applause.) 

MR. BAROODY: 

. {•. 

As I indicated before, Itm going to be a lot tougher than I 
have been in the last 10 minutes as we move through the program, 
be~ause we do have a deadline at the other end. We are now 
running about 11 minutes late. 

I would like to declare a severi or eight-minute break. I 
would like to reconvene and be underway iri·about 10 minutes, 
whicli would be about 10:20, 10:22, when Bill Seidman will join 
us arid discuss the economy. 

Thank you very much. 

(INTERMISSION) 

MR. BAROODY: · 

Will you take your seats? Please take your seats, ladies 
and gentlemen. We're ready to begin the second session of this 
morningts conference. 

Before presenting our next speaker let me point out to you 
that.:right next to the registration desks in the lobby is a 
bulletln board and we are posting messages that some of you are 
receiving. There are quite a number up there, so I suggest at 
the next intermission you may want to wander by the bulletin 
board, which is next to. the registration desks. 

We know, of course, and we·found out in discussing potential 
agenda with the cosponsoring organizations at earlier meetings, 
that there is a great de·al of interest here in the Ohio River 
Valley area, as well as throughout the country, on the state of 

·.the economy. ·We also know that there' is great concern about 
future growth of the business sector. 

We have with us today to discuss these issues and to take 
your questions, Mr. L. William Seidman, ·Assist-ant to the President 
of the United States for Economic Affairs. Mr. Seidman has 
occupied his present position, as well as that of Executive 
Director of the President's Economic·Policy·Board, and is also 
a member of the Energy Resources council since September 28, 1974. 
Prior to these i-'.i::poiritr..1ent.S:, Mr. Seidman was Assistant to. the 
Vice-Pres'ident for administration in the office of then V.tce
President, Gerald R. Ford. 
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Before entering government se~ice, he was national 
managing partner of Seidman & Seidman, Certified Public 
Accountants in Grand Rap~ds, Michigan. From 1963. to 1968 he 
was Special Assistant ,on Financial Af.fairs to the Governor· of 
Michigan, and aiso a member of the. Federal Reserve Bank of 
Chicago, Detroit Branch, and its chairman in 1970. 

Mr. Seidman was born in 1941 .in .. Grand Rapids.., Michigan. 
He received his undergraduate degree .frpm Dartmouth, and his 
law degree in 1948 from Harvard Law School. He received an 
M.B.A. degree from the University of Michigan in 1949 •. He 
served in the United States Naval Reserve as a lieutenant from 
1942 to 1946. 

It is a great pleasure for me now to present to you the 
Assistant to the President, Bill Seidman. 

(Applause.) 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Thank you very much. It is a pleasure to be here today, 
and I would like to abbreviate my remarks so that we can have 
titile,for an exchange, which hopefully I can answer your questions 
and also hear some of your views. 

I wou.ld like to start by just running. through some of 
the economic statistics, which we present to the President 
every week to give him a rundown on.where the economy is. I 
must say that at th:Ls poi.nt l'm much more pleased to be able 
to discuss thosa wit~ you than I would have been back about 
February. At that t:i1ae things were so bad, actually, that we 
slipped into the President's list a little note .to the effect 
that things were so tough in New Jersey that the Mafia had to 
lay off six judges. 

(Laughter. ) 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

He caught that •. He suggested that.New Jersey voted and 
I had better withdraw that, so I will. Actually, all of the 
economic statistics are better. 

Going right down the line, I think perhaps the best way 
to look at it for Just a short look-in is to go back to the 
summit conference that we had in October of 1974,· when over 
800 of the nation's best in .the ec_onomic field came together 
to talk about the great problems we had at that time, which 
was inflation, and that included academic econo~is.ts, business 
people, labor people, the consumer groups, and others. And 
while they were sitting there discussing the economy, underneath 
their chairs w.ere building up the greate~t inventory a.ccumulation 
in' the history of the United Staees, and with all of the 
information and all of the computers and all of the brain~ that 
we had there, no one really put their finger on what was 
happening and the extent to which it was happening, .and that was 
a fantastic inventory ip.~rease caused pretty much by inflation. 
Inflation makes it better to.bµy now rather than later b~cause the 
price will be highe~ later ,7 so .. busin.ess was full length· at .trying 
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to accumulate inventories before the price went up and to get 
by the many shortages that the overhe~ted economy brought in. 
And so we had a sdrambleby busiqessinen. My fatl,le;c used to 
·tell me that you could never· tell' what· th~ bµsinessmen will 
do in this country' ·but you can almost b~ sure that they will 
try to do it all at once,. and that is ··exactly what was taking 
place. · · 

Now, on the other side,· however, the consuiner, and I 
suppose I don't need to tell any of you that, was being rapidly 
squeezed out of the market.by the infl~tion, which was simply 

· reducing his ability to buy. So· on one hand we had the 
producers piling up, and on th~ other hand the consumer backing 

·away. About December it became very clear that we had a huge 
·inventory accwm.ilation·, and then. to get rid of. that,. you can 1 t 
cut back production to what people are buying, you have to cut 
way below in order to be able to use up that inventory, and 
that is what took place during the f:lrst pa.rt of .this year, 
and caused the sharpest recession since the ,l930ls.. · 

And I think it is clear now that this.inventory liquidation 
is coming to an end, although it is not totally completed, and 
it is certainly clear that the inflation rate from the rate 
well over 12 percent is now under 6 percent,. and these are 
the basic encouraging signs. · 

Now, all is not well. We know that unemployment is far 
too high and there will be a new unemployment figure, actually 
itts out right now, and I think Secretary Dunlop will be 
talking about that at lunch. But even though it is far too 
high, the important thing is to start turning it around and 
going in ·the other direction; and while that is the last 
indicator to move, we hope that even there we will, see some 
improvement in the not too di.stant future.-_ 

There aremany other kinds of statistics I can give you 
which come off the.sheet. Housing starts are up 14 percent 
in April. You maf· have seen'. this morning automobile sales are 
up 8 percent, and durable goods are up, and those are one of 
the key things. In fact, it's pret~y hard to look around among 
any of .the indicators now, and rather than go over them all, they 
aren't saying, yes, we are at' the bottom and we are going to turn 
back up. 

That question then becomes, well, two things: What if it 
doesntt turn up, supposing your indicators are wrong, and since 
you had the clouded crystal ball with you at that convention 
in October, you know one thing that really did for us, that 
meeting, and that was that there isn't a single major economist 
in the country that·can say, "I told you so," because we got 
them all on the record and they were all wrong. And therefore, 
at least --

(Laughter•) 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

So in any economic prediction, we do not, we don't, no one 
can guarantee it, and we have to look at the economy as the 
President looks at the economy and makes his decision based on 
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these:facts as they co~e in to. him on a daily basis. And he 
has said that ff in fact the·economy has not turned and moved 
away, it's pretty unifdrm1y been predicted that then we will 
have to·take ·action to stimulate' the economy, and it will.be 
·up to what actually happens to determine what the course ~hould 

· be. But the great likelihood is that the economy wil~ .. move 
up and that it will move up at a good pace. And the question 
and.the problem becomes how do we bring.ourselves out of this 
kind of an economic difficulty we tve had· in a way that we. 
can have a longer term, prosperous econoIPy rather than the 
roller coaster.that wetve been on in recent.years. And.I would 
just 1ike to give. you for a few 111Qments the kind of fiye key 
areas· that We think are important to have'aq ecortqmic rf?C<;:ivery 
with real growth and wi'thout inflation at'lo anot;ber session of 
what werve· just been through. · 

I think Lord Keynes is often blamed for all of oµr economic 
troubles these days. But.shortly before he passed away, he made 
the following statement, having observed how some of the 
theories were being used. He said abo'q.t inflation,·"There is no 
subtler, no surer means ()£ ove+turning ·the existing basi,s of 
society than to debauch the currency." Thatrs really Enrlish, 
isri 1 t it; I like that. ·"The process engages all of .t1'.e hi4(len 
forces of economic law on the side of destruction, and it.does 
it in a manner which not one mari"in a million is able to diagnose. 

So there is probably the key economist of the last century, 
and rutting his finge~on 'the fact that inflation is the_ great 
peril to our e.conomic system. 

We believe t;hat removery de.peuds.on five things: 

And the first is the steady-as-you-go economic policy., 

The second is ~i~.cal restraint in government spending. 

The third is increased Job crea"tion through additioP,al 
capital investment. · · · · 

The fourth is reforming'our regulatory policies, which are 
tying up our ability to produce'. 

• l.' 

And the fifth is the implementation of a program 'lor long
range energy independence. 

Those are the five key fundamentals that we believe will 
be necessary to bring us a ·steady improvement in our economic 
well-!'>eing. Now those kinds of words, moderation, restraint, 
jobs, implementation of an energy program, they are not new, 
gx:eat discoveries. As a matter of fact, IIl.OSt of them are the 
kinds of things that you might call old virtues, you know, 
steady-as-you-go instead of a wild, stop-and-go process and 
so forth. And as we go through, we talk just a little bit 
about each of them, I think you will see that there is no 
mystery concerned with them. lt•s a question of whether we 
have within our system the ability to get done what we really 
know ought to be done. 

. . 

One of the most difficult things, I think, for us as 
Americans is to accept a moderate approach. We want action now 
and often without regard to long-term effects. And this 
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stop-and·:go economic activity ·at the government level has been one 
of the great problems in· trying to have sustained recovery. 

After moderation we ·get the fiscal restraint in spending. 
I 1m sure you will hear a great deal tliore about that from · 
Jim Lynn, who has the battle on his hands as Director of the 
Office of Management and Budget. But''it is" obviously key to 
coming out of the current economic difficulties without another 
inflation, and somehow or other in the political world, we 
cannot, we have great difficulty in finding a way to restrain 
ourselves from trying to give ourselves more than we really have .. 

It really reminds me of one of the tales around Washington 
of the politician wh·o had a speech writer and the speech writer 
thought that he was pretty good and he asked for a raise, and 
the politician said, "We don•t have any raises around here, we 1re 
fighting inflation." 

So when he started· on his next speech, he went down··and 
the speech said that ·they were going to increase Social Security 
payments, they were going to exempt all income under $10,000, 
they were going to increase food stamps, ·and they were going to 
do all of this· With a balanced budget. And ·ne ·ttirned the page 
and there was nothing on it except a little note' from his · 
friend which said, nNow, you S.O.B., youtre bn your own.'' 

(Laughter.) 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Well, that is funny in ·a way, but it± has a ring of truth 
to it, unfortunately, in terms of the political process. 

I would like to quote to you I think a sobering thought 
that was writt·en exactly 200 'years ago by 'a BTitish historian, 
Alexander Tyler. He said, "'A democracy cannot exist as a 
permanent form of. government. It c·cii orily exist until the 
voters discover that they ·can vote themselves largest from the 
public treasury. From that moment on the majority always votes 
for the. candid~t'7s promising the most·benefits from the public 
treasury, with the result 'that a demo·cracy always collapses 
over loose fiscal policy, always followed by a dictatorship. 
The average nge of the world• s greatest ci vil-i.z.cti.oT:ls has been 
200 years." \ye shall have·to prove that· the- good professor 
was wrong. · 

And I think you will hear a great deal 100re from Jim Lynn 
with regard to how the battle for'control of our finances must 
be achieved. I would only say that when you borrow money, when 
the government borrows money, it has to handle that debt some 
way. It can repudiate it, it can r~s'e taxes to pay for it, 
or it can cover it by inflation. Obviously, increasing· debt 
brings· With it the great d'anger of inflation. 

Now, the third important 'basic t_o economic recovery is 
the accumulation of capi:tal. To have jobs, business has to 
have money to '.c'reate places for people to work and machines 
for them ·to ·work with. , We. e·stimate that we will need to create 
almost 10 mi.llion new, jobs' by 1980 in order to have people · 
at work. And to do that the curren:t cost-'.i·s something· around 
$40,000 per job, so there is a tremendously important need for 
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business to be prosperou$ ,. for profits, because profit.s. ~re., 
the, largest source of 9u:i;- "cap'ita~ accumulation. 

And another part of that is to find a way to b;paden 
the ownership of capitai, to make more people il'l oµr country 
capitalists and more people interested in seeing that our 
systen;t does provide the. jobs through the c~ftalisti"c system • 

. . And. we will be hearing i:nore from .. the administration· in both 
of those. areas. . . · '.' · · ·· '. 

But the third important·stepto' be taken is to find ·a 
way to increase capital. At the present time our capitat 
.accumulation is the lowest.of all .of the free nations, and 
obviously we need to change that treJld and change that 
direction if we are going to have the jobs that we want. 

The fourth area is regulation. We have over the years 
accumulated huge amounts of government regulation at all 
levels. And it's basically of two types. One is to provide a 
way to set the. price when there. '!,El no competition, ~d the.' 
other is to protect safety, health, welfare, environment, or 
some other social good. And it ts very. clear' that" we have not 
in ~ny cases really w~ighed on· the coinpetitive side whether 
we could have more competition. and less regulatiqn, and··· on 
the ~afety, wealth,.heFllthand welfare ·side, we have in mariy 
cases 'not evaluated what the cost was to society of the kind 
of regulation that we are putting in. We saw the benefit, and 
there obviously could be a benefit, but what was the cost? 
We need to take a whole new look at that area, be.cause if there rs 
anything clear now, it is that many types of regUlation are 
costing us jobs and lots of. Jobs. So I think that a review 
of the whole regulatory· area is essential to a sound economic 
recovery. 

And finally I would just.lJlention the energy situ~tion, 
For years we have been, for' the·. last seven or eight years, we 
have been losing our energy independence and becoming·mre 

. and more dependent on foreign oil. And at this , point some . 
65 percent of .the oil import is coming from OPEC natioµ.;;,· and 
that source is. uncertain,, ~o.th as to its availability and 
to its price. And energy _is- not only. a national securi,ty 
issue, it 1 s an econonµ.c issue.. Until. this country k,nows what 
its basic source of en,ergy is and how it•s going to.be priced, 
it has a great contingency and question mark in its economic 
recovery. ·· And Frank Zarb will be with you today, and I 1m sure 
that he will talk with you about the energy program. But from 
my point of view, I only want to emphasize that energy is in fact 
a-key economic issue, as well as being a national security 
issue. .. · 

So, if I can review for just a.· JllOment, it seems ·~le~r to 
.us that the indicators. show tha:t . the economy is at the 
bottom, that the recession has hit it.s bottom, and µow we look 
for it to turn back up and for'us to be growing at a six to seven 
percent,x.;at:e by the end of this y-ear •. That we want ~o have 
that. growth in a way that we can have' a long-term, real .. 
prosperity, and that depends on really, we think, "five things, 
a steady-as-you-go economic policy,· a fiscal policy which 
re.strains spending to t~at that we cari pay for, the accUmulation 
of capit,al to .provide new jobs, _tl!-e reform· 6£ ·the re,gulatory 
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agency, and a long-term program for energy independence. 

Now it 1s sometimes said that we come to these meetings 
to sell you on something~ That really isn't the purpose. 
We are not in the hard sell. But I remember the story of the 
guy who had a clothing store, and he got a new clerk and he 
wanted to try him out. And he said, "I'm going out to lunch, 
and that suit thatrs been on the rack for four years, with 
all of the dust on the top, I want that sold by the time I 
come back. 11 

When he came back, sure enough the suit was gone. The 
salesman didn't look too good, and he said, ''Well, gee, 
congratulatlons. Did .the customer give you any trouble on that?" 

And he said, "No, but his seeing eye dog gave me hell." 

(Laughter.) 

Well, in any event, I'm not trying to sell you this. 
I 1m merely trying to tell you our thinking, md I welcome 
having a chance to discuss it with you. ' 

Thank you very much. 

MR. BAROODY : 

Thank you very much, Bill. 

I would ask you now to go to the microphones, and remind 
you that we would appreciate it if you would state your name 
and the organization you are affiliated with. We will go to 
the left here, sir. 

MS. POWELL: 

My name is Levata Powell, and I am a private citizen. 

Mr. Seidman, you carefully described some of the, what 
I consider more classical approaches to economic recovery, 
and I don't quarrel with these. But with unemployment soaring 
more than nine percent, many common folks see the economy 
recovering when they can find work again, and they will not 
feel that it has recovered until they do find jobs. 

My question is that since the President vetoed a public 
employment bill, how do you rationalize this, and what reasons, 
I mean substantial reasons, that you can give that such a bill 
could be vetoed with unemployment so high and these people 
who are presently unemployed are really iri the middle of the 
depression. 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

First, I agree with you, and we will not have recovery 
until people are, those people who want to work are back to 
work, and I don't think we have said that, and we certainly 
wouldntt want anybody to think that. The question is, how 
do we get the most people back to·work in the best way so that we 
don't end up with another recession thatts even worse than 
this one? 
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Now, the real way to do that, we believe, is to have 
the plt'ivate sector h;l:ring rather than the gove:rnment, ratJl~r · 
than to make work for them. Now, we believe in income support, 
and we have extended unemployment insurance· and done a lot 
of other things, and we ~now, unfortunately, that an economic 
recession· of the type we had hits some people a lo't harder 
than others.. It isn't fair·, but that is in fact the way it; 
is, and no one has suggested.how it's not tougher on the person 
who 1s unemployed than the one who is employed. 

Now, to get specifically to that bill, the bill contains 
public service jobs and summer jobs, which the President asked 
for. It also contains about $3 billion worth of asking every 
department in government what they would like to spend some. 
money on if they had some money to spend, and they all lump~d. 
that all in one bunch and stuck it on with the n.ecessary summer 
jobs. The veto was sustained, the bill came back with the real 
jobs that were really needed, and it was passed, and those jobs 
are now being given out. · 

Now, why fight for the budget? Because to.the extent that 
the deficit becomes unmanageable in the private mar1:_cl:!(:S,. it.· U 11 
take away money from the capital that .we need to create the .. ' .. 
real jobs, which is our real objective. 

So, believe me, we agree with you, that we have to correct 
unemployment, and we have to help the people who are unemployed. 
The question is what's the best method, and w~ thiQk that 
that veto and the fact that the bill came back with a:. reasonable 
provision and something was accomplished is, under these 
circumstances,. the ·way we ought to . perform to protect the 
long-range. good of the economy. 

(Applause.) 

MR. WESTMORELAND: 

I'm Carl Westmoreland and I'm here as a. private citizen. 

And l 'm echoing the same concern that Mr . .;. Powell had, and I 
heard your answer. The problem is that in my neighborhood 
40 percent of the young men are unemployed, according to ·the 
statistics that the government maintains. In a society where 
work.is God·and where werve been raised to believe that, and 
in a society where we•re more and more concerned about ~ 
and order, I find it very inconsistent, and I'm having trouble 
understanding the concern about a balanced budget when we have 
men who cannot earn a. living being men. And I would want you 
to not only to respond to that, but to pass on to the powers 
that be that we can't have law and order, we can't have people 
who will not depend on welfare, we ca.n•t have men who will be 
men if we don't give them the opportunity, sir. 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Well, I•d like to respond to that by saying first 
the President is awere of the kind of problem that you describe 
and the.kind of hard6hip that it brings and that we need to 
do something about it. And there are a number of things, 
as you know, being.done in the CETA program, in the CETA training 
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program, in the summer jobs program. I think you would not 
want to give the impression tha..t,the government is not doing 
anything in that area. 

But what do those people really want? I think they 
really want good jobs in private industry, and that is what 
we•re trying to create for them. And to do that government, 
too, has its limits, and so maybe there should be some other 
things done there. Wetd be glad to have your suggestions in 
that regard. 

But one thing we know for sure, if we do the kinds 
of things that keep private industry from hiring people, in 
the long run it will be bad for youx" people. 

MR. VAN KIRK: 

Mr. Seidman, I'm John Van Kirk .. I•d like to speak 
in behalf of the Cincinnati Institute for Small Enterprise. 

I'd like to relate specifically to point three, and 
that is the increase in jobs through capital formation. 

During a recent trip to Washington, discussing that 
problem with congressional people, recent chat with 
Mr. Tom Kleppe, head of· the SBA-, recent chat with Mr. Kindness, 
who sits on the Small Business Committee, everybody seems to 
agree that small business provides 52 percent of the jobs in 
the United States. Everybody seems to agree that.what takes 
$40,000 to create a job, as you indicated, for big 
business, it only takes $4,000 to create a job in a small 
business; it's axiomatic that small businesses are labor 
intensive and big businesses are capital intensive. 

The frustration is that Mr~ Ullman and his committee, 
the Small Business Committee, and all of the other committees, 
seem to be unresponsive to providing that capital for small 
business. The equity markets are not there. As a CPA you 
know theytre the source of retained earnings. They wontt 
support that growth. The other, the forced debts, then, in 
the case of most small business people is a 90-day note. Banks 
are not in the long-term capital markets. They don't want to be 
there, and they probably don't belong there. 

I guess my question is, what sort of institutional changes 
do you see that might be made to provide the source of capital 
needs ,that small businesses need to grow and provide the 
sort of employment that 1 s needed in this country today?· 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

I think you raise a very important point, and it is one 
that we have heard a lot about from your contemporaries and 
others, and it certainly will be a part of the total job 
creation program. 

Now, there are a great many ways that that can be done. 
The tax system, obviously, is one, where tax changes can be 
made that will provide both increased incentives to invest and 
increased dollars after tax for investment by the corporations. 

The broadening of ownership and finding more investors 
is another. We would be pleased to have any and all of the 
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su,ggestiolls th~t. y9u have on §pecifics, but we certainly 
have that in mind, and when the everall program in that area 
is presented, I'm sure that it will consider small businesses 
as a.part of the to~a:l pictµre. 

MR •. ·' UROODY: 

MR. RHODES: 
. . 

W. Emerson Rhodes, Board of Trustees, Delhi Township,
Hamilton ·county. 

Two weeks ago on Meet the Press, the noted economist, · 
Frederick von Hayek, said that the only way to preserve the 
capitalistic system,· and hers speaki-'lig from the· vantage point 
of Great Britain, where he no'W lives, is ·to tUrnoff·the 
printing presses. 

I ~ d like you to :amplify your remarks a . little bit. 
You•re talking about coming out of a recession, and yet given 
the magnitude of the debt that's proj~cted for this year 
alone, I don•t see how you can possib1¥ .tum off the printing 
_presses, and I dontt see how you can pos.sibly stop the continued 
deterioration of the dollar, not only;on.:the·international market 
but the value of the dollar to the people= who have to live on 
fixed income •. How do you propose to stop the inflationary 
spiral? · 

.. 
MR. SEIDMAN: 

' The principal basis for stopping the inflationary spiral 
is to get the government back into a position where it has 
a.balanced budget or a budget in surplus. That is, as your friend 
Mr. yon Hayek said, is the answer •. 

Now, we have to live with the world as it is. The deficit 
that the .~resi9ent proposed at 60 billion, about so·of that 
was the cost .of the economic recession. In other words, just 
ro~ghly half of it was lost taxes because of economic slowdowns, 
and the other 25 or so was increased cost for unemployment 
payments, welfare, and the like. 

So if we move b~ck to an economy that i$ operating 
at the level that it should be, we will be then with normal 
growth i.n. a position where we can get to that balanced budget·• 
Now, we haven't had e balanced budget but twice in the last 
15 years, and that moves it over into the political problem. 
That's where I think everybody in this country might read 
Profess9_~ 'tyler 1 s comment and keep i:t in mind as we look 
towards the next hundred, years, of our country. 

MR. LINKOUS: 

.My name is J)onald Linkous. I'm a trustee of OKI, 
and from Parma To~ship, .Butler County, and I have a. question. 

It would appear to many of us that really the federal 
bureaucracy is strangling state and local government and the 
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private sector and interfering in many of our lives by 
unnecessary red tape and unrealistic regulations. What is 
the ·administra·tion;t s -posi-tion· on this? 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Well, l think the·basic position.of your statement .would 
be amen. I mean., ·we think, just as· you think,· that there·· 
are tremendous areas where regulation has become a real 
deterrent, uot only 'to economic· activity,. but to personal 
freedom, and to free ~nterprise. 

I want to make it clear that there are, we a11:·Joaw::that 
there·haye •to be regulations. There are areas that can only 
be .. Jlarid'led by regulation and some that can only be handled 
at the federal level.· But ·the President put in, right' after 
the economic>stltim:iit conference, what we called anla~12:. 
Impact State~nt for the part that he can control, the 
executive branch, which requires those people who put out new 
regulations to evaluate what the benefit is and what, the cost 
is, and before there is a judgment on that: total picture, the 
regulation cannot be put in force. And that is just being 
fully implemented now, but I think that would be at least a 
step to meet the kind of problem yourre talking about. 

MR. LINKOUS: 

As just one small example, which is on record, in Butler 
County,. ·there rs been a safety problem on the road, :and it 1 s 
taken over 10 years to try to get through the red tape, 
and every time they meet all the qualifications, some kind 
of a new regulation would pop Up and werd have to start all 
over again, and I refer you to the Butler County Engineer. 
Hers lived through this. 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Itm sure it's true. The president·of my good college, 
Dartmouth, came to see me the other day because the IRS had 
been in and told him that he was going to· lose his tax 
exemption unless he ·kept the records of all of the people that 
were turned down for admission, and HEW had been on the campus 
at the same time saying he had to destroy those, records in 
order not to keep personal records or he couldn • t get any: · · 
federal grants, and he wanted to know whether or not we could 
get those two fellows' together. 

(Laughter.) 

UNIDENTIFIED PARTY: 

Mr. Seidma.h; I ~ve a question. Right now I think the 
federal government mandates the level: cff .unemployment · 
compensation. · 

MR. BAROODY:· · ' · 

Could you ident_i.fy yourself, please? · 
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MR. HUFFORD: 
.. ' ~ .. 

Yes. Donald Hufford, General· Cl!!y·Products .corporation, 
a small business. 

. \ . 

They also have public jobs, and in addition to that, the 
small bus.inessman also pays the normal state taxes, franchise 
taxes, real estate taxes, and enumerous ta~es. 

On the spending side., we have .Social Seguri ty payments 
going up. We have all of the other.side that comes 
along with that. 

Additionally, the federal goverQment in 1974 passed a 
law whereby all of the, any estimated taxes, in other words, 
any income that was made in. 1974;· year 1975 tax~s, which had 
to be prepaid,. were based .. on that,·. '.at _a time when we need. to 
have those dollars available for capital expenditure. 

Now, is the federal government going to continue to try 
·to solve the problem in terms of giving cash benefits to
people, or are we going t._o get· some help for busip.ess so we 
can create jobs? 

(Applause.) 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

I was up in Boston,. you know, .the o_ther daY where they 
fought that famous battle because they w~re being taxed . 
without representation, and ,they made the rem.qi.rk, ''Look at 
what we've got with representation.;". 

(Laughter.) 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

That's where that ·battle 1 s goi.ng to be fought,. right 
there on congressional hill. C~rtainly the tax reform 
program with which the administration will be presented within 
the next month will address itself to that point. 

I think, again, however, you have- to realize in the 
urbanized type of society that we have, the government has 

has great· obligations and there will be.taxes. The 
important thing is to hold them . to the .. .absolute minimum and 
to have them act in a way that will in fact create growth 
and productivity and jobs. 

MR. HUFFORD: 

I would like you to relate- to them, then, that. small 
business arul individuals that . are in need .wou:ld contribute 
to that capital cannot continue for very much _longer to 
pay the number of taxes they•re paying and create jobs for 
people who supposedly want to work, The unempioyment level 
in this state right now, we had a man apply to our plant, and 
he was getting $119 a month .tax free.. And he,,wanted ·-- I tm sorry, 
a week, you•re correct, one week, and he wanted to make sure that 
we could at least do better than that. He didn•t come to work for 
us because of the level of unemployment compensation. So when 
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we talk about it, I think you should look at the full picture. 
Thank you~ 

.MR. SEIDMAN: . , 
, ·~' 

I couldn't agree with you more. 

(Applause.) 

MR. BAROODY: 

We just have a few minutes· teft of :ques.ti:ons... May 
I ask, because of the d. ghtness of the schedule, and in 
fairness to everyone who wants to ask a question, that you 
~~~p .~h~.questions as brief as possible and one question per 
cu:st6mer. ' . . . :<. 

• .. 
~· . - . ... .f .. •' 

Mrs~ Herbert Stevens, Ohio Federation. of Women• s. 
Clubs. 

. ',· .. 
-· '' 

Many states, including Ohio and Colorado, wh1.,ch you 
know is ·close to·· the Presidentrs heart, have large, areas at 
which the economy of that particular area is based on ... 
recreation. We have the lake areas and state parks in Ohio, 
and, of course, the ski resort areas in the mountain ·st.;:ites. 

In the light of increased cost of fuel, both for transpor
tation and heating, and possible rationing of such, fuel, what has 
been planned to help the economy of these areas.~ci:::Of the 
people .who own and operate the recreational facilities? 

·• t• '; ' ' . 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

First I'd like to make the point the Eresident is from 
Michigan. 

MRS. STEVENS: 

I know that. I am also from Michigan • 

. . MR. S.EIDMAN:"" 

So am I, but 'I had· to make that point. 

Well then, clearly the costs which: in::e .htJ.rJ:ing,the 
recreation industry are energy costs, which are basically 
what OPEC oil has done for us. Until we get an energy program 
which will address itself to that problem and develop our 
own energy resources, we are going to suffer from high.costs 
in getting to vacationland. 

~ ' ~- . . ·. ~ 

" One o:f the thing~, however, ·it seems to me, in our 
reports; is· that, by':aita latge Dibst· of those place's have been 
do1.rtg very well red~ntly=~ 
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UNIDENTIFIED.PARTY: 

Mr. Seidman, first of all I'd just like to say that on my 
own behalf that I think you and the administration are showing 
a tremendous amount of guts during a time that's really fraught 
with political disaster. 

(Applause.) 

MR. BAROODY: 

Would you identify yoursfif? 

MR. LANG: 

Yes, my name is Bob Lang, and I represent Cantina Corporation 
in the State of Ohio. And I'd like to know specifically what 
indicators do you have that would indicate that. Congress·. and 
the Senate in fact will exercise physical restraint and that 
regulatory excesses will in fact be responsibly·mndled? 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Well, as far as -- ,l think you probably meant fiscal 
restraint, I guess, didn't you? ·· 

MR. LANG: 

Yes. 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Because we sometimes thit1k. that physical restraint might 
be the only way to handle it. 

(Laughter.) . ·~ 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Or physical presence outside of Washington, one way 
or another. 

But, well, we just, the first thing, what Congress does 
is determined by what you good people tell your congressmen 
you want them to do. I think that there are--. 

UNIDENTIFIED PARTY: 

Not really so •. 

. MR. SEIDMAN: 

Well, it ought to be. I mean you'd be surprised, maybe. 

In any event, •it has to, we believe· that we see an 
increasing realization and interest amorig people in all areas 
and at all levels inf iscally sound policies, and I would just 
point out that over this period, the President has had the 
courage to veto bills with nice names like housing and jobs and 
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we talk about it, I think you should look'at:the'ftill picture. 
Thank you. 

MR. SEIDMAN: 
••. ..i 

I couldn' t agree with you ioore. . 

(Applause.) 

MR. BAROODY: 

We just have a few minutes left of questions~ May 
I ask, because of the tightness of the schedule, and in 
fairness to everyone who wants to ask a question,: .that you 
keep the q~estions as brief as possible and one question per 
customer. 

MRS.· STEVENS: 

Mrs. Herber·t Stevens, Ohio Federation of Women's 
Clubs. 

liany states, including Ohio and Colorado, which you 
know is close to the Pres'ident' s heart,' have large areas at 
which the economy of that particular; ar.ea. is based on .. 
recreation. We have the lake areas and state parks in Ohio, 
and, of course, the ski resort areas in the mountain states. 

In the light of increased cost of fuel, both. for transpor
tation and heating, and possible rationing of such fuel, what has 
been planned to help the economy of these areas and of the 
people who own and operate the recreational facilities? 

'1 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

First I'd like to make the point the President is from 
Michigan. 

MRS. STEVENS: 

I know that. I em also from Michigan. 

MR.. SEIDMAN:· 

So am I', but I had to make,that point. 

Well then, clearly the costs which 'are, bur.ting· the· 
recreation industry are energy costs, which are basically 
what OPEC oil has done for us. Until we get.an energy program 
which will address itself to that problem and develop our 
own energy resources, we are going to suffer from high,eosts 
in getti~g to vacationland. 

One of the things, however, it seems to me, in our 
reports is that by artd' large most ·of those places have been 
doing very well recently$ 

I 
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UNIDENTIFIED PARTY: - ' . \ 

Mr. Seidman, first of all I'd just like to say that on my 
own behalf that I think you and the administration are showing 
a tremendous amount of guts during a time that's really fraught 
with political disaster. 

(Applause.) 

MR. BAROODY: 

Would you identify yoursdf.? 

MR. LANG: 

Yes, my name is Bob Lang, and I represent Cantina Corporation 
in the State of Ohio. And I•d like to know specifically what 
indicators do you have that would indicate that Congress .. and 
the Senate in fact will exercise physical restraint and that 
regulatory excesses will in fact be responsibly hlndled? 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Well, as far as -- I think you probably meant fiscal 
restraint, I guess, didn't you? 

MR. LANG: 

Yes. 

MR. SEIDMAN: ., 

Because we sometimes think that physical restraint might 
be the only way to handle it. 

(Laughter.} 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Or physical presence outside of Washington, one way 
or another. 

But, well, we just, the first thing, what Congress does 
is determined by what you good people tell your congressmen 
you want them to do. I think that there-are --

UNIDENTIFIED PARTY: 

Not really so. 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Well, it ought to be. I mean you•d be surprised, maybe. 

In any event, it has to, we believe that we see an 
increasing realization and interest among p~opl~ i~ ail areas 
and at all levels inf iscally sound policies, and I would just 
point out that over this period, the President has had the 
courage to veto bills with nice names like housing and jobs and 

' 
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farm and veterans and railroad retirement. And that should 
be a list for political suicide. But as a matter of fa.ct, I 
don 1 t believe it is, and I think it 9,oes show a re~ponsiveness. 
I think people really feel that we can in fact go broke like 
New York City did. So there i·s hope and it rs a matter of 
battling it out for what we think is the right position. 

MR. BAROODY: 

Yes, ma'am. 

MS. MAL LOTT: 

Mrs. Jane Mallott. I'm associated with the Ohio Federation 
of Women's Clubs, and my ques_ti on:· i~, I would like to know why 
supply and demand control prices leveled on perishable food, 
especially meat. Having had stable meat prices this past year, 
why was the new policy of gradi·ng meat publicized so early that 
the cattle feeders gave the· cattle feeders a chan.ce to hold back 
livestock to raise the prices on choice cattle that were 
ready for market six to eight weeks ago, causing losses to the 
consumer because of extra fat and trinnning off? 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Well, that's a tough thing to answer withint:he time. 
we have, and I would really like to have kind of a debate with 
you on that because the question revolves around the new 
grading standards for beef. And what was done there was to 
lower the amount of fat that had to be on meat in.order to have 
it graded. They lowered all the classes down, which in 
essence meant that instead of fattening cattle to the extent 
that they can't stand up, and shipping them to you to clog 
your veins with cholesterol and have you cut off the fat and 
throw it away, we feel a little less wasteful and maybe sell 
that grain to Europe. And surprisingly enough, the consumers 
groups, of all people, we,.,.t through the roof on this because 
they believed, and I think wrongly, that you would still pay 
the same.price even though the animal had been fed.less cornft 
But if everybody fed to that level, it was.our belief that the 
meat would be less expensive because it would cost less, and that's 
a very competitive market, and therefore you would have 
healthier food at a lower price. And despite our good intentions 
and despite the fact that we expected to be embraced by all 
the consumers and ladiesr groups, it hasn't tumed out that 
way. 

MS. MALLOTT: 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

MR. CRAYCRAFT: 

My namels Joe Craycraft, from the University of Cincinnati. 

You have quoted something about printing presses with 
respect to inflation. You talk in terms of your policy 
statements concerning fiscal restraint, balanced budget. In 
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response to sc>ltte .. que·s_tion~ ·you _also reit:erated t·hat point. .. . 

· . What about· the mO~etary slde? What do y0\1 hear from 
Arthur these days? ·Wl:tatcah we ex.Peet _in ~erms of monetary 
policy ·for the. next year? · · ·· · 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Well, Arthur has made two very important;: .-- that•s Arthur 
Burns, in case anybody in the United States doesn't know who 
Arthur is, and hers the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Beflk, and 
he has made out the Federal Reserve policy as a growth rate of 
five to seven and a half pet:cent over the next year:,_ vtiich we 

- believe is sound.. ·He 'l'ias also said. that they have a long-standint; 
p()liey of insuring that ·there are no financi.al crunches which 
the Fed car{ act to prevent. And really his policy is vecy much 
a part of the initial policy that I' suggested, which was.that 

·instead of a stop-and-go, big money .growth, no money growth·, and 
the same way, we. peed a steadY-as-you-go type. of. thing and have 
a sound recovery, .and monetary policy is impor_tant. to th'!lt~ 

MR. BAROODY: 

Yes, sir • 

. MR. GRAHAM: 

Tecumseh Graham, clergyman. 

I not.iced in the five points you covered, in t~rn;is .o.f 
long-range planning, you did not mention the expendi tur.e £or 
military needs of our government, which is a ~arge part of a· 
balanced budget. Would you address yourself to ·that, please, 
sir? · · · 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

Yes~ We believe that the greatest force for peace in the 
wqrld is a strong military establishment. Over the last 10 years, 
tfie milit_a.ey "has go-q.e from about 50 . percent of our budget down 

:to 25 perd~nt, a~d transfer payments have gone from about 20 
percent~up to 50·percent. So the basic growth in federal budget 
has been in social p~ym~nts, transfer payments, however.you 
want ·to put them. And the basic shrinkage has been in the 
military area. And we believe that the prime duty of this 
government is to protect us in the international field, if 
that takes a strong military force. .,,, 

(Applause.) 

MR. KRAL: 

Mr. Seidman, I'm George Kral, consulting engineer with KZF 
here in Cincinnati. 

Is it really possible to have a sound economy if we 
restrain, hamper, or even stop the builders of the country, 
those who produce goods,, and the ci-e-ati ve pt;Qp le, and instead 
continue to increase the paper shufflers•,: the bureaucrats, the 
subsidized unemployed, the do-gooders and the spoilers? Is it 
really possible? Haven't we about come to the point where we cannot 
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maintain .a.:.balanced :e,conamy with the kind of .. divisiol) t11at we 
now have in that ;regard?; ... ! • , . • • • • • · · ·: 

' 

. . . . ; '::tJ: ~ ; ~ 

I think it's possible to wi~ the battle., : The ·~kind.s of 
things you talk about are certainiy problems. ·. I think the 
President, has •taken the lead .. in.· al.n;JQst . every. on~ . of those areas, 
to :·st•r~: moving in the· .. -right. dtrec;tion.: '.lie saici".i~.,his State 

'of· 't.he :~ion ·Speech~ he . 4!11UDlerated .·a ;~ber of thitigs, just 
like ydti did, where we•re goilig in the wrong direction, and 
he said the important thing in this year .for our .administration 
is to change the direction, and he started to do that in a great 
number of those areas. 

MR. BAROODY: 

This will be the final question. 

MR. REESE: 

Mr. Secretary, my name is Steve Reese. 

It has been noted in the press, in order to cool inflation, 
that the administration has deliberately set a so-called 
acceptable level of unemployment. Assuming that this is true, 
what is the administration's acceptable level of unemployment 
and what percentage of the acceptable level does the poor 
people of this country have to play? 

MR. SEIDMAN: 

We have not set an acceptable level of unemployment except 
to set the goal that people who want jobs can find jobs. What 
we have said is that our best prediction of where we 1 ll be 
over the next two years shows that unemployment will be higher 
than we want it. But neither we nor anyone else in the economic 
field that I know has made a prediction that unemployment, let's 
say, can be under seven percent by the end of this year. There 
just is no way. So what we have done is to try, and the 
President has directed us to tell it like it is. That doesn't 
mean we like it, but we would be raising expectations that could 
not be achieved if we put out the kinds of numbers that we would 
like to see and that other people would like to see. 

Thank you very much. 

(Applause.) 

MR. BAROODY: 

Thank you very much, Bill Seidman. 

This concludes the morning part of the program. I do have 
a couple of important announcements with respect to the lunch 
hour. At 11:40, it is now approaching 11:15, at 11:40 we will 
start serving lunch in the South Hall, which is across the 
entrance foyer where you came in, directly opposite this room, 
and adjacent to where we will be having the reception preceding 
lunch. Each individual attending the luncheon will need a 
luncheon ticket, which was in your registration packet, attached 
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to your official pass. Yoti should give your luncheon. ticket 
to the waiter at your table during·lunch. 

I understand also that arrangements have been made to 
provide c~sh bars for .the prelun~heon re~eption in the south 
foyer outside·~lie room. 

Inmediately after the reception we will begin lunch. The 
·secretary of Labor, ·John Dunlop, will be our ·featured speaker 
and will also answer your que&tions during the luncheon hour. 

<r•rr- •· • 
•. ;! • • 

.Thank you very mtich. 

(Applause.) 
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LUNCHEON SESSION 

Kl. MILAN MARSH: 

July 3, 191s, 
11:35 A.M. 

You know there is a tight schedule, and we'd like 
everybody to take their seats> and at this time, I•d like to 
call Father Thomas A. Duesing, Vicar of the Laity, for the 
invocation. 

Father. 

FATHER THOMAS A. DUESING: 

Ladies and gentlemen, let us pray. 

Almighty God, you have told us in your sacred writings 
if we go up to the heavens, you are there, when we sing to the 
netherworld, you are there~ If we take the wing of the dove 
as we settle at the farthest limits of the sea, even there you 
shall guide us in your right hand. 

Hold us fast today, as we pause in our daily work. .We ask 
you to continue to bless us with the guidance of your hand. 
We thank you, our God, for the blessings you. have bestowed 
upon our country in these 200 years, we thank you for the 
resources we have found here that have enabled us to begin 
an economy to begin to support the school systems and to begin 
to found conmunities of neighbors. We are short of the ideal, 
but with your help and blessings, we can attain these goals. 

As we deliberate, free us from selfish interest so that 
this work will benefit all. 

Almighty God, bless our land with the healthy economy 
marked by full emploY"ment, so that our countrymen and our 
fellow statesmen of the world will prosper and experience a 
degree of happiness amid the hardships of life. We hope and 
pray that your devine help, linked with our humble efforts, 
will build for all men the beautiful land you describe in your 
songs, a land where kindness and truth shall meet, where 
justice and peace shall kiss, where truth shall spring out of 
the earth, and justice shall look down from heaven, 

Amen. 

1£. MARSH: 

May I have your attention, please. 

My na.ne is Milan Marsh. I'm the President of the Ohio 
AFL-CIO, privileged to represent approximately one million 
trade unions in the State of Ohio. 

Recognizing that brevity would be proper by virtue. of the -
fact of the discussions-and tbe talks this morning, it's been 
indicated that, I think, it's far more important for the 
audience to participate in the ~estion and answer period, as 
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they have, because I think it will give those that came here 
to this conference an opportunity to really understand the 
problems as the people see.them. 

I appreciate the opportunity to be selected as the master 
of ceremonies for the White House Conference on Domestic 
and Economic Affairs, itls a tribute to me; ai:r·pt.-esldent, "Bnd 
also I feel more a tribute to my organization, that I'm 
privileged to represent. 

' ' 

We have a very important man here with us today, a 
gentleman that' I •ve ·known ·for many years, ·b~cause he t .s g~abbed 
the construction industry by the ears every once in a while; I 
represented the construction industry for many years, thatts 
why I got to know John Dunlop. 

But before I introduce our main sp.eak-er, I td like to take 
this opportunity, that would probably be rare with such a 
distinguished group as we have here, a broad·· section of labor, 
a broad section of industry, a broad section of the community, 
and jus.t make. an' observation of my ow. ·I didnt.t come with 
ariy prepared text because . of the· hrevi ty·' of what' I have to say. 
Bu·t I think, after listening to some of the :questions and 
answers 'this morning~ I think we have all' a· genuine interest 
in what ts happening to our country. This'. countrf belongs to all 
of us, whether it's labor, whether it's management, .whether 
it 1 s., blacks, whether it 1 s whites, because !'·-'think we see no 

. colors wheri we-'s·ee human misery. And I would only urge all of 
·you~ those of you that represent management, to really recognize 
and not treat li"ghtly the matter of unemployment in'this. 
cotintry, be~ause h~story only shows in those· areas ·where we 

·ignored the unemployed, that those count'ries, for whatever 
reason,· go'by the wayside. We have 1 too ·great 6£' a country; 

· r·thirik '"1e have the resources ;- we have the abili.ty, we have 
the knowledge to make sure that we can put the unemployed back 
to work.· · -

. I 

Unless., and unless we put dollars in people•s .hands so 
they- can become a part of this economy, :and they can· spend 
those dollars so the employer then c~n make his produce·, .and 
we can turn this wheel that way, I think that's the·answ~r 
·to all of this. · 

·And I would also like to say that the people from 
management, I.always say this.to my people with the u~i~ri 
hall, if the guy that youri,:-e·working for cantt make·~ b~_ck, 
it f s darn' tough for me to go over and ask 'him for' anything for 
you. And we recognize that the profits are important, profits 
are not a dirty word as far as wetre concerned in organized 
labor, and I think that we should work and coope:r;.ate together, 
because too many times I sit on my side of the fence, you sit 
on your side of the fence, and only do we get together, we have 
to pull each other•s hair out once in a While at die collective 
bargaining table. 

I think we'.have a comm.On ~rite~est. in this ·country. · ,lt 1 s 
our country, all of our country, aoo·we want the.employers to 
be successful, and in retu.rn we want all the people to be 
successful, because if the answer to law and order, the answer 
to unemployment, or crime ~n"the sti:eet~ ·1s'g;ve· a guy"a".1·· 
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opportunity to make a dollar, a decent dollar, ~d I'm sure 
he won 1 t go down the corner'to stick up a gas sta.tiotl; 1 
firmly believe that. And I oril'y ·urge, I, think this c.onference 
is good, I•m happy to see the talented people that are here 
from Washington/ and I hope that this conference brings fruit 
in the future for our great na~ion. · · · 

Ladies and gentlemen, it is an honor for me to introduce 
the next speaker. For the past 25 years Dr. John Dunlop has 
been associated in one way ~r another with.the labor movement 
in this great nation. When the Taft-Hartley law was passed 
back in 1947, it became nec'essary for the building trade unions 
and the contractors to establish a board to settle jurisdictional 
disputes. Dr. Dunlop emerged as the man who.best carried out 
this function. · · 

In carrying out his assig1lment, Dr. Dunlop earned the 
respect, admiration and confidence of our unions as a man who 
had a no-nonsense attitude about helping solve our proble1I!8 
with evenhanded justice. Dr. Dunlop has been a member of 
Harvard University's economics faculty since 1938, and he was 
chairman of the Harvard Economics Department from 1961 until 
1966. He later served as dean of Harvard's faculty of arts 
and -sciencP.s. 

In 1971 Dr. Dunlop was appointed to the Construction· 
Industry Stabilization Committee and was director of the Cost 
of Living Council in 1973 and 1974. He was nominated to be 

· Secretary of Labor on February 18th of this year and was sworn 
into office exactly one month later. 

In addition to his duties as Secretary of Labor, Dr. Dunlop 
is a member of the executive committee of the President's 
Economic Policy Board. He continues to serve as coordinator 
of the President's Labor Management Committee and also serves 
on 29 other boards, commissions and committees. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I present to you the United States 
~ecretary · of Labor, Dr. John T. Dunlop.· 

(Applause.) 

DR. DUNLOP: 

Thank you very kindly, Milan. Distinguished guests, 
ladies and gentlemen, I appreciate this opportunity to say a 
few words to you at lunch, and to then engage in the give and 
take of discussion, which I personally very much prefer. 

It is good to be back in Cincinnati where I have been 
many times in the past in my former incarnations, dealing with 
labor and management problems~ Milan's union, the carp home 
union, the carpenters, is an organization with which I have 
had more than my'fair share of business in the past· (laughter) 
and with his· employers and with the jurisdictional problems 
with· his.brothers and other organ:l~ations, and I do welcome 
this opportunity to talk to you briefly. 

My first suggestion to you today is that it would be very 
helpful, as we all think about our economic problems, to put 
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the Y1ears' 1~7} and- 1974 in th~. kind of his.torical perspective 
whic_h they des~_rve •. They in his.tory, I am sure, will b_e 
reg~:r;ded.as so,~e;of the most unusual period~·of.the Li$t· 
h:u~4red years~ ·Never ip. .p~acetime did we):tave. the rate o£ ,, 
inflation· bf 1973 and' moreover' it was to.i::ally and completely 
unexpected, and never,derived, I may· say, in part from 
un:usual harvests around the.world, and then the fourfold rise in 
oil prices at the end of th~ year. 

In 1974 we had the precipitant drop in employWmt, again 
totally unexpec~e.d. I bad the privilege, -as a number o~ you did, 
in sitting in wtth my economic colleagues at the economic . 
summit on Septeriiber the 28th, 1974,and you can go back and 
read that record if you wish,-at\q you will find.that my learned 
colleagues, one and all, hadn't the slightest idea of the rate 
of drop t~~~,,\,'1~~ then in process or whtcfi ·?;-eaehed very great 
pr9~9r~ions,:rritf:;fthe first quarter o.f th:Ls year. And so we.. -
mu~t put our presep.t situatio~ in that kind of historical 
perspective~ _ 

Now, just a word.about.where W4:? are now. Perhaps it is 
,qlear to most people that _the economy is beginning to turn 
around. I ·have chosen to-emphasize, however, in_my discussions 
of this matter, that there is no single economic equinox at 
which at 12: 08 on some mythical; day ~the. economy turµs. ·Each 
community, as I travel around the country, is in a different 
ecqnqlnic. status than ~y other, each ·bus:tn·~ss, ·. e.ach househo-ld' 
e~h group in our conWU.ni.ty is in a little.~ different situation, 
and we should be very careful about unifon;ni~g and gene.ral_izing 
about it. · · -

Now, today in the Bureau of Labor.Statistics at 10:00 
o 1 clock thj,s morning released. the_. unero1'lc:>ym§nt .. 11umJ?ers . for the 
month of_,June,. and in case you had not heard· them, that r~c9rd is 
as follows, and I do wish to say a word qf ex.planat~on atx?ut 
them since we have been warning for three weeks now, at least, 
of the pos.sibility of people lnisinte;l:'p;r~ting the. Jup.e f,~gure. 
As you will recall, the seasonally .. adjusted figure for May ... 
was 9.2 percent unemployed on the average.· The-figure released 
today in Washington, seasonally adjusted, was 8.6 percent. 
But one should be careful not to interpret that as a significant 
change in the economy for in fact what it is is simply a.
continuation of about the same rate when one takes into 
account the unusual seasonal apjustments --~hat we had this month 
because of the problems of students entering the labor force 
or seeking work or spending their swniiler out of the labor 
force. Those adjustments are ··:/e'ry difficuit to make. . 
statistically. And so realiy we are about where we were last 
month, a little better. . , . 

Perhaps I can ~ke tliat poiJ1t7 in numbers to you by 
suggesting that, for the heads of b.Ouseholds, which, whether 

· they be men or women, in Ap:ril the unemployment ra;te was. 6. 0, 
in, last month and ... May,it was 6.:3;'-thefigure released this,' 
mo;:nililS. was 6 .1, down a littl~. _.-The inarried men category· was 
5. 6 percent in Aprif, . 5. 8 ':1n'J:May, and the figure released · 
this morning, again down a slight bit, 5.7. 

The unemployment pictux-e is about. what it has been, 
perhaps a slight bit of improvement. ··Employment, particularly 
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in nonagricultural. fields, ·continues '-up at a modest rate. The 
other figu-re . released: this: morning in Washirigton was the· 

: wholesale prtae. index, cand;;that figur,e, released ·at 10:00 
· · ·0 1clock, showed a•seasonally adjusted decline- of· one tenth of 

on~ percent ·point •.. That · suggestsi to us, I believe, a continued 
moderation in the rate of .inflation, which hes-been one of our 
principal sources of concern over the last several years. 

And so we' are;~tnbark-ed on the· twin ob-jectives of bringing 
down the rate of ittfl'ati:on ··and now expanding the economy. 

J;' ; ! ' 

Now, what are the tools that are· available to us to do 
this, what is the outlook? Well, it's clear, I think that in 
the year ahead employment and output and profits will rise, and 
the· critical question, as your chairman earlier has rightly put, 
in my mfnd, what, however, is ,to· be '.the plittern of unemployment? 

In economic recovery periods, unemployment lags, if you 
like, continues to remain high for two·essentia.l reasons, first, 
because our labor force cdntinues to grow; . youth ·enter the 
labor market, and married women and other women· are expanding 
their participation rates in our labor force in recent years 
at an appreciable rate. The other reason unemployment lags 
is that in the ·early stages .o·f our economic recovery,. 
productivity ··tends to increase more rapidly than at later stages 
in the expansion, and an increase in productivity means that 
employment will not ·increase as fa.at as .does output and :profits 
and other measures of economic activity. 

' 

And so, whether you like it or not; we· are confronted 
Wit:h the fact that unemployment over the course of the next 
year will lag·the economic recovery. 

Now, what to do ·about that situation. Well, first of 
all, the present administration's view, I· think, is that -we 
needed to adppt policie~ to, 1 take care of those who are laid 
off. And the . country has been fortunate indeed in having an 
unempl'Oymeilt insurance ~system; it needs !to be improved, of 
cours·e·~ The President signed on Monday of this week a 
statute which'we urged on the Congress to extend further the 
unemployment insurance durations, both the extended benefits 
under federal funds and the supplemental benefits for those 
people·, primarily in agriculture; -in state and local governments, 
and in domes,tic servant classifications, which, who had·' previous 
emplo~nt -r·ecords but who had. ·not previously been .coveted under 
the state laws. And he.pi;'ily, ,from.my point of, view, the Congress 
passed ".that legislation~ ,-the President signed it., _and we now 
have those benefit·duratidns at 65 weeks and at 39 weeks,. 
respectively. To take care at a minimum level of those people 
is the first plan.·· 

lt seems 'to me t;he second element of our economic 
poli,cy here;-. other tli&l those yo'U talked about this morning, is 
to :fo:lldw a st~mulus of the economy by put~ing more funds in 
·tb.J '·nands of 'households and businesses through tax cuts. I 
remind you that, happily,. that it :was our Labor Management 
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Committee which unanimously recommended to the President on 
December the 30th of· 1ast year that .there be a significant 
business cut, tax cut, and a $ignificant personal income tax 
cut that was eventually, somewhat bela·tedly, and in some ways 
undesirably passed, but on the whole, the President signed it, 
and it has served and is now sexving as a significant stimulus 
to the economy. 

I, myself, would emphasi,ze DJ.UCh more the reductions in 
the withholdings, putting more money in people's paychecks 
each week rather than the rebate checks whose impact may be 
delayed for some months. 

The next plank in this program was to provide.certain 
emergency jobs., public se~ice. jobs, and to take care of .o,ur 
significant fraction of our _youth dQ.ring the summer. And 
happily again, from my perspective, the Congress enacted those 
legislations. We now have funQ.,e, \we trust, that will provide 
320,000 public service jobs t;h~pugJ;t the fiscal.year 1976, and 
we have out there funds now for.about a million nine in aggregate 
youth for the current summer. 

Another element in this program, in my point of view, 
in some sense. it is more important, is the view that it is 
time to seek to stimulate the economy in particular areas. And 
when .one looks at where our probl:-etl1$ are, it seems to me that 
there are several areas that need special attention. One of 
them clearly, and one which, again, our Lapar Mana.gem,ent 
Committee happily recotmnended, was the need to stimulate the 
expansion of utility construction and operations, el~ctric 
utilities, because it is that capacity,. ~t is that activity 
which we need for our e.nergy program, which we need to assure 
the capacity of the economy a year or two from now to restrain 
inflation, and it is· the capacity which we need.to.create now 
good jobs in the constrq.ction and operations of those utilities. 

· The President yesterday signed a statute which seeks 
to zero in on another of the special areas of our economy 
where jobs are particularly needed, and that is 'in the housing 
area and where the.expansion of the housing industry is 
essential to any recovery. 

Let me take just a.few moments to say a word about longer 
term measures, because one of the concerns which I have is that 
always in our country we get so preoccupied 'with today's 
problems, important and vital as they are, ~hat we do not see 
what happens si·x months from now or ,a year . from now. And 
in that framework it·is important that we now address ourselves 
to the improvement .of our unemployment insurance system. We 
all have learned something about what we rve been. through •. · We 
need to concentrate our efforts, I think, on developing our 
local manpower programs so thatin each cOlIBilunity, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, and throughout, we have a capacity to bring together for 
·job training, for skill development, the achoo ls, lal:?or people, 
management people, to bring technical people who can help us 
with our planning and forecasting of local manpower needs. 
This country must in the next five to 'ten years develop a 
genuine capacity to do that at these local conmunities if we 
are to have the kind of long-run, skill development, manpower 
training that we need. And we also need, as the President said 
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in his speech in Ohio sometime last year, in Augus.t:, .we .need 
to bring together work and education, manpower policies and 
educational policies so .they are not so isolated they feed 
on each other. . 

. 
,_. ' . ' 

Finally, in closing, a word about our general L~bor . 
management pie ture, to which ya.ur. chairman also re fe.rred. · I 
happen to think that the : country's .. labot'"'.Ganagement relations 
are in good shape. The general climate of opinion has J>.een 
good for the last four or five years, we have a first-rate 
mediator in 'Mr. Usrey, all we· need to do i.s look around the 
rest of the world and see how fortunate we are ,to ha•e. ·an . 
industrial 'relations arrangement where management and· t.abor can 
sit down and talk together.as they do here~ or as they. d-0 in the 
President•s committee, which meets with.-.bim·every ~ix weeks or so 
to talk over broad economic policies. I .would hope, ,in conclu
sion, that .in the State of Ohio .and in this community. ,there 
could be a more· systematic and ·continuing-'t'elatioptlJ"ip by groups 
such as represented here to deal ~th;you:r ~Oiiml\lnity·problems, be 
they how to make the employment service more fruitful, how to 
be sure that it lists the jobs that are availabl;~1,:. ~pat .it 
develops the proper jobs, whether it be in CETA, working the 
manpower planning.of this.coui:nunity, whether it· be in the outreach 
programs where the minority communities and our various manage
ment and labor people should be working together.tc;>:eraqicate 
discrimination and to develop skills, or whether it be in 
relating work and education. 

It seems to me the bringing together of th~SEa g-poups ... 
on a continuing, systematic basis should be an objective of 
all of us. 

Thank you a11 ··for inviting me here today. . I apprec,iate it 
very much, and ttll now be happy to try.to answer some af your 
questions. 

(Applause.) 

Milan, do you want to call on the people? 

·MR. MARSH: f'. 

Those that have questions, please step tp the mike and 
give your name. 

MR. GERINGER: 

My name is Carl Geringer of the Cincinnati Time Recorder 
Company.· 

MR.· DUNLOP: 

What? 

MR. GERINGER: 

Of the Cincinnati. Time .Recorde.r Company. ,I, was just 
wondering, in.controlling inflation, ·wha,t.there is to look 
forward to when we all h~ve the theory of e.ntitlemeµ.ts_, in 
which we feel wetre entitled to more next year than werve had 
this year. We already have contracts which run about one 
percent a month in cost, and how can we look forward to reduced 
costs with this continued climate occurring not only_ in labor 
but in management, business, so forth? Would you address 
yourself to that? 
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DR .. DUNLOP: 

That•s a fair question. Economics professors.will tell 
you that if costs rise more than productivity ·cover any extended 
period of time, then inevitably prices will rise, and I think 
that is a truth that· I should· .not try ·.to controvert (laughter) , 
and then· so it is· a. simple fact· t'hat ·if over .extended periods 
of time productivity does not match the rise in costs, then 
prices will rise. 

·I guess I might say·only one thing., I think a great deal 
of ·difference does depend upon the rate of rise. There is a 
world of difference between·a·rate of ri:se in the course of the 
year o:f several percent. and double-digit inflation. Also, in 
thinking o.f our economy as a part of the world economy, we need 
to pay at,tention · to the rate .o.f domestic· inflation as compared 
to the rate of. inflation in our trading partners, ··because 
those comparative rates of inflation.will significantly affect 
jobs and employment in export. industri.es. 

MR. MANICK: 

I•m Dan Manick, Jones·& Laughlin Steel ·Corporatio~. 

DR. DUNLP: 

Yes, sir. 

MR. MANICK: 

Recognizing that we have to do something with our 
unemployment situation and the rates, and recognizing that 
the unemployment compensa.tion.,is in effect a major tax on 
.employers, and. realizing that· the ·unemployn;).ent tax, .because 
of experience ratings, will not be paid until next year,. we 
can expect, I think that most of us will increase our costs 
based on the entire basis by millions and millions o.f dollars 
next year, when the economy should be recovering. With these 
increased benefits .that have now been passed and the ,·increased 
costs that we can foresee in this area, what effect do you think 
that will have on next year's possible upturn in the ~conomy? 

DR. DUNLOP: 

Well, let's distinguish between some of the costs of 
unemployment insurance, which are paid out of., as you say, 
taxes, paid for by enterprises under, and in some states by 
workers, in ouli" unemployment insurance. system, anQ. some portion 
of these benefits, extended benefits, are paid directly out 
of the federal government treausury after 39 weeks. And so 
one would have to distinguish the effects of these two. 

If you are trying to make the relatively simple.point 
that higher costs are, unless recouped in prices, are an 
impediment to employment, again, as a simple-minded feliow, 
I have not any difficulty in agreeing with that. If you are 
saying that that :Ls 'a significant number .in its impact on 
employment, I think I have, .for most· situations, some doupt 
a.bout it·~ecause the relative competitive position among 

' 1, 
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enterprises in these mattera is of ten 1D0re importapt than the 
actual level. 

The unemployment syst~m~ just to give you a number, has had 
an enormous effect in buoying up our purchasing power.this year. 
In 1974 only about $5 billion was spent on unemployment 
insurance in the country •. In ~975, this year, tMt number 
will run about· $19 billion. So it has been built in as a 
stabilizer to buoy up purchasing power and to dq it in an. 
automatic way, without a new government:bureauc~acy and go 
specifically: to the p~ople·who had previous Job atttachuaents 
and who are now unemployed. · 

MR. M>BLEY: 

My name is James Mobley. .I'm the mayor of Lincoln 
Heights, an all.;..black comnniriity •. 

• ,,., ' . .t·. 

Now, you spoke of yo\lr nine peroe~tuneJUployment rate. 
I 'in sure you,t re speaking of the. mox:e affl~nt· society. The 
lesser. aff~uent society I speak' of is in a range of about 30 
percent or more. The CETA program which has been put out, 
we got about 25 jobs to match our 33 percent unemployment, 
the Emergency Employment Act for the state level was cut out 
this year because the federal government did not back it, the 
county program was -- the same. program was cut out. Now you 
speak of 1976. What should we in the small comnunities do about 
1975 and a very hot summer? We have youth who al(e cQIBing to 
our communities where there are no jobs, and the CETA program 
has not proved out to be the job-finding .factor for us. Now, 
this riine percent to us is'very unrealistic;we 1re speaking 
of 33 perceut, and there· are no .jobs for nobody. co,,µd you 
address.yourself to that, sir? 

' 

J:)R. DUNLOP : . . 

Yes, sir. The number for the country corresponding to 
the nine -- the 8.6 figure I gave you for negro and: other· , 
races, released this morning, is 13.7. I have no doubt that 
in individual pommunities it is. from the 30·percent figure 
that you ·refer. to·. In my view I the fecl~ral government has 
placed befox:e· the governors·S:nd the states and the mayor$ and 
prime sponsors, we have 433 prime sponsors, local coI11DUnities 
around the United States who will receive federal funds this 
year coming up, fiscal year '76, to ··be used for dl.sadvaIJ,taged 
persons to provide job training, income maintenance and the 
like, under the ~npowcar programs of .. the L~bor D~partment. 
That approach was desigqed to place.in.the hands of the mayors 
and the local cities, the.organization of those programs, the 
monitoring of those programs, the federal government has the 
responsibility to see that they are not abused, but those fi.Jnds 
are put out there, the 320,000 public jQbs .. the million nine, 
a.s I say, youth, are placed in the hands of ~h~ governors, the 
states, the cities, and these 433 local sponsors for the 
purpose that they should distribute them rathE!r than we ,in 
Washington tl!king the responsibllity. And ... it s~ID$ to me that 
1 1.m sure one can always say i;t isn• t enough,, bµ.t i.t seeJQS to· 
me the r~spo"Q.sibilities for those allocations.are to be made in 
local communities. · · · · 
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That's good for t76. What about •75? 
' . ; 

DR; DUNLOP::· 

·· ·The·.· fi~al. )'ear 1 75 ~s' over;' i~ wa1r dver dn jtiJle 3p'th. '- · 
; -·, 

MR. MJBli.EY:: : . ·. . ,, ' 

;'' But·. th1s is,,still the year·:of •is, and' "1e 'dbp4 t bav~~ 
the jobs for this sUI11Der, sir. · :r; ',· ' 

DR. DUNLOP: 

' - ·, ;. 1 . • . . ~ .' ~ i, 

We11;-'just!: · 1et :me conmerit. ·That theta· al'e. npt .enotigh 
jobs,, I agree with you fully.· · .·· · · · · ·· · ,, .. ,. · 

.'' 

· Inso~ar ·as .ydti 'Were ta:lking about' the ybuth, l th~· ·f ~.d~r,ni 
govEirnmettt !fs finanefng abotit 11900,000)~op:~:'.fo;,·y~~h~ ··, .. , .... 
disadvantag~d:"fO\lth~' fbr this sunmer; scattt::?red 'throµghQUt .,t;he 
Unit(ad States-r · · · · -· · · · · , 

; .~ 

MR. MARSHt 
,, 

•' 1 

We 111 take the next ~estion~ 

MR. LUEBBERS+ ·. ... ,,, 
• '-/·-· ,<> 

··.'-'~.~ .. ;secretary; I •m Tom' Luebbers, City of-''Cin~lnriait;l .• 
On t:he1"'su1:1jec-t bf -labol:'.iicilinagenient'relations, ·.as you· 1!i8Y, know, 
the:,-.stat.le· of Ohfo ts '-considering a colle<!t:i.ye ba:t;'gain~rig bi~l 
for public employees, and the Congress ·is considering the same 
thing, and I wonder if we could have the administration's . . 
connnents on the need for federal, as opposed to state, i:egulatioris 
of public sector collective bargaining • 

.. . . ,, .. . ! . . . .. . '/ .~ ~. ~ ... ',_ ; . 

DR. DUNLOP : .. 
. '/ . .i 

.~ .. 
J . 

May·.I be-clear? You are ·talking about legislation. 14iti_i · 
respect ~~ fede:tal legikl:ation with respec~ t'o .. stat~ and :local. 
employees', ratli.er· than federal legi~lati'o~ with' r,e·~·pect ;o 
federal' employees~ I take' it:. · 

MR. LUEBBERS: 
. ' : ' 

, Yes·,· sir. . I understand t~t: that ~Y. 4epen_c( on' the outcome 
of a lawsuit in which ·yoti uz:t!· currently i:i:ivolved~ .. · 

DR. DUNLOP:· 

Well,.thank'you for making·a~.P~int f6r"me ttfu~ .. I intended 
tO' make, (laughter.) · · · · · ... - .. 

' -

Two- quick comments • · ·:First, i you· kn~ 'w~. ar~ ~~ga$~d i:q ~be 
United States in a' vast: vari~ty of' e~eriments among ,ijiffex.>.ent 
states. ' I happen to'; have· l;>~et{ill"!~ly~d in . heipitis'. ~o._.forinulate 
the recommendations that set· up· the arrangements :1n,.J;lew York .. 
State to establish collective bargaining there for public 
employees, on nomination of then Governor Rockefeller, some 
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seven years ago or eight years ago. But if you'll take our 
country as a whole, you have a lot of very interesting experiments 
going on; Hawaii's doing one thing, Pennsylvania's doing another. 
Each state is doing something a little different: 

My own view is that it is premature for there to be 
federal legislation at this time in that area. I think we 
need -- there are advantages of the federal system. We need 
to see how these kinds of experiences work out in the states 
before the federal government seeks to decree a collective 
bargaining statute applicable to all state and local employees. 

Secondly, I think, a$ you, yourself, say, until the 
League of Cities case is cleaz:o, we haven't the· slightest idea, 
for sure, what powers the federal.government has in the area, 
anyway. 

MR. FULLER: 

Dewey Fuller, from the Urban League. 

DR. DUNLOP: 

Yes, sir. 

MR. FULLER: 

Mr. Secretary, I would like to r.aise a question about 
the tendency to confuse and make very complicated two different 
problems by lumping them together. 

First of all, the matter of a stable economy, the matter 
of stimulating more jobs in the private sector, and this type 
of thing is one kind of problem, and it is the lack of a stable 
economy ehat creates unemployment. Okay. Specific programs 
addressed to that should be dealt with, simply and specifically 
addressed to that. 

Now, of course, there is an interfacing, a.s I just stated, 
but I think all too frequently we talk about one problem and 
then move over to another area, and weire talking about 
unemployment, and we•re talking about the things that are being 
done in reference to the unemployed, and we think wetre talking 
about the same thing, and werre not. What is done -- the CETA 
programs and all the other federal programs are not programs 
that are designed to eliminate the qnemployment rate inany 
significant numbers. 

All right. I think all too frequently this is misunder
stood, and it creates a great deal of misunderstanding and 
hostility and negative feelings for this to be lumped together, 
when, if it were approached in terms of what the government is 
doing, what its policies are in terms of stimulating business, 
stimulating a more wholesome and more healthy economy, that 
is one thing. What the government is doing in programs like 
CETA and unemployment compensation and things of this sort, 
that's another kind of thing, but they shouldn't be lumped 
because it creates a great deal of social distance and 
antagonism among groups that need to be talking about the same 
goals. We have got to have a healthy economy, got to have 
private enterprise operating in that economy in order to provide 
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the jobs to keep the government from having to come up with 
programs in the first place. 

' : \ ,;, ~·~ . 

. . . So .1. woµld like to know what is the gove~t' s stand 
on a full employment program, and/or be stimulS'ting private 
enterpris~s, what are· the ··spec'ific programs that. are designed 
to address this problem, this, as a major priority in terms of 
full ~loyment as a side benefit of that? 

DR. DUNLQP: 

. Well, if I l,Jnderstand.your ·remarks, I don 1 t have any· 
quarrel-about thelll, and ·I thought in the remarks I·:made"I 
was talking about, certainly in terms of the cyclical problem, 
the. short term, I was.talking about job creation,.and t~o~e 
11.'leasure!ll.,. as I under.stand. them, and -'as ·.1 mentioned themn,~€1ate 
~irst to.the tax.cut,·which was.deslgtied~· is designec;l to· place 
funds in the hands of households .and business, whicli will 
expand their purchasing powers, which will create jo~s. 

I referr-ed to public service jobs, 330,000 of them, those 
are publicly ... ~reated jobs. I also talked, ·I believe, about the 
necessity of stimulating the utility area for a variety o,f 
reasons, and that is a job-creating program, so is the program 
on housing, to which I referred, because jobs in that area are 
a vital job creation activity. 

Now, of course, you won•t, I hope, precluderme from· saying, 
as a general economist on occasions, that the development of 
a. sound f.:i.~cal monetary policy, policies designed to· stimqlate . 
:the. confidence of consumers and investors, is·· also an ·essential 
ingredient to a job creation program •. · " · ·. · 

MR. MARSH: · 

Let 1 s thank the Secretary, and those that are at ·the . 
mike, I ~pplogize to you, we're running five minutes~l>,ehi.i;id, 
~e•re adhering to a strict schedule. ·submit: you:i; questions 
in writing, and I'm sure they'll get the ans1'iers to you. 
Let's have a nice hand for the Secretary. 

(Applause.) -· 

A~ , this time there will be ,_a brief recess, and, rememb~r, 
.. for aecurity:reasons, they'll ,require·you to have your badge 

and.be checked in, and we•ll -irimediately start ov~r at -=he 
North Hall.with the next p~nel of ~n Resources • 

. '. ' . 

.. . 
» 

~l .. 

:·' j . I\ 

'• ;i ; \: .... I 
~. ! 

. ., ·- ~~- .. 

....... .. 
' . 
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AFTERNOON SESSION 

MR. BAROODY: 

July l, 1975 
1:20 P.M. 

Ladies and gentlemen, if you will take y.our:seats, please~ 
we•re ready to begin the afternoon session of the Ohio Riv~r 

. Valley Whi:te House Conference on .·Domestic and· Economic Affairs. 

When members of the White House staff first met with the 
cosponsoring organizations here in Cincinn.a.ti,1one of the areas 
in which the organization leaders expressed a great deal of 
interest was the impact of federal budgeting on .tf:tis B;rea, 
especially as ·tit related to welfare recipients, minorities and 
the· general: consUtller-. When we dlscus·s·ed tltf.s interest, both 
the general budget interest and those specific impacts, upon 
returning to Washington we attempted to put together ~ panel 
which could address all these issues. We feel we do have an 
excellent group with us. today, which; incl.udes· Af?,sistant to the 
President and Director· of the Offia.e of Manag@lent ~d Budget, 
James T. Lynn, ,on my right; ·Virginia Knauer on my lf;ft, Special 
Assistant to the· P,resident, for Conaumer Affairs; Stapley Scott, 
Special Assistant' to the;P:res-ident for Minority Affair~; and 
William Morrill, Assistant Secretary of tht=Depar-=ment of Health, 
Education and Welfare for planning and evaluation. 

' ... . -'· . ~ 

What I· propose to do is to have·, each of; t:he panel.is ts 
make a few brief remarks, and I emphasize brief (l,au~J:rt~;r) , 
before going to a general question and answer session where 
you will have an opportunity to direct sp~_.ci::.fic 9,.U.estions 
to each of the panelists. 

" ~- ,\ IJ. • 

I would li.ke to begin with the senior member of the panel 
and t.he man who-;: in' effect; .'Will. act as .moderator when we get 
in the quest}ion and answer .ses·sion, Jim· Lynn, who cmne to his 
present position as Director of .the. Office of Managei:p,ent, and 
Budget after a very successful term as Secretary of Housing 
and Urban Development, a posfti.on·h~. held. $inc~. Ja~uary of 1973. 

~. . . ~. 
~. '-, ' • ·~ • • ' j 

Jim ·Lynn. cam.e tQ f. the Hous~ng an.d Urban (P~v.elopment 
Department frotD"thEa. Department of·.€QDl1l~~ce,_ wbeJ;~ he ,served both 
as General Counsel ·and ·as Uilder ~ecr.etary:~· hH~ rs .a native of 
Ohio, born in Cleveland in 1927, graduated sumna cum laude from 
Adleberg Colfe-ge 0£ W~st:ern'. Reserve.".". say it again? 

MR. LYNN: 

.· Adleberg. · 

MR~ BAROODY: ' 
' . . 

Adleberg, e~cuse me. , : It! s ,m;i.~spelfe~ •. 

MR. LYNN: 
A, «- < ~ ; ,... 

·With this crowd,: ,1111 interrupt you. 
··1 . ' " . 

(Laughter.~ 
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Mi. BAROODY: 

Good,: 1 

(Laughter.) 

MR. BAROODY: 
• +' ~ • ·, .! 

That,'Will give me,an 1 opportunity to reciprocate when you 
go over eight minutes. 

;, 

·(Laughter.). 'j'' 

. MR. LYNN: . 

They don• t call me Jim Hubert Humpmrey ·:Lynn for nothing. 
j · 

· MR. BAROODY: 

:Ji 1948 With a Bachelor of.Arts degree in ec~nomics and 
·political science. He received a Master of Law degree·, Magna 

Cum Laude in 1951 from Harvard Law·School •. In 1951 Mr. 'Lynn 
entered law practice·with Jones, Davis, Hatiey and Reavis. He 
became a partner ··in 1960, and served with the firm until 
coming to Washington in .1969. ·. 

It is a great personal privilege for me to present to you 
·.now Jim Lynn, 'the Director of the Office of ~agement and 
·Budget. · 

(Applause.) 

Ml. LYNN: 

· ·Thank ·you very much, Bill. I wondered why people keep 
·calling me Jim Hubert Humphrey Lynn. Does it have something 
to do lfith my going too, long ·in remarks? 

I would say it's good·to be back to Ohio. Jeff Eves, who 
helped plan this affair in advance, came to me last night and 
said, "Gee,. what a great town it wastf:lnd how helpful the 
people have been,·'' and I just simply said as blase as possible, 
"Of course, 'that'' s Ohio,· my friend," an:d I meant .it. 

- ' 

I 1m·not going to cover the budget deeply today, but I 
would like you to become acquainted with the various documents. 

First of all, for those of you who would like just a little 
bit of a taste for the budget of the United States,. we have a 
thing called The Budget in Brief. This was 97 cents last 
year; this year it's a dollar fifteen {laughter)~ Fo4 you 
people who really do want to read the budget of the United 
States, itself, it•s:really not.that thick, it 1 s good for 
insomnia generally, has some interesting chapters, I won 1 t tell 
you who did it, it rs the last chapter of it. Las·t ·ye.\lr it was 
$2.45, this year $3.45. We have a thing called A Special 
Analysis of the Budget,,which grolips all: the'programs by 
general categories and tells you how much we spent in each 
category, last year $2 .45, this year $2. 70.i. .· Last but not 
least, this document that resembles the Manhatten phone book, 
that you see here, is called The Appendix of the Budget of 
. United States (laughter). This document normally retails, 
last year $15.05, this year $19.20. But for those of you who 
can think of the particular typographical error that I have in 
mind and find it in this document, I•ll give you a copy 
absolutely free (laughter). 
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Enough of that. I would like to say, as sort of setting 
an ·overall'pictureof where we are, for this discussion, and I 
think it's appropriate that it come at the outset of this 
discussion, a picture of the whole budget, viewed first from 
the standpoint of long-term trends, and' secondly from the 
standpoint of a snapshot of where we are right now for the 
budget for fiscal year '76. 

Incidentally, when I use years; I•m talking about fiscal 
years. For example, fiscal year •76 began three days ago, it 
begins in mid-year, and the number that I give, like 1976, 
means the yeet in which it ends. That gets'corifusing, but 
1 1 11 tell you, aft~r yoa•'ve been in this job even four months, 
you find yi::>urself3 using that jargon, so I hope that you 1ll 
bear with me. 

Long term trends. It took 180 years, for the budget of 
the United States to reach the first $100 billion. By 1971 it 
was $200 'billi·on. Four years later it was over $300 billion. 
The budg·et for fiscal year •76 is'$360 billion, it will be 
$400 billion if not next year, the· year ~hereafter •. 

More important, perhaps, or at least of equal importance 
is the make\lp of that budget. We have some myths, I think, 
about the budget. ·we hear a good deal from people saying, 
"Cut out defense, let's cut defense back," that it's the 
big hunk of t'J.e budget. ·Twenty ywars ago that was true. 
Twenty years a:go defense represented 56 percent of the budget 
and a little more; today it's under·27 percent of the budget. 
Twenty years ago our human resource programs,· including 
transfer programs of various kinds to help people who are in 
need, retired people and the like, was 22 percent of our 
budget. Today it rs over 51 percent of the budget. In constant 
dollars, that's that fancy tetm for adjusting out inflation 
so that you can get a pretty good feel for how lIRlCh you're 
really buying with your dollars, defense is down 20 percent 
over the last 10 years, a.nd·human resources is up 135:percent 
in real dollars. If you don't adjust for inflation, those 
human resources figures are up 500 percent in that period of 
time. · 

Government expenditures as a total, federal, state and 
local, all the kinds of taxes that you pay, in 1947 made up 
18 percent of our total output in the country; in other words, 
of all the expenditures in the country for everything, in 1947 
they wer~ 18 percent. By 1955 they were still slightly under 
25 percent. Today a third of all the money spent in this 
government or in this country is· government money, by that I 
mean what we raise in taxes and spend through government, or 
that we raise through Bill Simon borrowing in the market, and 
It 11 tell you a little bit· more about that in a minute or t .. •~ ':> 

One·of the things that has· happened in the last,10 yea.rs, 
particularly; is that we have massed this very rapid growth 
in our human resource programs by reductions in defense. And 

· , one of the ways that I like to point out the . rate of this 
·growth that we have had in human resource expenditures is to 
set up a h;Ypothetical situation. . Suppose we tried to keep 
federal taxes pretty much where they are now and not finance 
further increases at the past rate in human resources by 
taking it out of defense~ In other words, try to keep our 
taxes where they are right now, at the federal level, about 22 
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percent of gross national product, and continue to have the 
same rise we~ve had for the past 10 to 20 years in human 
resources and.fUnd it out of defense. Within 10 years, werd 
be down to the last soldier and the last gun, literally, 
literally •. There'd be no defense budget; it'd be zip. 

So, even though we can be proud of our accomplishments, 
we can be proud of the gains that we have made, we can be proud 
of the :fact that we care and that we want to help people, we 
want to help cities, we want to help institutions, the time has 
come, as the President . has said, to stand back from this tremendm.;,s 
increase we•ve had ever the past 20 years and see ways that we 
can at least moderate the growth. We 1.re not talking about 
cutting back expenditures, we' re·· talking simply about moderating 
the growth. · 

The fact is that if we didn't enact any new programs from 
here on out, if we kept it just as' it is, without new programs, 
new categorical spending and s'o on, and you know we have 
1,006 domestic categorical programs in this country, it 1s up 
six fFom, I don't know when it was, but I just gave the 
President a book the other day describing all 1,006 of them, 
so it's fresh in my mind. But if we just didn't pass any new 
laws to speak of, we would have a balanced budget again within 
three to four years, because we do have an economy that as 
we come out of this recession .and start growing again, the 
pie gets bigger, the total amount of goods and services gets 
bigger, and as that pie gets bigger, any given slice of it 
.is bigger in absolute tenns. · So that without increasing taxes, 
you have more money to ~pend for the people we would like to 
help, and it doesn't take brand new, additional programs, one 
on another, to do that. 

What can be done toward reaching this kind of a goal? 
I can say to you the President was very tough on budget appeals 
this year, I had my hard hat on,·· and I •m not really used to losing 
that much when I appeal to the President, but I've got to say 
I lost more. than I gained on the budget appeal process. 

Secondly, the President said, ''Let Ts have a moratorium 
on new spending programs for at least a year while we catch 
our breath, and try and keep that deficit down to that $60 billion 
line," that he drew on television one day. · 

But we have very limited tools. The President has said, 
"Letts try to keep that deficit at 60 billion." Now, 60 billion 
translates into federal expenditure's. of $360 billion, and we 
think that provides enough stimulus in this economy, and 
doesn't still get us over the line on the other side, .into the 
area where as the economy starts coming back, we'll get back 
into double-digit inflation and another reces.sion. But the 
President has very limited tools. In the first place, he 
proposed to Congress $17.5 billion worth of budget cuts or 
moderations, I should say, on. therate of increase •. Congress 
has already let time go by to the point where all we have left 
that we could possibly save out of the $17 •. s billion is 8.5 
billion. When he drew the. line at 60 billion, that assumed 
that Congress will accept th:>se $8.5 billion of cuts that 
require congressional action to bring it into fruition. Itm 
not sanguine about what may happe~ in tha~ regard. At the 
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present time it doesn•t look good as to Congress taking ·the 
affirmative action necessary to impose those cuts.. Further, 
there are other legislative proposals in the. Congress which, 
if enacted., could raise those budget deficits up to 80 billion, 
$90 billion. 

~.. . 

In my own judgment, we can't tolerate that kind of deficit. 
I was'in housing, what .I can see happen, if Bill Simon, the 
Secretary of the Treasury, asks to borrow too Dllch money, is 
simply this: interest rates will go up; when interest rates 
go up, the money will go out of .the savings and loans, as they 
did a year and a half ago, because theytre attracted to 
treasury bills because they. bear a higher intere~st rate; and 
where will the money be for housing recovery? As the interest 
rates go up, what would be the opportunity 0£ private industry 
to go in and make the borrowings that they,, need' for. new 
investment and plants and equipment that bo,th Bill Seidman 
has referred ·to, and John Dunlop has also talked;abou~? 

What must be done? •I would say· this: first of all, we 
have to impi;oye the programs we have. I think we.in the· 
executive. br'anch and the people in Congress have to get together 
and study .wha:t.we have out there now by way of·programs and make 
them more effective. I havenr t heard anybody say that our welfare 
programs are the best that we can do. We all feel there can 
be ·improvement in doing ·that job to·give the kind of assistance 
that is needed to- the people who really need it, to provide 
the kind of incentive for work that everyone wants in .those 

·.laws, and to keep the people that really don 1 t need the 
assistance that much from getting it, so that we can concentrate 
on the people· that ~eed it. _ ··: . · 

. 1 ·'' ~. 
',( '· .,# ... •• '. ...... ·, 

Secondly, I think we have to get the people of .the country 
to understand what the price of defici·tS ove;r 10; 11 years is 
to all of Ufh .somehow, I have the feeling that .most people 
in America divorce the ~ederal government from. themselves, .that 
when a public building is declared in their town, everybody 
says, "Great, the folks in my home town got -themselves a public 
building from Washington, J>.C. 11; when out west a new water 
reclamation project is announced, "Great, we got something from 
Washins.ton, D.C." The same thing's true on highway programs, 
housing programs, every kind of business advantage that we're 
talking about. We got somE;!thing f:rom Washington: 2 D.c. But 
frankly, it ts~ little like,fogo, we,t.ve_met the_ ,enemy and they 
are us. There ts no thing out there '."".,..,,(laughter). -- .the;ets 
no thing out there hanging in limbo called.the. federal goveTilment; 
that 1 s. you, tl\at 1 s me, and i£ we d.o.n·' t pay for i~ iJ\ .'t,axes this 
year, we •re ·g~ing to pay for.:.it in the form pf anot:her tax if 
we have tl,les~··defici,ts .. year: ·:in, year. oµt .. _AIJ.4 tha.~- ,tax. i~. called 
inflation, and whet'l you thipk . .about ·:i~,'.. that's wh.at .it :is, it 1 s 
a tax. that nobody· de.c;reed, it •.s .a t~, _th;at ~obody put· on :the 
books , it 's a tax th?t has no -fi!x~e~io~$:' J'9r'. food, or anything 
else. ·:~nd it is, to-' use my lfee;ra1 ~rJe,µd_t s expression., ·~he 
I:lOSt regressive '-.form of tax of all. What does that ~an,· 
''regressive"? That means the poor people pay just .as::tnuch for 
that inflation as the people,rt-hat are better off pay. So it 
hits the poor most of all. But 'what we have to .all understand 
is that when we spend more than wetre taking in for any 
prolonged period of time, what we're doing to every one of the 
hundreds of groups that we try to help in America is say, hey, look 
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at how great I am, :r:•ve got a brand new program that's going 
to help you, and I give you the money this way, and at the 
same time, in kind of like in The Sting, somel::rodyts coming 
around the back and taking out more of that in your 
back pocket in the form of inflation. And yet, all of us ·are 
kind of dual personalities, split personalities. If we ask the 
man on the street, are you for a tight, lean, effective 
government? Yes, sir, right on, man, that's what I want. 
Eighty percent would say that, or better~ But if you ask that 
·same person, give him a list of 150 government programs and say, 
is there any one of these 15a programs that we ought to spend 
more money on? Eighty percent of the people find at least one 
down there that they want more money spent on. And I don 1t, 
I dontt knock that;· it shows we all care. And believe me, you 
can't be Secretary of HUD for two years without seeing unmet 
needs. But what we have to understand is we wontt meet those 
needs, we won 1 t make the progress that we .tve shown in this 
country over 200 years, the progress from 150 to 160, •60 to 170, 
if what we do in the federal government is promise more and spend 
more than we•re taking in and kill the enterprise economy as 
we move on. 

So, I would -say to you, what we need to do in this country 
is get a concensus of the whole, ,a concensus that says let 1 s 
study the programs we have, letts fine tune them, adjust them to 
make them better, so that we make the taxpayer's dollar go 
farther, so that we help the people weire really trying to help, 
reject programs that no longer work, add the money to it as 
we can afford it as that pie gets bigger in the healthy economy, 
and say to all of your federal officials, local and state 
officials, look, tell me whether we can stand it, whether we 
can pay for it, because if I'm going to have taxes, ltd rather 
have them front door than in the fonn of inflation. And I 1m 
saying to you, if we really try to hold that down and say 
thank you but no thank you, within a very few years this 
col.mtry can have very, very healthy growth rates in real terms, 
more jobs, better jobs, better equal opportunity and tax rates 
which at worst will be the same as they are now, and at best 
maybe somewhat lower than they are now. 

Thank you. 

MR. BAROODY: 

The time for the gentleman from Ohio expired eight rrdnu.tes 
ago. (Laughter) Our next speaker is the Special Asr:·istant to 
the President . for Minority Programs, Stanley S. Sc~)l:t, who 
hails from Atlanta, Georgia, where he was an editor and writer 
with the Atlanta Daily World. 

Stan Scott was born in Tennessee and attended· Kansas 
University and Lincoln Unive.rsity. Before joining the White 
House -staff, Mr. Scott was a radio newsman at Westinghouse 
Broadcasting, a staff member of the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People in New York, and also worked 
for United Press· International in New York. He also was 
editor and general manager for the Memphis World in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 

It's a great pleasure for me to present to you now 
Stanley Scott. 

(Applause.) 
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MR. scam: 

Good afternoon. I'm simply delighted to be here in 
Jim Lynnts home state. Thanks for inviting us, Jim. 

MR. LYNN: 

Glad to have you, Stan• 

MR. SCOTT: 

I would just like to take 30 seconds, Bill, to say 
something about that introduction. You know, when I arrived 
at the White House some four years ago, part of my responsibility 
in working with Herbert Cline, the then Director of Conmunica
tions, was to go out into the country and travel with some 
of our top level government officials, some of our cabinet 
officers. So, returning to the White House one afternoon, I 
said, "Herb, .what 1 s the procedure in making introductions 
up here when I•m traveling with some of the cabinet officers?" 

''We11:1 he said, "Stan, you know, if they•re really top-notch people, 
and if theytre well known, all you do when you get out there 
is simply say ladies and gentlemen, I introduce you so and so, 
and leave it at that; but if the guy•s a little wheel, you 
throw everything but the kitchen sink in."· So thanks for that 
introduction, Bill. 

(Laughter.) 

I would like to take my four and a half minutes and give 
you a brief overview of a report card, if you will, of where 
I think we are in terms of minority enterprise, in terms of 
minority initiatives in the federal government, because I 
sincerely feel that when we talk about making progress in 
July 1975, we•re talking about economics and we're talking 
about politics, and I understand politics is taboo at this 
convention unless you raise it, so I choose to talk about 
economics. 

In the area, for instance, of minority business enterprise, 
I had the opportunity to dialogue with some of the people 
from the Chamber of Commerce last evening weire talking about 
an infant program, the Office of Minority Business Enterprise, that 
was started back in 1969to the tune of $200 million. Today 
we are happy to say that that program has grown to the extent 
of $1.3 billion, and that's progress. We look at the area 
of 8~A, set-aside contracts. Those of you out there who 
happen to be minorities, I know you ki:tow what I'm talking about; 
we•re talking about sole source contracts that have now grown 
to the tune of $275 million. When we talk about procurement by 
the federal government of services and goods from minorities, 
in fiscal 1976 we expect to do business to the tune of a half 
billion dollars. I say thatts pogress. When we look into some 
of the other areas of concern to minorities, and I dare say weire 
talking about areas that concern all America, because so go the 
minorities, so goes America. Look at minority colleges, because 
education is important, and I dare say education is in trouble 
in this country in terms of u:ouies to finance it, but we 111 be 
spending some $110 million for land grant colleges and minority 
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institutions in fiscal '76. That's progress. And I think 
in all these figures that I cite, I -- I would certai,;nly , 
acknowledge, and Itm sure that the President would acknowledge 
that we can never do enough.· And as our ,budget directq.r 
stated, we can ~ever do enough. But, you know, we pay the 
freight for all these programs, but we are making progress" 
in these areas. i . t 

We look in the area of equal employment opportunity. I 
know when I arrived at the White House, we were spending 
$11 iuillion, some four years ago, for equal employment 
opportunity, over at the EEOC. We're now talking about a 
budget in fis~al 176 of $60 million, and,,that~s commitment. 
I think it is.to the credit of this administration, to this 
Presi.dent, that we are movit:lg ahead 111, ,this area. to, first of 
all, right the age-old wrongs in govel;."Illllent, in our departments 
and agencies, and our new Commissioner, Lowell Perry, a very 
capable, dedicated man, and I•m sure he•s going to do the 
jo}? he is been requested to do by the President. In .terms 
of federal employment of the some two and a half million. 

· federal employees today, wet re talking abo1,1t a minori t;y ,work 
for~e in that two and a half millibn ~f 20.9; almost 21 percent. 
So wet re moving ahead in that area. ,One of th~ problems:, we.'. 
have there, we do not have enough management types in that 21 
percent; weave got to do better. So, as a result, the 
President several mqnths back issue,d .c$11 o:r;der to the, 
departments and agencies and requested tha.t. they take a l,ong, 
hard look at where we are in terms of equal employment opportunit} 
in the federal structure. And I'm certain tilBit weJl:'e going 
to be moving ahead in that area. · 

,John Dunlop, Secretary of Labor, 'gave us an overvi~ of 
the unemployment picture in this countX"y, .but' there agei11·, as 
the President stated to the NAACP back in Washington earli~>; 
in the :week, we are moving ahead, and it is a fact of life .:the.t 
we do 1).~v~ to have a healthy economy for all,.of .the oth~r;, 
groups fn this country to move ahead, be.cause _the priyate · 
sec~or. ha~ .. to be able to ,generate· D(!W equipµient, new factories, 
to employ the unemployed. So it's a fact o'f 11:.fe. · l.tts.not 
where we want it to be, but we are making inroads irt this ·area, 
$2 billiqn that th~ ,Pres.ident, request~d of the Congpess: from the 
Highway Trust lfµnd to generate. additional jobs, $1'.6 pi.1lioD; 

. for public se+vice. employment: to getlElrate .some 320,000~ jq'!;?~., 
and in t}:ie arE}a . of summer youth employment'· so:me ·one milliop 
point nine jobs in that area. ·So we.are movi~g ahead there 
as well. · "· · '' 

In terms of a problem, a very real problem that we . 
discussed yesterday, banking,,those.individu~l~. who want to 
go into business,~ who· want to·)be s~.lf•suJfi~cient,. in~iviquals, 
who want to become minor1:,ty en,tr~pre~eurs, 'o.~tent:i~s they 
have the problem of getting fiiq.ances :.fr9m th.E;lir · ,lqcal bankip.g 
institutions. And I rm happy ·to, say th~t aft~r the. meeting ~th 
the local chamber. members, some .of .them.di;d c;:ome ,up to · 
me and express a r~al -inte:r;est in be~ng :Uidre .. supportive in 
this area. · 

But in terms of what the federal goveroment bas done in 
this area, four yeat"s ago the President.came up with a.· 

·program, a minority. banking program .•. We had 31 minority 
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ba~inginS'tttutions in this country at that time, and the 
Presidene·wanted to use some -Qiof the federal deposits, place 
that ·ooney :tn minority banking.: U1.stitutions, with 'the private 
sector ms.king the contribution,! because wetre talking about -
whatever wetre talking about in the area of ills in our country, 
age-old'problems, werre talking about a partnership in progress. 

·The gover~ment oanrt do 'it alone, so we tve· got to have die 
·goodWill ·of :the private ·.sector wat'king with us; ·and t always 
de.scribe that· as a partne:rship in progress1o . · · 

So the President came up with the minority banking plan. We 
had ·targeted our effort for $100 million.·:to infuse· into these 
minority banking institutions. And let me ss.y here now-,.,we tre 
not talking about helping the banks as such, we're talking about 
using those banking facilities as a vehicle. co·help the 
individual who happens to live in the Harlems and the Watts 
of this country to gain mortgage money to buy their homes~ and 
to do the things that the majority sector of our society take 
fo-r granted. · But anyway,- we moved." ahead With that· program, and 
I rm happy .. to ·say now·; that through ~hEf government rs· minority 
banking program'we have· infused $1.6;billion :i..n fiscal.year 
176, well, starting in fiscal year •76, $1.6 billion, and we're 

·now talkiJ.1g about 59· banking insti·tutions, minority banking 
institutions in this country. And it·rs: not where we want' to be, 
but we 1-re moving ahead in that area.~ as well. 

;·• " 

So that rs some of· the report card. · I guess I should 
mention, because J'm'frequeiltly asked ·abOutwhat are you doing 
in terms of the overall social program. Well,, the fact of the 
matter· is simply this, we rve increased' ·the 'budget in terms of 
social concerns·, a.rid Jim Lynn ·mentioned· that the priorities 
are now domestically' for the firs't time in some 20 years 
we 1re 'spending more money domestically than we are in terms 

· of defense machinery. We r ve· increased, we will have increased 
July l o'f t.his fiscal' y~ar, 104. percent 1n the ·area of low 
income' concerns to $27.8 billion.· So wetre talking about: people 
who are disadvantaged, but the're ·is concern, there. is 

·commitment ·on the part ·af this· 'administration to move ahead, 
but move ahead. with our disadvantaged segment of our society 
with 1,1S ' and t think 'that 's ·as i·t snould be. 

' . 

I' 11 sit down after that four 'and a half minutes, Bill, 
and await s0me questions I'm sure the audience has·for us. 
Thank you yery kind~y. 

(Applause.) 

MR. BAROODY:. ·· 

.Your watch.~orks about:· as good as·JimLyrtnrs. 
. 1 • 

(Laughter.) 
. ·- ., 

'. MR. BAROODY: 

. At. ·.!l previous conference I had: a cowbell,· and \I just 
forgot· to bring it with me, and .r•m· sorry. "' 

... "" . ·'· .. 

· · . · .. Next up for· some very Brier remarks (laughter) , . is· the 
Assistant~Secret:ary of.the Department.of Healt:h, Education 
and Welfare, for planning~·· and· evaluation, William· A. M:>rrill. 
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Bill Morrill has been in that capacity since April of 1 73i 
and before that was Assistant Director of the Office of 
Management and Budget, with special emphasis on natural 
resources, economic, · sc:J.ence and technology programs, : 

Befo~e joining OMB 11 he was Deputy County Executive of 
Fairbanks County, Virginia. He was born in Bronxviiie, New York 
in 1930 and-received a:Bachelor of Arts.degree in government 
from Wesleyan University in 1952. He received his Masters 
degree in public administration from Syracuse University. 

It 1s a pleasure for me to present· to you now Bill Morrill, 
Assistant.Secretary of HEW. 

_,.(Applause.) 

MR. MlRRILL: · 

l .·; 

W~ 1 11 see if one of·us,~at<-le~st, can pay some attention 
to the time constraints, and a.s Jj.m,.Lynn' s largest c.lient., 

·I•ll try to be perhaps the briefest.of the lo~. , 

I do want to pick up from soJDe of Jim's remarks an,d just 
. :. add a few numbers into the cm;1versation, that ;l.f one. takes a 

look at the trends in human servi.ces spending at 1,111. levels 
of government, state, local, as well as federal, the growth 
rates have been expediential, 28 .b-illion in 19-50, 15.0 billion 
in 1970, 301 billion in.1,975, growing now in cumulative terms 
to about 20 percent of. our gros.s national product. And yet, 
although .that;· growth has }>~en enormous, the promises. that have 

. been laid on in statutes ·were even greater. If one took the 
programs now on the statute books.and treated demonstration 
efforts particularly as servic~ entitlement programs, what 
now is costing us $8 billion in the 1976 budget, would be. in 
excess of another $100 b.ill.ion. Growth of this magnitude, 
falling well short of sta.:ttitqry promises, should cause us all 
to examine and reexamine, as .Jim suggested,. our objectives, 
our expectations, and the way we should proceed in the future .. 

Some simple questions are relevant. Why liaven 1 t we gotten 
better results for the resources we've invested so far?· Are 
there ways we can restructure our efforts to do better? And 
those simple questions oft~n involve rather complex answersii 
but we need, I think, to begin in ea.meat,. b.o.th in and outside 
of government, to ask them and face them with a hard-headed 
realism. 

Definitive answers are not likely to come all at once, 
but there are some ways, I think, to look at the issues and 
some perhaps hope(ul inroads in the pl:'oblems t.hat have been 
made in the recent year or two. · · 

I think in the growth of the domestic programs in the 60's~ 
in our effort to address a great many problems.that :we perceive, 
we lost track of two important issues. One involved the federal~ 
state .. and local government ·rqles. Where can a job best be done? 
Who,:does .what best? And sort that out in a consistent way. By 
not doing that, we have, I am afraid, gotten into a tremendous 
hodgepodge of patterns between programs in which nobody is 
terribly clear who is. responsibl~ for what. And in another 
dimension,. that of the growth of categorical efforts... . 
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in functional specializations, can we find ways in which 
these thousand odd programs that Jim cited can build upon 
one another, rather than fight with each other at the level 
of the client or recipient,.where we. stop, perhaps, slicing 
up the client and recognize tM.tpeople live whole in 
connrunities and tend to ha.v;a-problems.not one at a time, but 
multiple ones together. ·We have .made, I .. think, some inroads 
into these problems, not all of them within HEW. I cite, as 
John Dunlop did at lunch, the Comprehensive Employment and 
Training Act, was an effort to try and vest responsibility and 
authority where it seemed to make sen~e for manpower programs. 
Jim was involved, himself,·in the developmen~ of the Housing 
and Comnunity Development Act of 1974, whi,ch likewise began 
·to sort out those ;relationships between the levels of 
government. ·rn HEW last year, the Social Services Amendments, 
with respect to the Social Service Program,.known as Title 20, 
was, in my vi~w, a ~jor step f~cl in trying ~o say at 
the federal level what w:as_ important to be accomplished and 
recognized sinultaneously, that there wer'1 decisions· which 
could not be· sensibly made with the vast difference of : · 
comnunity needs across this country and remanding those 
decisions where they .could be made in a sensible form. We are 
surely going to be again addressing with_ the C011gress in HEW 
a bill called Allied Servic.es, which is· yet another .. effort to 
try and get the planning and the implemepta.~ion of .programs---in 
the ·human s.erm:ces area pulled t<;>,getl,ier so that local govern
ments can make sense:in terms of better service to clients at 
the operating level where thos'e services are delivered. 

I think these are but a few of many areas where we can 
make improvements and. find better ways to do a better job with 
the resources-we.clearly_have.in·a·very st1.l>stantial.quantity. 

·Thank you very much; 

(Applause.) 

MR. BAROODY:· 

Th'e final brief overview remarks that we're going to get 
before going to questions and answers . come from a </.is.tinguished 
person that is lmown to I· think most of you •. I've been 
pleased to be affiliated with:lier in.theoffice of Public 
Liaison and with Stan Scott over the past several months 
since. that office was· created, ·and I am speaking, of course, 
of Virginia Knauer, the Special Assistant to the President for 
C:>nsumer Affa:f.rs, who has been in that; pqsition since 1969. 

As President Ford's consumer advisqr, ~he is resp~sible 
for helping to develop consumer polic;y' f,or presentit)g .. 
consumer viewpoints within the administra~ion and for 
c0IDn1.1nicating with consumers, .for the adt:ninistration •. She is 
also Director of the Office of Consu1I}er Affairs, which is 
located in the Office of the·Secretary of tpe Department of 
Health, Education and Welfar·e. · · · 

Born and educated in Philadelphia,, Mrs. Knauer is a 
graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, and it's a great 
pleasure for me now to presen~ to you the Spec-~al Assistant t:o 

·_ the President, Virgirti~ Knauer. Mrs.' Knauer. 
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MRS. KNAUER: 

Thank you, Bill. To the ladies in the audience, I want 
you to know that the fact that Itm at the end of the _program 
has no significance at all. These are not male chauvinists. 
I•m just one of the boys. · 

(Laughter~) 

I certainly welcome this opportunity to discuss· 
consumerism with you today. To achieve consumer goals, we 
need to improve communication, not only between consumers 
and government, but between consumel'.s and business. 

Constimers, I have found, often feel remote from both 
government and business. They wonder if there is any way that 
they can bring about change; in the marketplace. And one of the 
biggest challenges of cons~tism is to find ways to make that 

·consumer voice heard in Washil'igton and in the boardrooms 
of industry. . 

In April, President Ford launched his new initiative 
to make the federal ~over:q)Dent more responsive to consumers. 
He asked me to work, with .:fim Lynn, who you just heard, and 
with the heads of the various federal agencies on this goal. 
His challenge to all. ·of us is to build mechanisms that give 
consumers a role in:the decision-making process. This is 
literally opening gqvernment wide to consumers before the 
decision is made, before the new program is initiated, not 
aften.,a.rds. As. you know, most decisions, regulations are 
announced by the government in the Federal Register, and the 
President wants input at that decision;..making level, not 
afterwards when consumers would read about it either in the 
register or in the press. , · 

Now, ;t~ carry out this~directive ·t:rom our President, I 
have been meeting individually with each_department secretary 
and with .the agetl.py head$, and Jim as of, ... ~o.day, or as of 
yesterday, rath~r·, l·'ve .. met with 15 of the 117! that .we designatel 
and at these,.1,l:leetings ·we:b.Sve:been looking.at the several ways, 
many ways to increase agency .. responsiveness. to cc;msumers. 
We'1ve .been looking at possib~ chang~s in t~e organizational 
setup, perhaps creation· or th'e beefing '1P of present consumer 
representation or even offices in .. th~. agencies. Thi& is in 
order to structure. that.consumer-voice in the policy-making 
process :of the agencies, which the·Presilcient wants-us to do. 
We have been loo~ing at t'qe: pos.siole pr~edural changes ····· 
to make·it easier for consumers 1to participate in:the regula
tory process, such as ·increasing the 'ri.µpiber of .. public 
hearings and governrnent;· proposp.Js s:l.mila:r to w~t you held, 
Jim, when you weren't required to by law, ·you invited consumers 
in to give.you input, and also to sometb,ing as simple as· just 
l~pgtheni,.pg the time perlod: fqr c0ns0mer~ ..;o·.·~oriment on 
g<>Ve'I."nment· dee is tons. · · ; . ·· ·.:: ~. 1 • • .: ... ; 

- ; , ·~1 ·~, t; '1. ~ •. : i r-·.. ~·· ~< 
.- ''"'' ' 

The President has also ordered·imi?~ovements in consumer 
education and consumer information activities in the.federal 
government, as well as in the improvements in the handling of 
consumer complaints. My office," the Office pf Consumer Affairs: 
has just released, early last month, an in•depth study of 
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how consumer complaints are handled by the federal agencies. 
This report looked at both the procedures for handling complaint 
and also the substance of the response, and frankly there 
were many areas in many agencies that needed improvement. 

We are now engaged 'in the first step to find out how the 
agencies are responding to consumers right now. Next, we hope 
to make reconmendations on how the agencies can do a better 
job. And already some of the agencies are reacting to the 
President's challenge by making changes in their procedures 
to increase this responsiveness to consumers. For example, 
William Calden, Secretary of Transportation, ordered his 
agency to give.adv~ced notice of proposed rule making and to 
allow 25 days for public conment and to give public the 
opportunity to conment even when not required to do so 
by law. And just recently, about two weeks ago, he held a 
four•hour public hearing on a controversial· highway project 
near Washington, and one fourth of it was devoted to consumer 
input. 

Now, the President's new initiatives to make government 
more responsive actually formalizes something our office has 
had as a long•term goal. For six years I•ve been working 
to insure that the consumer's voice is heard and heeded in 
Washington. My office works for consumers in three areas, 
advocacy, education and redress. As a consumer advocate 
in government and as the President's Special Assistant for 
Consumer Affairs, I literally advise the President on consumer 
policy and legislation and suggest possible programs. I also 
advocate the consumer's position before Congress and other 
federal agencies, in testimony on subjects ranging from 
warranties to energy conservation, from product safety to 
cosmetic ingredient labeling. I also encourage the formation 
of voluntary consumer -groups, the formati'on of them, and seek 
their input on a long-going basis. I've also arranged for 
consumer leaders tG meet with top White House officials, 
including the Vice-President, and to ask them to attend the 
Tuesday and Wednesday special meetings in the White House. 
And I•ve also recommended the appointment of consumer 
representatives to serve on unnY.. of ·.the federal advisory 
com:nittees. But we also advocate consumer positions with 
business leaders. We have urged voluntary business action by 
business, and we think it's often the quickest and very often 
the best solution for many consumers and the problems that 
face consumers in the marketplace. But we meet regularly, 
not only ~ith consumer leaders, but with business leaders, to 
suggest ways business can meet consumer needs without further 
government regulation. And, of 'course, we have urged the 
creation of consumer industry, what we call consumer action 
panels, such as mCAP, for the major·appliarice industry, and 
these are arbitration panels that settle those complaints 
between consumers and business when neither the company nor 
the consumer can get 'together. And we also publish Consumer 
News about the activities of the federal government and a 
translation of that federal ~egister, what we call a consumer 
register. 

We have found, also, that the government is a sto~ehouse 
of practical consumer information. We developed a few years 
ago the Consumer Information Center to get that information in 
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usable .form into the hands of .consumers. And it publishes 
a free index and·inany other free publications,·including 
an ~xcellent one on nutrition, "Food Is More· Than Just 
Someth_ing To · Eat." 

Our off ice also provides information through public 
. service cpannels, a column over my name, a radio series 
.called "Help," that's help for consumers, and T.V. spots on 
. energy conservation and nutrition. 

Now, our office also seeks redress for consumers when 
. things go wrong for them in the marketplace. · Our office 
receives over 2500 complaints a month, and we take them up 
usually with the company involved, {we sometimes refer~the 
apparent violations of law· to the appropriate federal or state 
agency, but we do wo~k with business- to improve their complaint 

._ handling mechanism, and we work to improve the complaint 
,: , handling of the ~ederal agencies;· as, I men~ioned earlier. 

But today's conference here is an opportunity to 
str.engthen c~icati·on between ·government -and public, 
.and I certainly look forward to trying to answer your · · 
.<Plestions about your concerns as.consumers. 

Thank you., . , . 
"' :''· 

MR. LYNN: . 

. I think we 1 re .ready.· to take some questions. · And Bill has 
asked me to serve as 111oderator. I've asked my-friends up here, 
ff you.feel-more com!ortable answering them there, fine; if you 
rather,come up here, dQ.that, too. Where,are ou:s; mikes? 

~es, IDB:'am. 
m .. Bri.NstEIN: 

... ·I would l,ike to .take this great opportunity to ask you to 
give. i;;ie. a quic;k f re.ebie, because cont:eary to the s,tatement of 
op~. of.the cpnference participants, I want everyone here to 
.~o,w~ there. are oveJ; 800 comnunity leaders here, b11t the 

. , U~ivel:J~,itr .:a~. C.incin}l.ati is not on the verge of bankruptcy. 

· .·· (Laugliter •• ) . 
• •1 " ·' . 

••' 

· MS~ BERN~TEIN: 

·, , l ,1:bi11~ t~t: te:pn was .li;:ted out of . context. · Like many 
in~ti.~t.ions ., of. higher ~~arni:q.g,r the Univexsity of Cincinnati 
bas·m~n,y financial pro~lems.wbich at:"e well<.recognized and are 
b~ing. dealt :with construc,tively. by President:.:Warre-q Bennis and 
his staf;f, as well as by alumni thro\lghout the state. '.This is 

, b~tng done on .a st;ate and loca.l level. 

. We «io appreciatt?. the contribution of:::HJBW and many of its 
agencie's to the· growth of the University of Cincinnati, and we 
look forward to future partnership. 

~. •·I 

·t represent the unf:.v~r.(ty· of -- ,;econd vic.e president 
of th:e alumni association, and. i,f anyone has ,any questions about 
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our financial status, 1111 be glad to answer them. 

The other thing that I woulc;l. like to ask Mrs. Knauer, 
as a harried housewife and professional.·volunteer, I ~ 
probably the only one in the city of Cincinnati who is writing 
reasonable facsimiles. And I would like to know whether they 
are legal or not. 

There is a practice throughout the whole country where you 
must have a coupon, which you can get from your adver.tisement 
in your local newspaper. Years ago I remember that you could 
present coupons or reasonable.facsimiles, because there was a 
law that you should nc>t have to purchase a newspaper or 
anything else in order to get an advertised bargain. I am 
wondering whether there is such a thing as a facsimile law now, 
because my supermarket has been accepting them. After I wrote 
to the chain president, I did notice.that the large super 
supermarkets were getting copies of these coupons where you 
could get them at the desk~ ·However, the smaller superm~rkets 
are not. 

I consider this to be discriminatory ,against people who 
are always in a hurry, against the elderly who mayµot purchase 
newspapers, and the uneducated who do not read them. And I was 
wondering whether this practice was legal or whether it was not, 
and can you write reasonable facAimiles to protect ourself? 

MRS. KNAUER: 

I ha\re no idea about that. 

(LaugQ.ter.) 
I 

.I have. no idea whether it rs· 1egal. or not.. I have been 
urging housewives to take aclvantage of those coupons. In fact, 
I set an example over the weekend by carrying mine very vividly. 
Of course, my neighbors look into my market basket, anyway, 
and say, "Oh~ is that a bargain this week?" And I say, "If 
you read the signs in the stores, as well as in the newspapers, 
you would know it was a bargain." ·1 urge them.to buy the lost 
leaders· to str~tch that food dollar if possible. 

But certainly coupons are a very valid form of advertising, 
certainly for the company. No one has ever aaked me this 
question before, but rrm going.to find out the answer. And if 
you let me know, give me you:tname .snd address, 1111 be glad to 

.send it to you. It may be legal in your state but not legal 
anywhere else. I'm not going to try to guess that one. 1 111 
find out for you. 

MR. BAROODY: 

Virginia, you find the answer, and we'll put it in the 
transcript qf these proceedings. 

MRS. KNAUER: 

Oh, fine. Good. Wetll find out the answer. 

MR. SCOT!': 

l'd just like to take the opportunity to congratulate you 
and your chancellor and all the people in Ohio on the sound 
fiscal policies being practiced at the University of Cincinnati. 

(Laughter.) 
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MR. 'JACKSeN: 

· · My ·riame is Marvin Jackson. And from my underst·anding 
from the -remarks you made, Mr. L1nn, is that what you are 
look_ing for as · far as the ·budget . and programs that have been 
appropriated- 'for fiscal year '76. budget,·. is that a greater 
amount of productivity from the particular program. And in 
that respect I'm particula~ly 1.nterested in the Office of 
Minority Business Eriterprises.· I hear a lot of nUJDbers. I'm 
always impressed by numbers, but I think it would.be more help
ful if I ·understood what those numbers meant, because I under
stand the·Office of Minority Business Enterprises settled for 
about 42 million. ·From the figi.ii:es you_ gave me, I get they 
generated· from the federal government, .anyway,· 1. 7 bi-lliori, 
if that•s correct, but it was in that area. So input-output 
relationships indicate that theremay be a plus s~gn there. 
And;·going along that same line, what does :the administration 
think of the office, how do they feel abaut the Office of 
Minority Business-Enterprise, because 'there are some minority 
businessmen who have been helped by the particular.program. 

,Also it concerns whether or not this will continue to be 
in existence. 

MR. SCOTT: 

Right. What we are simply talking about i.s this, the~ 
figure is $1.3 billion that has been generated through the 
Office of Minority Business En~erprise •. F~ instflnce, I 1m the 
President's representative on the ·coUn.cil' over at the Department 
of Comnerce, handed out by the under-secret~ry •. And-we have 
the responsibility of monitoring departments arid agencies in 
gover~ent to_ see that they :gepe}:'~~e.~ctiyi~,.f~nan.c~al 
activity for minority ent:reprenebrs wh'.o _happen -to b.e quali,fied 
and are interested in doing bU:siness 'With t~e·: goverriIPent. - So 
we pull all of those figures together.· . · · · . · · · . · .. ··· 

'' 

For instance, the SBA, the Small Busines~ A~inistr~ti,on, 
fiscal year •75, just ended, generated 25 per¢ent' of thoae,· 
SBA loans to'minorities, 16·percent of.the 4o.11~r val;.ue-iii 1 

loans and guarantees to minorities. So' we put all.of those 
f igui::es ~ogether, and we got the total . of 1. ~ billion ... 

Now, in terms of what the President thittks ab6ut . the ·· .. 
program, he thinks that we have an infant program that --was 
started in 1969, a program that.has to be n6urished just like 
a baby to make that prognim·deliver to the mB.xiIIlllII! •. S9 :that's 
why on March 14th of this year bur office, ·undei the.auspices 
of the Public Liaison Office, headed by Bill Baroody, brought 
in some 200 minority entrepreneurs at the White H~se-for_an 
all-day conference where we requested that they.provide us 
input. 

And, as Virginia Knauer stated earlier, we 1ve ·started a 
process there to get input before decisions are mad~ aff ect!ng 
the lives of individuals. Government is trying to.help; and 
that's as it should be. So at that .conference we received 
position papers, critiques, if you will, on wliere we've gone 
wrong in certain areas. Many individuals expressed-the-view 
that government should be providing more of management and 
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technical assistance to minority entrepreneurs .with the 
knowledge that with starting from day one, basically because · 
they don•t have the experience, the exposure in doing business, 
period, in our democratic, capitalistic society, and also with 
the knowledge that every group that's been able to make it up 
the ladder in our society has qone it by climbing that 
economic ladder. And I submit that it will be no different 
from blacks and browns in this country. So with that we want 
to do more. We want to do better. We want to provide a better 
mechanism. We want to strengthen what we have. And you've 
probably heard rumors that we're out to destroy this department 
or that agency; that•s not the case at all. 

But the President has requested alternatives that 
Jim Lynn's office will be providing in the coming weeks and 
months so that we can provide a better mechanism to gain 
services for our minority constituents in this country. 

MR. LYNN: 

Let me just add that what '.we're.trying u:o do, Stan, I and 
the people in comm.erce and in.other departments, SBA and so on, 
is take a look at how far we've come; crank into that all of 
the comments that we got at the kind of meetings Stan's 
talking about, this idea of openness of government, see what's 
worthwhile, foster it and move with it. The things that have 
been less effective. within the program that ca~ be saved but 
with a course change, change it. If we should conclude that 
some part of the program isn't carrying its weight and that 
money can be used more effectively some other way, use it a 
different way within the minority enterprise ~ffort. 

And I dontt think we ought to single out minority 
enterprise programs for that. But what we r re saying and 
Bill Morrill was saying, we should have the same process across 
the government. We all have that feeling down in our hearts 
that if we do that program by program over a period of years, 
we're just going to get a heck of a lot better job done for the 
people we're trying to help. 

(Applause .. ) 

MR. LYNN: 

. Yes, sir. 

MR. RICHTER.: 

I•m Jack Richter, with Wood Graphics, Incorporated, and 
a member of Ohio Manufacturers Association. 

We talked this morning about, oh, eight and a half percent 
unemployment. However, I think as.soon as we get down to that 
five percent we•re going to get in the area of.people that do 
not have any skills and the people that no one wants to hire. 
At the same time, we've talked about the amount of money we•re 
paying out in Social Security, welfare and unemployment. Can 1 t 
we somehow combine that, put that together so that the 
unemployed skilled people now are doing some training of the 
unskilled now? 
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Sof.that the unemployf;!d ·s~illed .people are doing s~ 
traj.ning ~f the. unskilled? . . .· · 

MR. RICHTER.: 
·~ ' 

Yes.; We have a·.sk~lled.· electri~ian now •.. can't he. be 
... show~µg some of 'the people on welfare or re,lief' the p~; 

· uriemplqyed student ·~·people that are· right ,out of school, 
say, these 17 and 18-year•old chi;ldren? .,.· · 

MR. LYNN: 

lt~s an interesting,idea. The one thing that· comes to 
mind, is there any 19aywithin· the CZTA program which is trying 
to address th~ problems in some measure of .. the pe'ople that 
have been chronically underemployed or uneitrp:loyed, whether or 
not some of these people that are presently out: of work can 
work in that program to do this training? I don't know, but 

: it.'s a heck of an idea ·to look at it, and we r 11 look at it • 

. MR. ·RICHTER.: 

'.. · . . They are alr~dy .. being; pa~d for • 

MR. ·LYNN:. 

. . ' 

That's one of t'fye purposes of.this prbgram. Thank.you. 

(Applause.) ... : 

MR, LYNNt 

Yes, sir. 

· . UNIDENTIFIED PARTY 1 

-- of· the ".allege of Mt.· St •. J'oseph in Cincinn4ti. 
~ . . . 

I appreciate your comments, or warning might.be a better 
term, on expecting more benefits without.eventually paying 
for it. In this context, I•m wondering what your thoughts 
are in the area of Social Security, which is a inatter of 
increasing concern, where we seem to base the system on a 
pyramid, which <::emocracy says is now becoming a' column with 
more benefits. Where are we going and what·will it take to 
make that system go? Are we looking at 'tremendous increases 
.in Social Security taxes in the future? 

Mi. LYNN: 

I think -- Bill •. 

Mi. · M>RllILL: 

Sir, l tliink it's now been announced in your newspapers 
and on television· that there are.problems that we 1,leed to face 
up .. , to itf the Social Security syst~ with~ respect to its 
financing. They are not a cause for panic, 'but they· are a 
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cause for concern, au~t Qne t~a-t., we 1;l~ed address ourselves to. 
And they come in· ·bo~n 'a 'short;.tetill problem and one for the 
1lllch longer term. · c · - · . · . _ 

The short-term problem arises out of the fact that the 
Social Security system as it has been amended, and most 
particularly in 1972 amendments, was made extraordinarily 
sensitive to swings in the economy and probably more sensitive 
than it should be •. And EJO when one looks over the next five 
years, the outgo fl;:'om .the-:-aystem is exceeding the revenue. 
flow, and we have a short-term financing need to meet in Some 
fashion. 

In addition to that, in the longer term there are two 
major factors working on the Social Security system. One is 
the change in our demographic pattern, the decline in the 
birth rate in this country, which over the next 20 to 30 years 
will shift the balance of those working to those retired from 
something better than 3 to l now, down to closer to 2 to 1 
about the turn of the century. And that will generate 
financial demands, additional financial demands if we intend 
to retain the current benefit structures in that system. 

Beyond that there is also a problem that is of our own 
making. In the 1972 law, in which we now overcompensate for 
inflation in the society with respect to future retirees, not 
those now retired on Social Security, but those that will 
retire in the future, in that their wages, their growth in 
their wages is accounted for in their future benefits when 
they retire, but in addition to that the workings of the 
formula compensate them twice. And that problem also is 
creating a financial situation in the system that needs to be 
addressed, and I think those who follow that system with care 
are pretty near in agreement that we need to get at all of 
those issues over the next year or two and straighten out the 
financing of that system. 

MR. LYNN: 

I would only add to that one or two things. One is that 
there is enough money in there to get to 1980, so we got s:>me 
time to look at it. Number two, I noticed the way we pass laws 
in this area; we don•t bring together the revenue raising from 
the revenue dispensing. We will have an act which will increase 
the benefit but does nothing with the problem of how you pay 
for them. 

Then we have to take the action on how to pay for them. 
And I 1m inclined to think that we ought to look at the two 
issues together each time. As the mechanism, the domestic 
council, which is the makeup of,various department heads, is 
made up of various department heads that have responsibility -
in these areas, has a study going in this area, and the· inter
relationships with Social Security with unemployment insurance 
with welfare reform and so on, because these matters are very 
much linked and complicated, as Bill said. 

Yes, sir. 

MR. HALLOWAY: 

Karl Halloway, NAACP. 
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.I would.like to address a queation to Mr. Stanley Scott. 
·How Illa.ny of the 59 ·banking institutic>ns are savings·· and loan -
institutions? And, I guess number two, .what efforts are your ·
is your off ice making to channel money into banking institutions 
that are tiot · savings and loans 'l . · 

. ..Well, first .of all, the figure of 59,we•re:talking about 
banking institutions and not savings and ·loan insti.rutions, 
so --

MR. LYNN: 

.These. are conmercial 'or savings banks·. 

Ml. SCOTX: 

· That:' s correct. 
._{' 

MR. LYNN: 

So are there savings and loans on top of that 'l .. 

,., 

. · ·; · Savings and loans, Jim, I think 1'1e've. got some legislation 
that· we 1re· plaY!!ng with to see what we ca.ti do to ·infuse money, 

•but that· does require legislation; is that correct·? · 

MR. LYNN: 
... ) 

; I think -that•.s right;. as far as putting money: in. 

MR.. HALLOWAY: 

Is there any effort by your off ice to promote new banking 
institutions? · · · 

'· · Ml. .SCOTT: . 

'Welt, werre cast in the position of ·really .being 
supportive·of anyone that wants to go into·business,·doing 

.whatc:tver :We can to oper1 some doors for people ·who ·are 
interested. 

Ml. LYNN: 

In other words,. What· will hap.pen is iet 11 have some 
minority people ·that are·interes't'ed in going into banking. 
Many times, . in the, ·great traditi:oo:· of this coui\try, it' comes 
about you have mindrities who he;ve been working in.a regular 

.. bank,· a majority bank; and get ·the same; itch that "a lot of 
,-~~· .. other people have, Which is, heck, 1 can do it better 'than 
· these. folks, so I want to go into business. So· they scratch 

up the money one place or another to get: the minimum shares, 
sometime also getting some people from the majority committee 
to come in but without control of it. And at that point we 
can be helpful with respect to the deposits which, as you know, 
is the essense of getting the bank going. But·i.n most cases 
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that money is brought about through their own efforts of 
finding people that have conviction that these people· can make 
it and go that way. And where our effort has been has been 

··where those banks have been formed to be sure that they get 
a· fair share of ·government deposits, and government depo.sits 
are quite s'ilbstantial ~· · 

MR«~ SCOT!': 

I would say that one ot~er thing that wetre doing in this 
·area in terinS,;''Of specifics, we have a· grOwing nuµiber of 
middle-management types who happeri. to' ·be ntinori ties' working 
for majority sector banks. And they have begun to organize, 
and theytre really trying to generate interest iq., terms .. of 
minority youngsters, becoming interested in banking. And I 
think this will accrue benefits down the line • 

• 't "' . i • ' •. , ' 

:MR.. HALLOWAY: 

Thank you. 

MR. LYNN: 

Yes, sir. 

MR •. JOHNSON: 

My·name is Edwin Johnson, Jr.; President and General Manager 
of Johnson'& Johnson Con~truction Company. 

And I •d like to address a question to Mr.· Scott, if I 
might. In his discourse he mentioned, ·you correct me if 'Itm 
wrong now --

MR.. SCOTT: 

I eertainly will. 

MR. JOHNSON: 

' ' ~· '., . 

Two· and· a half million -~ and I tm sure you will 

(Laughter. ) 

MR.. JOHNSON: 

-- two: a'nd a· half million people ·that the government 
hired, and of that two and a half million you.· said ·that · 
21 percent were minority orientated or·ethniC· background, 
et.cetera. 'Now, you ·went .. on and explained a few .things. Now, 
it appears to me that fronf all the· panel's discussion, w~ 1 re 
in an economic dilemma; which ever~one knows, and the·· .'., · 
minorities are in the same dilemma,.·· We tre suffering the 
hardest blow. And you•re trying to put together·consortiums, 
et cetera, to put it back on'a solid foUndation.· And "ft 
appears to me that this· 21 percent ~f.minority participation 
that rs in the government now is riot gding to be ;enough ·to 
make· sure when this thing does, if :crod 'Wills, come b'ack . to a 
solid foundation, it does not -- it se~ that the ~norities 
are going to be in ·the .s~e position that ~hey rve. b,een in for 
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., , +oo years. 

';rhis gentleman·mentioi;ied about the pie.getting bigger. 
\I can u:nderstand exactly what, your re saying, and. my question 
to you is, do you feel that minorities, whei;i this thing does 
turn around, will have a decent enough percentage to have 
input on what happens to us? And it's -- I'd like to have 
your opinion on that. 

Then Ir d like to ~9W if the adminis,tration · tlult you.' re 
working for·-has ;passed ~y mandates to make sure that ~~his 

. happens. 1·'. 

MR. SCOTT: 

Let me spell it out again for you, Mr. Johnson. The 
figure of 21 percent is correct, and you might rec~ll t~t, I 
mentioned that we do not have enough minorities, blacks and 
other minorities in that mid-level management position, and 
that is why our President several months back issued a mandate 
requesting that every department and agency in governme~t 
reassess their personnel, their hiring policies, and take a 
deep look to &ee where they can help to bring us up·to snuff 
in the middle-management area, where many of the decisions 
are made that you're talking about. So we are !Jl()ving ahead. 
We're working in this area. And I would ~9pe that when we 
do finally bounce backl when .~e do ge,t_ back to li· vigorous, 
healthy economy, that we will. hav~ _an increased number of· 
minorities in positions to direct their energies, not just to 
.blacks, but .to other min~rities, to be. in the ma~nstream of 

: f eder~l emp~oyment,. 

MR. JOHNSON: 

Well, in your opinion, if I can put you on the spot, do 
you see anything, I mean, you know, is .. ~oug~_ be;l.lg done in 
your -- in your, you know, as you view the whole spectrum, 
you know 11 and I know you got a blue million problems,· you,, 
understand what I mean? Do you see the chances that when 
this thj:ng comes around we will be ~n a bet;ter position, 
because I think it's going to come around, but do you think 
that we 1 11 be in a better position? 

MR. SCOTT: 

Wc~~ll, generally ;r woµld_ say this, that we 1 J:e "talking 
about an: administration, ~)re talking ab,qut a president that 
vowed to : l;>e president of all ·.t:># the peop!e ~hen he a~ume,d 
offi.c.e, and I firmly b~l.ieve-that that rs -the course that. this 
president·, this adminiat:a:atl:.Qtl· will remain on, and I think 
that's good f.or. the country. It's my ;ex{>ectation that we will 
increase our numbers in ·terms of upper mobility for minorities 
~hroughout government:•: But that rs not enoµgh. Government 
can't do the job alone;. '-. That's why ·:l saicl. at the outset that 
we'ye got to have a:healthy ecqnomy, ·S-O the. private sector can 
play its role in what I describe as ,a p.ar~ner~hip j.n progress. 
We got to have more jobs out there ~- the.~rivate sector. 

. . . .. .. ·.I ~ . 
, . We could_ double our e£iorts it\ t;lt~ £~deral government 

five million, and I guess Jim would cringe at that because 
we•re talking about an even larger bureaucracy, but most of 
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what we ire talking about h~s to be done through the goodwill, 
through the sensitivity, through .the· dedicat.'~on and . 
commitment of the· private :sector, we, the people~ 

Let me just add, from an olden-day standpoint,. as to ·.the 
federal government, something that is new done every year. 
As part of our budget review every year bf every department, 
we look at wherEi! th~y were the year before and .the yeaJ' before 

.. that and· what progress they have made, not just by way of 
percentages> because you and I know, and Stan touched on this 
initially, percentages can mean that all your cleaning ladies 
are black and you've 3otten more cleaning ladies. 

We look at the classifications of every job, from GS 18, 
17, 16, ·ls, on down, minorities, all standpoints, women, 
blacks, Spanish speaking, handicapped, and so on. We want to 
se.e what progress theytre making. 

As to the private·sector, I feel.that the way wetre going 
to see the growth here is as a result of what progre~s has 
been made in the past. Let me explain. There isntt any 
chance of job opportunity unless there is education~l 
opportunity. There rs been progress on educational advance·.;.·. 
ment, whether it's in scholarships, .federal programs with 
regard to people that need ··the. help in college, graduate 
school, some help, not enough·in relating educat~ori·to work 
and to high school. But what tim saying is I think we will 
see as the· economy comes back the payoff in having people who 
have both the desire and the skills to take advantage of 
those jobs in the mainstream, 'that plus continued enf()rcement 
of the laws· that are on the books, I think werre.going to see 
good progress over the years ahead; I'm confident of it. 

MR. JOHNSON: 

So you're telling me· that after you see the progress, 
when the harvesttime comes, werre going to h8've a fair share; 
is that·· correct? 

MR. scorr: ' ' 

Yes, sir. 

MR. LYNN: 

·Absolutely. ~ -. 

MR. BAROODY: 

Jim, may I interrupt? Wetre now running over, and.werre 
very tight. ·We'll take one"more question and if it can be 
brief along with the answer. 

MR. MOBLEY: 

Itts according to how good you are in·answe+ing my. brief 
question. Since Mr. Scott's on the spot, you•re st~11·on. ~he 
spot. · 

_/ .1< ,_ 
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My n~ is .. Ja.mes Mobley •.. I'm the ma.yor of an all black 
city just north of this city of Cincinnati. · 

Here recently we just went through the urban renewal 
program, where we have some demolition work in the summer, 

. yoUc~know, tearing down old buildings and rebuilding new ones. 
I have a.problem concerning what you said about banking, put. 
maney into banks for minority building trades. . 

Here recently we have had a situation where it's come 
to be rather deplorable in my eyesight'· is that we have c;-aftsmen 
liv~r:ig in.our. town who put bids out for demolition work and· 
things like that, and we're not able to get the bond for the' 
work to be able to do the work, you know. 

Now, the fe.der~l government, it sit down and give us the 
DX>ney to .. do the work, I •m from .a1l. a.11 back communi..ty, at 
least up till last month, we hired a little Jewish kid to be 
our city manager (laughter), so wetre not completely all black 
anymore. We•re not a rascist society. 

: (Laughtet.) 

MR. MOBLEY: 

Am I getting the point to you? Okay. We got a probl~m~ 
When my people get ready ~o get out there and bid on a job 
for demolition and such, our fine ban.ks in Hamilton ·county 
will not give ~hem the surety boQd. I. think the feqera~ 
government should find.some kind of ways, and I hope you will 

. be my lobbyist on this, sir, to make cert;ain the.re are doll.ars 
put in the black banks so tq~se pepple ~l~ be abl.e to co1Jle ·there 
and put up the surety bonds so we·1c;ap., do., ,tke:::ifork •. 

MR. LYNN: 

Stan, if I tpight, back when I was in the Department of 
.Commerce, this is back, going way b~ck, thr~eyears ago, 
something like that, ot four years ago, one of the things we 
fought for in the Congress and got passed was an amendment 
of the Small Business Act, and with Title 6, I remeplb.~r,. to 
some act, and I can•t remember what it was, just kind of added 
on, that provided for a 90 percent guarantee by the f~deral 
government of the surety bonds for businesses, including 
minority businesses. 

Now, I don't know what's happened to that pogram since 
then. Can you tell .me? 

MR. MOBLEY: 

The banks in Cincinnati don 1 t know· about it. 

MR. LYNN: 

You tell them about it and get in touch with the SBA ' 
folks that are here .in this town and see whether .that 
program's still runril.ng or not. ·.:r just don't know. 11ve been 
·out of the action for a while. But you ought to at lea.st 
inquire. 

MR. SCOTT: 

The program is still in operation. But I think what 
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you•re talk1 ng ab01.t~ having the bonding security to the·· 
extent that you ne,.:!d it to do some of the larger jobs. And 

. I would suggest that •• 

Ml .. M>BLEY: 

They are dHnied the bonds. 

Ml. BAROODY: 

l hate to interrupt, but we are really i:unning late here. 
I will suggest to.Jim Lynn, if he does want to ask you a 
question, that he write it down on the sheets provided to be 
sure you get it. 

Ml. SCOT!': 

Check with me afterwards. ' I have some input for you. 

MR. BAROODY: 

I wish we had more time for questions and answers. We 
have bee ~ on a tight schedule for the full prog;ram. This is 
the last intermission. It's going to be very brief, just 
five minutes, before we go into th~ energy, environment 
discussion, I IllQSt point out to YQU that I. don•.~ encourage 
you to.leave the room at this time, but once you come back 

. from this intermission,. then you will not be permitted to 
leave the room until after the President has joined u~. This 
is the last intermission; it will be five minutes. 

(INTERMISSION) 

MR. BAR.OODYt 

. We are ready to go into the final major issue on the 
agenda for.this White House Conference. on Domestic and 
Economic Affairs, and that is, of.course, energy and the 
environment. 

We know that there have been problems with the availability 
of natural gas in the area, .and rates for gas and electricity 
have, of course, been on the rise. On the positive side, a 
nuclear electric power plant is under cons~rl.lction ~n the area. 
But even though there has been a gas shortage and gas price 
increases in the area, more·and more area residents are leaving 
their cars at home and riding local buses. This trend has been 
stimulated by the substantial reduction in bus fares in the 
area. 

Here with us today to discuss energy and environmental 
matters are Frank Zarb, the Administrator of the,Federal 
Energy Administration, on my left, and Russell Train, 
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, on my 
right.· · 

. I would like to p~ese~t to you first Frank Zarb, who was 
appointed by President Ford on December 2nd, 1974, to be 
Administrator of. the Federal Energy Administration •. He is 
also the Executive Director of the President's .Energy 
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.Resources t:ou.n~11~; 

Before holding this position, Frarik Zarb was Associate 
Manager of the Off ice of Management and Budget, and before 
joining the government Frank served for five years as Chairman 
of the Executive Comnittee of Hayden, Stone & Company, a 
New York investment securi·ties firm~ 

He earned his undergraduate degree from Hot Springs 
University in 1957 and masters fr9m the same university in 1961. . ,... " . . ,., . ; 

He was born' in New York City in 1935. 
' • ,· . f 

It's a pleasure for me to present to you at this,~time 
Frank Zarb. . .... 

(Applause.) 
. . . . .,, ,,,~. ' ' 

MR. ZARB: 

Thank you, Bill. '.fhank you all. 

. I will obey my early inst~ctions . and J?e. "ve,ry brief so that 
we ·can hB.ve maximUm amO'«J.nt of .. time to sp~ak with one another. 
Rat:her than give you th~ gospel ac~9rding to the.admin.istration 
on energy, I think it woul~ be ipost pro<iu~~ive to talk to the 
points that are pa~tic~larly on yotir m,~d. If during the course 
of that process you haven't asked som~-·of the questions that 
relate to some of my answers, I will S(!e that they get in along 
the way. · · · .. · 

(Laughter.) 

MR. ZARB: 

. I do hesitate in tha't we have a veu ·serious ,matter and 
before I, since every time I get on one:o~ t;l;lese things I 1m 
the bearer of bad neWs and it gets very grinfbe~ore if.is. over, 
and I thought I would lighten your afternoon With'· a little 
.story •. ·¥hen we did this .in Atlanta I spent five or ,~o minutes 
·giving a,n overview, and I as1ced questions from the_.~u9-~~ce, 
it wa:s set up similar. A f¢11ow got to the microphone,. and he 
said, "I hav~ two questions; but .before that I have a comment." 
His comment was if ·we continued tc;>.increas~ the prj.c~ of 
gaso~~ne he wo~ldnot.be able to drive ~ery much, and ~f we 
·continued to incr·ease the utility bil1:s he would have .. to keep 
his lights off,. and cumulative~y l'lhat. we were doing ~th'·that 
process is increasing.the size of the American populati.Ori~ 

(~ught,er.) 
; 

MR'· ZARB· . •. 
'·.' ... 

Now ·I ·tIJ\.lst say to you that I have had many questions and 
conments during my last six months in office, and I was in a 
quandary as to how to r.espoqd, and in any .ca:se. :i; did get to the 
mike, and I told him·i·would an$wer his qU.est~oris. And with 
respect to h~s firs't comnent, I. thought I would pass. And just 
as I did that, iJ:f the center, where this TV camer4 . is, ·a lady 
stood up and said, "Youtre going to miss an awfy>l'lbt of fun." 
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~e sto'g. ,. ·.<' .,._, 
"' '.. "' . ~l ·;. t 

- '· (Laiighter.),,. , .. 

Ml. ZARB: •. ., . 
'I.· -

· Okay. Nati the ba~t:n~. ·· 
; i __ •!:' . .' ~ '._;,i~·~ -l ' ":. *.· .. _, • ~ 

, .• . 

' ~. ., ·. r•m just gqing tQ 'lay ;qut'·s~ ~~f~ ~e. tp,day, ,a'.?J then 
,'. We can t~ orf ·from·rthere,··b~e ·.I ,tl:d~.ti;ie '.Aineric~ people 

. basically Want to"hear ~t it is and haw it is' and really 
don•t want it fluffed up with a lot of political demagoguery, 
so let me lay out a few truths that are fact, and . then we can 
t'1Ut abdut' where' we' go· :from' Mre ElS. a natidn. , .... 

'~< . . "-1 " • ·.,.. • 

In 1~70 we paid to e~drti~ natto~s o~ oii $3.billion. 
In·1~74·we paid'those ~at.ne nations $25 billion •.. ~dies ~nd 
g~ntletn~~'- the· peop_le .~~ paid_ that .J>lll ar~ .~he American .. 
consumers. The bill in 1977~ i:,f 'ft'e. do nqtJ;iing and OP~C dOes 
not raise its prices, wltich seems remote, will be in excess of 
$32 billion, th~ American wealth, American ~lµe, American jobs,, 
leaVifig·· thi;~ c'ountl:y f pi;- thp benef f.t of otb~s. 

•. . ~ . 
~ . ' ~ ' 

That condition tt;.>day ~ geti:ing_worse •. Qur,con,sumption is 
, incteasing;. Our domestic' production ls dec;lining, an?, our 
imports~ therefore, are increas,tng. . · ... · . . .. ; . :·· -~ 

{•, . ... . ,, . . , ' . . ' . .. . 

. Now 'a wbrd ab0ut the cartel. The 'cartel n0,, d~liver~'·. 
:38 percent of our· total oil requirement~· of the. Un~t~d ~tates. 
It has used 'it for political ;bla:c~il, tor emb~go duriµi.a 

'. tinte of. international difficulties~ and tliere is nothing in my 
· book' that says that that could· not reoccur. The next enba:~go, 

should we· have one, wot;ild be subs~antially.lD()re se~ious than 
the last. ' · ., ,. ·, · · · · · · · 

< , .... r',' •' 

Now, if you don't sha,:-e.with 1pethe national security 
concern of. a nation that gets tha·t dependelit' oil. otheJ.'\ nations 
for its oi1, then shat'e ·with: me,. please, 'the impact ori. tl\~ 

··American constimer, because, -ladies and gentlemen, in the final 
analysis the people that pick up the;b:ill are you and I and the 
rest of our fellow consumers. So long a~ ~e remain.vulnerable 
to the point which we are a major factorinto.theONC-market 
or into the cartel market, we are going to be victims.of 
arbitrary price increases. · · 

Now, we have two alternatives as a nation. · We can conserve, 
and that does not seem so hard, since we ~~e a_~ation of 
six percent of the world's populat16n and.30 percent of the 
world's energy consumption, and that means simply using energy 
at a different· value· ·leve1,''making. in\testihent ·and cons\imption 
decisions· that are·. jt;tst somewhat· different than w~ have b~·en 
used to ~in the pas·t. · We can also bring on Americ,an·, suppli~, 
oil, coal, m.tclear p6wer~ solar, gasification,, liquefaction, 
shale, almost in that order~ going from now into the late t80s. 

Now, I'm not.sure ·how16ng a·nation has.to be ei:P?sed t;:o 
the ltind .of condition that we have··}been teX:periencing · before we 

·wake up and demand that action be tatten by the government to 
turn "the situation around. ·I 1 11 simPly ·say· this, the·. Pi:e.stdent 
put a program in front of the·c0ngress in .JanUa.ry. It•s a bold 

~. " _... • • w, • . . , 
}~ . 
. . 
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program. Itts tough, but it•s a tough problem. If that 
program is implemented, we will begin immediately to lessen 
our dependence on the producing nations. · · · 

Now, that will have two effects. The first effect is that 
when we sit around the bargaining table in Paris or B~ssels, 
or wherever we do that these days, the relationship between our 
nation and those prociucers is g9ing to be somewhat different, 
becau~e we ar,e then a natic:>tLWith ~ ·ptan and .a program to reduce 
our wlnerability oyer a petj.q_d ot time and in fairly extensive 
~ays. · 

Finally; the awareness i,s going to be there .. that within 10 
years it won't"matte~ to us what the cartel wants to do with 
thei:t'. prices or with their supplies. They can talk embargo all 
they wa1_1~;, for_ 10 years from the date that we get s.tarted, it 
si~ly won•t matter •. Andi~ you don•.t think that is going.to 

.chanse the jux~aposition qf international politics with respect 
to oil, then· I:, don• t know ·wha;t 'Will. · . . 

What do'·we 'need? w~ n~ed some fundamental legislation, 
one, for conservation, two, to bring on additional production • 

. I won•t·get into all the detail; because it is rather, it's 
extremely in detailed form, and I think you•ll probably want 
to get to specific areas. I'll leave you with this. An 
international labor leader told me the other day, ~nd I won't 
use all of th~ woiods h~ used to express this phrase because.he 
is' a rather--c-01.or~l' f.ellow, but be said to me, "Son" -
(laughter) -- he did ,..;~ "what your job is is to get the kneepads 
off ou~ knickers b~c,9.l,lse me and the people I speak for are sick 
arid tired of kneeling to' other nations for their expensive oil." 
I think he stim:ned up everything I could say in.hours of 
articulation. 

It's time.we. got· started, ladies and gentlemen. We have 
the capability. · W§l have the resburces. We have the will,. All 
we need to do is ge~ a little legislation, a little statestJ18ll

. ship and good old American. guts~ 

~nks very much. 

·(Applause.) 

Ml. BAROODY: 

Tha1J,k you very n:iuch, Frank. 

Joining us now for a few opening remarks is the Administrator 
of the EnviroJlIIle~tal ~rotection Agency, Rus$ell Train, who has 
joined us a~ter just cot!iing from the dedication. And the 
President was aver there, as you lo:low, at the new Environmental 
Resea):'~h Building near.the VA Hospital. 

Mr. Train for over a decade has been involved in, the 
p_reservation .of our natural environment. Prior to coming to his 
current position, he served as the First Chairman of the Council 

. f Ol;:' Environmental Quality~ ·And· from 1968 to 1969, he was the 
Under-Secretary. o~ the-,.-Department of Interior. From 1959 to 
1969 he served as Vice-President of the U.S. World Wildlife 
Fund, and in 1965 became President of the Conservation Foundation. 
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He has also served on the National Water Com:nission. 
, ~ - ,_·, - ~ 

Mr. Train was born on June 4, 1920 in Jau;aestown, Rhode 
Island and grew ~p in Washington, n.c., at'ld he gradufl,ted with 
a B.A. degree from Princeton University in 1941 and a law degree 
from Columbia University in 1948. 

Just before presenting him to you, I ~ld like to ask that 
all the members of Congress who are in the room and others who 
know who they are,· some of the heads of the organizations, if they 
could proceed ~ow to the VIP holding room. 

At this time I'd like to pr~sent to you Mr. Russell Train. 

MR.· TRAIN: 

Bill, thank.you.; 
' .. - ' , ? ' ..... ' 

6\- •. 

" 
I do appreciate the opportunity-to ta1k with you today about 

the energy-environmental . relat.ion~p. -. At ,the .. outset I think it 
is impo:r;tant.to place environinental.QUS:~ity in perspective 
with the nation•s energy goala.··'l:oo often the argument runs 
that environmental needs must be sacrificed for the time being to 
meet energy needs, that environmen~a~ ~rovement is a luxury 
c0tnpared to · m6re b@.sic needs 1 .. a . lu~ry that. can . be def erred 
while the trtie businiass ··goes oc" .• · Obviously, I do not subscribe 
to that· view. · · · 

. . ;, 

. trnVironmentai damages are very r~ai, . from ).mpaired _:human 
health to damages to materials and agricultural crops, to 
destruction of eco systems, the decreased r~c~eat;ional 
opportunities and to the waste of rare, sc.~.r-OE:- natural resources. 

In pursuing the goals of our society, we ~ttempt to optimize 
total, social benefits. . ,The nation needs ene~gy to fill its 
productive capacity, heat its homes and construct buildings, but 
we need not pursue our energy objectives at the expe~se of 
environmen,tal objectives. I also strongly. beli~ve that. the key 
policy c~pic;es do not have , to focus on_,-absolu~e choices. between 
energy ana environment. Intelligent policy c~oices can basically 
satisfy both objectives. However, in order to achieve this 
balance, EPA believes it is necessary to observe several policy 
guidelines. Conservation should be given the highest priority, 
environmentally preferable sources of energy.to be developed 
first, energy sources with high environmental risks should be 
avoided whenever possible. Environmental prot~c~ioµ measures 
on all energy projects should incorporate the b~stavailable 
technology. · · 

While there are a number of policies which must be undertaken 
in orde~ to attain a greater degree of energy independence, I 1 d 
like.to.use my limited time to concentrate on the need for.a 
cOtnptehensive energy conservation program. 

~ . 

I think that~we can all agree that if high levels of growth 
in energy demand must be maintained, then the nation will be on 
a tr~a4mill wi~h both serious environme~tal and economic impacts. 
All sources of energy would need to be developed simultaneously. 
Tremendous economic investments would be necessary. · The . ·: 
environmental cost would be staggering. These adverse economic 
and en_vi:i-onmental impacts can be_ avoided if we make a .national 
co1I1Ditment to an energy conser'Vation progr•m· 
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The federal government, however, has not until recently 
given much attention to using incentives or subsidies to 
encourage individuals or corporations to sav~ energy. An.d yet 
a BTU saved is as valuable as an .incremental BTU developed. 
In fact, it is even more·valuable since the BTU saved does not 
generate the pollution associated·'Witb the extraction, 
processing, transportation and end use of new ene~gy, and it 
preserves a scarce resource for use at a future time. 

And the President• s energy program ·contains a number .. of 
strong initiatives to move our nation in that direction. The 
President. has proposed a tax credi~ to encourage families to 

· ·provide better ·insulation for th~b: homes. The President has 
secured a comnitment from the auto makers, which :i,s f.i:irected 
at assuring a 40 percent improvement in the fuel economy by 
1980. The President has called for ~i-:-+i~nc~ .l~lel:;.1,1{; so<: 
that consumers will know and can compare the.energy efficiency 
of. appliances they buy. 

Most importantly, the President· has ·proposed· a.·· series of 
measures designed to'increase the cost of epergy and thereby 
encourage its conservation.·.· · · · 

., 

The challenge today is.to create an energy conservation 
ethic in our society. As a nation, ~e have.an opportunity 
to· assure that this generation can exploit its ~esoiirces in an 
environmentally, satisfactory manner, achieving a full range 
of economic, energy and environmental goals. And we need to 
follow the ·President•s lea~ership arid seize that opportunity. 

Thank you. 

Mi. BAROODY: 

Thank yoti very much, Mr. Train. 

We're now ready to move into the period of time for 
questions and answers. ·If you would step up to the 
microphones, as-we have before, and.address your questions to 
either Frank Zarb or Russ Train." 

Over here on the right. · 

UNIDENTIFIED PARTY: 

Mr. Train, has not the federal EPA. limited the use of 
coal by industry and utility? · · 

Mi. TRAIN: 

EPA has enforced air quality standards~set by the Congress 
under the Clean Air·'Act, and this has created a constraint on 
the use of high sulfur coal, yes. 

SAME UNIDENTIFIED PARTY: 

What has' been the effect of that in terms of cost? 

Mi. TRAIN: 

There 1 s no question that low sulfur coal commands a 
higher price in the marketplace' than high sulfur coal does, it 1 s 
in much greater demand. 
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SAME UNIDENTIFIED PARTYi 

Has not the federal goverimient·mandated to the State of 
Ohio and all of the other states in this country that they--bave 
to follow the federal guidelines irregardless of the conse
quences on the state? 

MR. TRAIN: 

Well, both yes and no. The Clean Air Act is national 
legislation enacted by the Congress, applicable uniformly 
across the United States, to a:tl states. -Primary air quality 
standards nust be met in all areas·of the country under the 
law by May of 1975, the date which has already passed, but a 
good many areas in the country did meet it on schedule. 

Implementation plans applicable to specific power plants, 
specific communities, are the responsibility of the states to 
develop, to develop to meet those ambient air quality 
standards. 

SAME UNIDENTIFIED PARTY: 

Where is industry going to-· get· the energy -it's ·going to 
need to create the jobs we•ve been talking about today, and how 
does your program-fit in with Mr. Zarb•s in terms of making 
the state of.-Ohio able to continue to have jobs in industry? 
Most of us --

MR. BAROODY: 

In the interest of fairness to others, I dontt think we 
can have a series of questions from each: individual. I 
apologize for that. 

Can we move on over there. 

MS. HADJILOUKAS: 

I 1m Susan Hadjiloukas• I"would like to know what and how 
much is being done to develop alternative sources .of energy, 
particularly as they relatf! to the individual consumer, I 1m 
thinking of such things as solar energy for the home, 
electric automobiles. 

MR. ZARB: 

Let me quickly outline for you what we have available to 
us in terms of additional energy source~. 

In the next three years, we can do virtually nothing 
except extract from existing wells, using secondary and 
tertiary recovery methods, which are methods used to get the 
oil which is not normally recovered during normal processes. 
That's step one. 

Step two is the improved burning of coal. In answer to 
both of your questions at the same time, Russ Train and I agreed 
on a set of Clean Air Act amendments, which. would.allow increased 
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burning of coal and at the same ti:me protect minimum health 
standards. We both have endorsed those before the·Cqngress. 
~o coal is. number two~ We can probably bring on an extra 
300 ,.900 barrels .a day.· eqciivalent in coal burning over the 
µext three years. .. 

Beyond that we have some oil ln'-Mi.lpas, 'Caiifornia, 
which is a naval petroleum reserve that's be~n under the 
protection of the Congress as a national security matter, and 
we•ye asked fo'J:'. legislation to free it.. The Cqngress seems 
to-agree that; they•ll: go·along and.·free it. At .the moment, 
they•"re deciding whoi.s: in charge. We have tt:fO committees on 
the J:{p~e.'_s,ide ~ 8: jurisdictional dispute, as a result we've 
had s.even weeks of wait to' take it off ·the ·calendar, until 
~e get· a bettei- measure as to who's going to have final 
jurisdiction.·· When that's ··complete', I· think we'll get that, 
as well. That's the f.irst three years • 

. '° ' ::-: _. • •. : . 

. .. 
Within a five-year period,, we bring on some ·adQ.itional 

nuclear, and· during this same ·perfod we ·br·ing· on some 
additional nuclear, but the real nuclear addition will.come 
in the early 80•s. 

~· 

. . Now, when yol;t get into the 80 rs, you begin to ~alk about 
. liquefacti0n of c:oal, '.~s:ification· of coal, so,la,r, geothermal 

,: a;nd shale• Solar.: t:!gqt now is a .new: industry.; : grea,t .. 
poten~ia.l, it•$ a great energy source.. .I~ rs got .all kinds of 
opportunities., It's clean, I dont·t· think it can pe embargoed. 

(Laughter.) 

MS. HADJILOUKAS: 
~-. . . ': ' 

. I certainly hope ···not~ 

MR. ZARB: 
. ; ~ ' 

.. 
Don't laugh. There are lawyers that are looking .at 

questions as to the air rights next to:buildings.:·if you live 
in a l).ou~e solar heated, can somebody come along and build a 

r..·.·t bi&get.\ h®se; the ~ind;,of insurance you. have· •. But I think 
. W~'r.e. g<;>in.g,;~o see in the ao1 s a real advancement of·.these 
· t~hnologies •. · Th~ government . is. prepai:ed to. help and: promote 
wherever the govemment has a role:~ , The 'real, real break
throughs are going to come where they've always. come~, the 
creative American free enterprise system. If.we give them 
the right opportunity and right environment, we're going to 

. see .new .i..n~stl;'iei; grm,r out . of,. this .problem, and it's going to 
be seen as an opportunity rather'than.a&problem. 

£ • I .. !·. ' \ ~. ' 

.~Applause~). 
' ' 

I • 

MR •. M;ILLER:: ", ,,, .. :. 

. . . . 
Robert Miller is my name.· I• d like. to ask if tjlere is 

an experimental or administrative authority by which· · 
utilities and others who. burn large quantities of fuel could 
switch jinder proper. meteorological conditions, .:on an 

, expe:ri~ntal ~asis, some of the high:~SU:lfur ,- IQQre ·~high 
sulfur fue1s, because.the pollutian would be tlistributed 
because of the more favorable weather conditions. 
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MR. TRAIN: 

Well, I don•t know about experimental programs, but this 
your-question poses a basic issue about sulfur-dioxide, its 
damage to health and the sulfates, fine particulates produced 
in the upper atmosphere from sulfur oxide. The use of what we 
call intermittent control strategies, burning high sulfur coal 
when the·meteorological conditions are right, shifting to low 
sulfur when it's not ·so·good, or·shutting·down even in some 
circumstances. This does not reduce the total loadings of sulfur 
in the atmosphere. It does diffuse the pollution, so to speak. 
It.does not, in our opinion, avoid· the serious health,· public 
heal·th problem involved in the creation of· sulfate particulates 
in the atmsphere, which tend to come down some distance away 
from the power plant. This is the reason why New York City, for 
example, in recent years has seen the level of sulfur· dioxide 
going down quite steadily· because of the use of lower sulfur 
fuels, the levels of particulates, these are usually considered 
to be generally bad healthwise, remaining quite high, coming 
in from outside. This is the reason why· we have not ·as a matter 
of policy believed in intermittent controls, but rather constant 
control technology, such as fact scrubbers. 

MS. STILES: 

My name is Dorothy Stiles:;. I represent a citizens 1 group 
from Butler County. We•re wondering if the Federal Energy · 
Commission was aware of the· number of citizens groups· ··' 
throughout the entire country, in addition to ours; that are · 
greatly concerned about the policies within the electr-ic utilities 
indu11try, capricious·waste in the use of basic, basic energy 
sources in ·providing what everyone seems to ·think they ' · 
need, is an endless suppiy of electricity, and that this capricious 
waste is causing considerable devastation. In spite of What 
the federal government says, the industry, itself, gives no 
indication they are going to make any changes in their basic 
policies of wasting energy to get energy. So we are very 
concerned that the combination of federal government policies .. _ 
and the policies of private, large business are geared not to· 
protection, as Mr. Train seems to say, but rather to the 
continued proliferation and continued devastation· of the J 

countryside to provide this endless, endless overproduction, 
overcapitalization. And, by the way, overcapitalization is 
always minimized as one of the major factors in maki~g rates 
go up, but if you think about fuel adjustments, what t:hey•·re 
really saying is the manufacturing, that the overmanufacttii:i:ng 
of waste and electricity is really what 1 s costing you money",".· 
because a lot of that coal is just being burned for noth!ttg.· 
We would like to know if the energy commission isnt't going to i. 

consider being the ally· of the citizens rather than the ally · 
of the big business pushing these kinds of concepts. · 

MR. BAROODY: 

Frank Zarb. 

(Laughter.) 

MR. BAROODY: 

I bet you thought I was going to answer that. 

(Laughter.) 
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MR. STILES: 

You told us to be tough, so we'll be tough right back. 

MR. ZARB: 

I'm with you, and 1 1 11. keep going. I warit to answer your 
question in two parts, but I will make a,preliminary comment. 

First of .all, there's a tendency in this overall exercise 
in solving the energy problem - I'm not being critical of any 
one group or attitude,. it even comes out of our agency on a 
regular basis -· to look for that one or two sources of evil 
spirit and exorcise it, and then all will .be well. Let me tell 
you, that's a giant mistake. In the 1960 1 s we started to pu.t 
ourselves into a hole, I mean all of us, big business,. small 
business, government, whoever had a voice or didn't have a voice, 
we al.l did it to each other. We had cheap energy, and, as a 
result, we had gasoline at relatively low price&, and instead 
of ordering cars we ordered chrome-plated gunboats from Detroit. 
We ordered them; they delivered them.· Each year· we got more 
chrome and bigger gunboats. We did ·it to ourselves. They, 
big business participated in what's occurred. The utilities 
over the years have not kept pace with regulatory practices 
that would encourage conservation; they haven't really looked 
at inverted rate structures; they haven't. lop).ced at peak .load 
pricing, which means that every utility has a peak period of 
the day, and you've got to retain.awhole bi.g structure to. 
support that. When you lower that peak, because you're able 
to do something to pay a premium if you use it during those 
peak hours, you lower the overall overhead and you use less 
energy, which we support completely. We don't have authority 
in those areas because they are state contro~~ed, but that's 
not keeping us out. · 

(Laughter. ) 

MR. ZARB: 

We do, we have last year and this year been spending. some 
$30 billion in total, a .million dollars in total, to. subsidize 
the system1 s work required to take a look at these peak-load 
pricing and inverted rate structure concepts. But .. rather than 
beat all the utilities on the head, and some of them probably 
deserve it, others don't, keep in mind that the regulatory 
conmissions, the people that elected the regulatory conmissions, 
the people that elected the people that the regulatory conmissions 
reported to, all contributed to this problem. We had cheap 
foreign oil, we were runn~ng.out of natural gas, we had crazy 
rate structures, rates went up immediately after election and not 
too much before election, statewide, not a very effective and 
orderly management of our energy problem. A lot of people were 
to blame. 

I think the answer now is wetve all gotten ourselves into 
it, and how do we get ourselves out together. ~d specifically 
to answer your question, is yes, we do support a notion of 
going forward, developing peak-load pricing practices and 
determining how much contribution that can make to conservation. 
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MS. STILES: 

Thank you. I had a favorite phrase .that I couldntt 
resist putting in here at this time •. We were concerned that 
the industry has not progressed, as other industries.do, because 
they haven•t had to be competitive, and I said that we really, 
any conservation group,· is not against the provision of electricity 
We don 1t mind traveling with a Ford, but we just like to see 
it be a spanking, brand new 1975 model. So let's innovate the 
electric utility industry. 

MR. ZARB: 

Thank you. 

MR. RHODES: 

I have a question for Mr. Zarb. My name is W. Emerson Rhodes~ 
Board of Trustees, Delhi Township. It's a short question. 

But first~~.oouuld like to publicly ackn.?wledge Mr. Train 1s 
very gracious ~d-'lltompt assistance direct from Washington with 
a problem we haw with the EPA, and.I think he deserves publicly 
to be commended for it. We•re very grateful. Thank you, sir. 

Mr. Zarb, I'm wondering if you could speak to the question of 
economic, use the economic might of this country, cut off some 
foreign aid, blockades of our own, towards forcing the OPEC 
nations to see the light, as it were, and to try to bust up that 
cartel. 

There is an opinion out here· tha,t.we•re continuing to grant 
the millions of dollars in foreign aid while werre getting into 
this particular form of blackmail without coming back at them 
hard. 

MR. ZARB: 

Well, as you may haye guessed, when we get into that kind 
of talk, I'm.willing to participate in that kind of discussion 
because it's more activist than passive. But I think we have to 
be realistic in what wetre talking_ about. We do supply the OPEC 
nations with a number of different industriali~ed commodities, 
and we have said that we were going to increase prices to them, 
and indeed we have. As inflation has increased we increased our 
prices. They are using that as a reason to increase their own 
prices. Now, if we increase those prices more, we keep going 
like that, so that in itself is not a device which will be used. 

Secondly, we can withhold things like food from those areas, 
and some of the industrial products. There are around the world 
a few other nations that from time to time compete with us inter
nationally, who would be more .than willing to supply the necessary 
food even if their own people have to go without to fill the 
vacuum •. So when you make the threat, and you are willing to wade 
in with a two-by-four, you better be ready to swing it. And in 
this case, I think you can see that it isn't all that clear. 

Now, having said that, there is only one thing that's going 
to solve the problem permanently on an ongoing basis, get the 
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attention of the producing countries in a way that theytll 
respond pDoperly, and that means putting in place a top energy 
program thatis going to on the one hand conserve, on the other 
hand bring on additional·A.merican supplies, if we do it and do it 
now; we will see the.immediate reaction by the producing 

· ·nations. ; · 
. l 

" · t want '.to say one mre point on that issue, because' I •ve 
been told probably for the. last time now that the American , · 
people dorit t ·understand ·this problem, how call·. their elected 
officials vote for a tough program? We'll, I rve ~finally 
concluded that there is probably the biggest political cop-out 
in the history of the republic. It seems to me that we' need to 
lay it out to the American people in a way that they understand 
the truth, and that we shouldn't be walking around the country 
telling people that prices are going to come down or we 1re going 
to beat somebody to get their prices down, when everyone who 
knows anything about the facts knows that energy prices are 

. going ·to go' up', just ii; pl-an, :unhappy truth. · 
'. i .. ; • 

The question we have to answer is whether those prices are 
going ta go up Within an American program to keep those dollars 
;here while we ·develop our own sources or whether we· export · 

· those :dollars to other countries• And I think ·it's the · · 
· resportsibility o-f: :all' elected, oonelected and other officials 

to kind of lay it out on the country as they see it, then let 
the Atner.:tcan people ·make" up their mind'. · ~ 

.. 
: (Applause.) 

MRo FANKHAUSER: 

· · I:: ·Sin David Fankhauser, and I am a biologist at the 
. ·University of Cincinriati';ln Clermont County, and I'm here for 

thEf Conmlmi·ty Frlends Meeting. • .. · 

I would like to address my question to you, Mr. Zarb, as 
it relates to energy consumption and techniques, aid·for:the· 
r.eduction of all the e.ne~gy we use and also as to how we attempt 
to; find additibnal'sources.of energy: In a sense, ~s,..I see it, 
the cheap energy of the past has made us a· nation -of what amounts 
·to energy junkies·, that is, that a large amount of very-
inekpensive energy has'made us deeply dependent upon masstve 
a.ntounts of.energy,' ahd 'we are now seeing that our pusher is· no 

1
· longer able to supply us with the amount of · .. ·· 

MR. ZARB: 
\',·.' 

That is· the way the textbook has it now? 

(Laughter.) .. 
MR. ZARR: 

;1, 

I tm sorry. I didn rt mean· to get you upset~ 

MR. FANKHAUSER.: 

- . :-

I ap·ologize. 

' .. ""· 
I will admit certainly that one has to put it in tenns 

that everyone is familiar with, and wetre al~ pretty familiar 

(Laughter.) 
MR. ZARB: 

Good for you. 
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MR. FANKHAUSER: 

Okay. Now, junkies eventually will . resort to violence. ,to 
satisfy their need. I hope that we as a.nation do not eventually 
re~ort to violence to meet our needs. And, if I'm no't mistak,en, 
I heard overtones in sotµething that you said regarding the OPEC 
nations, that we would, well, I hope I was misunders·tood, and if 
I misunderstood you, you'll correct me, but I -- . .. 

MR. ZARB: 

I.wanted you to say what you. thought.you heard me say. 

MR. FANKHAUSER: 

We~l, it --
MR. ZARB: 

I didn't say it. 

(Laughter.) 

MR. FANKHAUSER: 

All right. · Let me proceed then to the first question and 
most important question. is, how can we reduce our consumption 
of energy? 1 think that one way that we can do.that is to 
increase our reliance upon recycl~~ble containers instead of 
throw-away containers. And I would hope, I would like to see a 
national bottle bill. I know that bottle bills have in various 
nations, in various states around the nation, have met 
considerable resistance, obviously, from various container 
corporations. That would be one approach. 

Another approach would be to alter the rate structures 
that are presently charged for electricity. I might irumtion 
that a person who consumes very little electri.city pays between 
six and seven times the per kilowatt hour. rat~ as someone who 
consumes an inordinate a.mount. It seems to me the least could 
be done would be to set a flat rate which would at least in part 
reward those individuals who make an effort to reduce their 
consumption. 

MR. ZARB: 

Let me comment on what you said so far so I can give 
someboqy else an opportunity to ask a question. 

I agree that the use' of solid waste disposal for many 
generations should be pursued. There are about two major' 
programs underway in the country and eight or ten plants along 
the pipeline that will use solid waste burning as an assist. We 
have to use about 10 parts of energy source for one part of 
solid waste, but even that rs a help, and hopeful 'that working 
with my good colleague here, Russ Train, we•ll be able to work 
that into the environmental equation so that we can join hands 
on that situation. 

You talk about saving energy. werve got to save an awful 
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lot. And the way the President has put forth still .hangs.in 
there as being the only WJY we appear to be able to get it done 
as a. n~tion. If you put the vaJ.q,e of .. ~nergy at its real value 
in.society, people are going to make different consumption 
investment decisions. Homeowners will put up storlD windows.and 

· lnsul~t1,.on, and get 'rid of that qld oil burner or cooling system, 
. the automobile drivers are going to demand a different kind of 
vehicle he's going to. drive on the street, and the plant manager•: 
going to make different investment decisions and process 
decisions with respect to how he uses that energy. 

~ow, the President's program will raise those prices, use 
taxes to do it. Tha.t' s a tough, tough political stance. Those 
taxes came into the federal treasury, they were all returned to 
the American economy, the people in the middle and lower income 
range getting more back than their increased cost, and that's the 
only way to cure the inequity of the oil inflation as it's 
visited us in the last two years. That kind of prQgr811\ will get 
the kind of response on the road or in the home or in the 
factory day in, day out for 10 years and will have the desired 
effect. We'll get that energy ethic that Russ Train talked 
about using that process. 

It•s a free country •. It's a free economy. We 1 ~e' used to 
dealing with things that way. The notion of creating a shortage 
with allocation control and then government' cont,r:ol1=,ing everybody' 

.. lives as to how much gasoline you get or how muah oil. yo~ get 
for your industrial process wiJl create.disruption, it won't 
keep prices down, it won't get the job done. :We really hav.e 
. only one way to go, and I . think we 1 re in agreement on: that.:· 

(Applause:.) 

MR. PELLEGRINI: 

· My name 1$ Robert Pellegrini,. I'm a marketing stwent at 
Xavier Univ~rsity. 'Wh,at, I was going to ask you, :What. ·is-·the 
administration's plan? As you·said, President ~ord has a hard 
policy· proposed. What is the plan for gas rationing, if ~ny, 
and is that going to be a concern or a las·t measure i,.n ,cutting 
down.the consumption? 

·MR. ZARB: 

The gas rationing program is on the shelf and '.a:v.ail.a,ble 
for use in the event of another national emergency such as the 
embargo. It has absoluteiy no utility on.an :on-going basis. 
And this nation, to try gas rationin&·; .fC?r ... ~O .. ye~r.$, p~pple 
wouldn't stand for it. It would be inequitable, it would hurt 
the wrong pax:ts of the population,. the Wll'Ong .parts _.9£ .;the 
country, it would just baused in case of an emerg~ncy and 
hopefully only for a -short period of .time, Jf we ever. have to 
us.e ,it. 

. Creating th.e shortage:, and . gove~nment m,aJ:1agement· of tbat 
shortage, believe me, we loo~ed ab it, the CongreSE; looked' .at 
i~, I don 1 t know a:nybody today who·is going to stand up and be 
counted as an advocate of that program. 

(Applause.). 
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MR. SCHOTT: 

Robert Schott of the regional investment firm of Gradison 
& Company in Cincinnati. 

First I would like to say as a participant at this workshop, 
·it's really been thrilling, it's a town meeting type, and this 
is thoroughly open questions, and I just think it's a marvelous 
format, and I hope many people throughout the country will have 
this privilege. 

(Applause.) 

MR. SCHOTT: 

Mr. Baroody, I presume you are going to take the bow for 
that. Right. 

One of our activities is raising equity money for drilling 
of oii and gas wells. Surely long range some of the more esoteric 
finds will come on stream, but at present we're going to go on 
that line. It's becoming more and more expensive. The easy 
finds and the easy drilling are things of the past. Also, the 
pricing is going up. 

My question is this, there has been talk and threats that 
the intangible drilling cost, Which is the expensing of the 
labor of drilling a well, is in great danger. And my question 
to you is this, when this comes up into cor:rmittees, which I 
think is starting to take place next week, is the administration 
going to take some kind of a stand on this~ And I tell -- I say 
this, it is extremely important for those of us who have to 
raise equity funds, that that intangible drilling cost be 
available to investors. 

MR. ZARB: 

Without getting technical in that entire issue, just let 
me say that the Congress changed the depletion allowance at a 
time that we asked them not to. We simply asked them to look 
at the total income and tax equation of the oil industry all in 
one matrix and not knip at this part or that part in some strive 
to gain public popularity and then find later on that we•ve done 
something that was kind of productive. They didn't hear and 
pass that bill. They passed the tax cut which the President felt 
was important for the nation, and the President then signed it. 

Now, we are revisiting that area inasmuch as we 1 re looking at 
decontrol of old oil• which we propose to occur over a two-year 
period, .and that, our formula and principle.· in this area is very 
simple; we ought to provide sufficient return on invested capital 
to insure that we can continue our drive to our project indepen
dence so we can drill on the continental shelf, the north slope 
of Alaska, put in the pipeline and all those mechanisms that we're 
going to require to be sure there is enough return on invested 
capital. At this point, probably using a plowback provision 
because of the depletion change, and after that, if we calculate 
as reasonable people, that any sector of the energy business is 
receiving excess profits, we ought to put in an excess profits 
tax. Now, we asked for an excess profits tax in January, or a 
provision for one, to go along with the decontrolling noticn., 
We asked for one in April; we asked for one in May. The Ways 
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and Means Bill was supposed to take that up, and it should 
have been attached to the Ways and Means Bill, the Congress 
elected not ·to take it up, so we.still have no excess.profits 
tax. But if you look at it as average human.beings in terms 
of what's reasonable, let's be sure that we dontt chase out 
private capi.tal because we rre going to need probably 6 to 800 

.billion of it before we•re through with project independence, 
but,. at the same time, let's protect the American people and make 
sure that nobody rs getting s.uper rich while the project i·s going 
forward. 

We need to use both devices. So, as the Senate finance takes 
up the oil tax bill, Itm hopeful that they'll see the wisdom 
of putting this all together into one comprehensive picture~· 

MR. i'HOMPSON: 

Mr. Zarb, my name is George Thompson. I'm chairman of the 
Citizens Participa·tion Commi:ttee of OKI, and I •m a trustee of 
OKI, as well. 

OPEC has only ·had us over the barrel, so to speak, for: just 
a few years, since its inception, or since it was formed. The 
oil companies have been teaching the Arabs, ;the habits which they 
are now using on us for a lot longer than that. Okay? · 

Why can't we get the oil companies to help us wi.th a crash 
program on the Alaskan pipeline, or why cant .t we get the . 
government to insist that they.have a crash program and cut that 
10 years down to something more reasonable, and why·· can't we. 
use some of the ·9.2 or the 8.6, or whatever th~ hell the·figure 
is of the unemployed, the ones that are willing.to go there and 
work on the Ala'skan pipeline~ The Chasin Reset'Voir; 25~year 
dam was built in the space of four years by. just human application 
and not too much technical know-how. Now, weive got human 
application and we •ve got the technical know-how. Now.; ·.how·'.do 
we instill it in the people who run our government, and how do 
.we. get that Alaskan pipeline in;. a hell of a shorter time than 
wet.ve. been hearing from? We heard that it wB:s passed; and we 
ha:\ien rt heard a heck of a lot about it'. I know they ~re working 
on.it; ·but how do we put the"fire under the Alaskan pipeline, 
which is a: primary source of curing our energy problems?· 

MR·. ZARB: 

It will be 1977 or early •78 before it's completed·. 
Let me say a word about OPEC and its nature, because I generally 
agree with your _charac·terization of' its structure. 

.. . ~ ... 
' 

Most of the.se guys who are perfecting that program' have 
probably .been ·traimld. at· Harvard and ... _ 

;,. j;J(. 

(Laughtex;..) •1 ,, " 

MR. ZARB.:. " · 

What we used to call :verti;.cab~tnteg11ation is· now looked 
upon as a threat to our e:col'lOilly;.. And we shouldnl t be surprised 

!-. . . ·. ,. 
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that these people who are in control ove.r there are doing about 
what we would be doing probably if we were in the same position. 
But realizing is very important because the fact is that so long 
as they control that oil supply, they are going to. use it to 
maximize their revenues.. There is not going to be any statas;:nan .. 
like gesture which will have them lower prices justfor the· 
goodwill of relationships. 

Now, I think wetre doing everything we can to speed this 
pipeline along. We tve had materiel problems, and we rve had to 
invoke the Defense Production Act a couple of times to get 
materiel allocated ;a.way from one part of the country to get it 
up there to get it done. I don't know of a labor constraint up 
there. I'm told that there is sufficient labor to get the job 
qone, and that they're moving just about as fast as they can do it. 

/ ·the real answer to your question is let•s get some of this 
actiyity going in some of these other areas·, like the outer 
continental shelf or the north slope of. Alaska, or the construc
tion of additional nuclear plants, of which we•re going to need 
an abundant supply, or .the development of additional coal and 
the transportation to move coal, because we haven't exactly kept 
our railroads in grade·A shape over the last 15 or 20 years. 

There•s a lot of work to be done. Let•s get, on with doing 
it. ·In almost every instance we need congressional legislation 
to get it going. 

MR.. FOLKERS: 

My name is Winston Folkers, City of Cincinnati, Urban 
Development Department. ·· 

First of all, I think it's excellent to have the Federal 
Energy Office and the Environmental Protection Agency on the same 
panel. First of all, it's k;ind of a classic example of single
purpose interest which can come into conflict. And the question 
I would like to address is to Mr. Train. It has to do really 
with energy, is trying to coordinate the production of a 
conmodity, EPA is really to stop the production ·of a coimnodity, 
that's pollution~ And in the federal regulations that have 
been discussed in this last year, I know not many cities have 
been very concerned. Boston, noteably; my ,friends there are more 
concerned about this than the busing issue, as a matter of fact. 
And that was where the environmental example for Boston was going 
to prevent, as an example, construction.of a parking facility 
or office building or any type of a major facility, ~ich in 
effect was to bring supposedly more automobiles to stop 
pollution, but the question in dealing with that type of 
regulation or that division of EPA gave no consideration of the 
line usury percussions, which then force dev~lopment out into 
suburban areas and there accentuates the energy problem by 
requiring a dispersal pattern rather than a concentration, which 
we ought to have an emphasis on public.transit, overall land.use 
polici~s, and so the primary concern is that thereis not· the.very 
narrow functional area that has gone down rather than considering 
the broader picture. And I understand EPA has backed off the 
Boston situation that would have affected -- in Cincinnati, we 
wouldn't have a stadium or a coliseum now in construction on 
the riverfront. 
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MR. TRAIN: 

.. We· di<;! modify the Boston transportati'On strategy. I 1m 
nq t . eurE;i:. ·what· the ques.tion ·is • 

. 
(Laughter.). 

MR. FOLKERS: 

The question is --

MR. TRAIN: 

I think I sense the. question. Let me just comment C)n 'i~. 

First, we_ire required by statute, this is not something· 
werve.,dreamed up under the Clean Air Act,' in fact, we resisted 
doing ~nything with respect to transportation control plans 
until we were dragged. into court a.nd··got a court order that made 
us go oue .and .~lo it. That doesn t t help answer the probllem, but 

. that is :the reason why we rre doing it. · · · 
.. 

. Secondly,·. it rs single purpose planning, Under the Clean 
Air Act, fo.zi the sole objective of achieving ambient' air quality. 
I grant you that single purpose planning is mt ·necessarily·· · 
the most productive kind. Planning should be more comprehensive, 
taking a broad, range of .values, economic; social and others, 
:ln.t~ .account.· We are mandated ·by the Clean Air Act not to get 
into social and economic planning, but to do a· specific job · · 
to try to achieve air quality standards. 

"; '; 

Thatts how we get into the problem. How we get ou~ of it, 
I tm not too. sure. I have raised this same issue with. the Congress 
again and again. One of the needs is that l think iri the·· ' 
country more comprehensive approaches to land use genera~ly and 
at ~he state leve,l, state and local level, trm not talking 
about the federal government doing land use planning. My own 
view is the federal government could assist this Qroperlf and 
approprietely, but· the real. responsibility belongs ·at the stat.e--. 
And I think this would .. have a great deal to do with more 
comprehensive approaches to air quality and other needs .of our 
society, including the siting of energy facilities. OCS · 
development has·a major impact on shore sod, petrochemical, 
other industrial development, provision of services, all of 
this would be the·subject of effective land use planning at the 
state and, local level •. 

Have I answered your question? 

MR. FOLKERS: 

Yes, I .think so •. 

MR. BOLLINGER: 

.My name is Steve Bollinger. And as a Harvard 3raduate I'd 
like to ask Frank Zarb how long he pated John Dunlop, the Secretary 
of Labor, a fo~r Harvard professor.. ' · · 

(Laughter;.) 
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MR. ZARB: 

' What 1 s'your question? 

(Laughter.) 

_MR. BOLLINGER: 
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My question is for Mr. Train. 

{Laughter.) 

MR •. BOLLINGER: 

' . 

This is a very brief question, Mr. Train. l am a 
candidate for city council here in Cincinnati and --

(Lal.,lghter.) 

Ml. BOLLINGER: 

-- and as I go around 1:he city -- this is:nonpolitical in 
nature, believe me, and·as I go around the city, I see a lot of 
good Republicans, a lot of good Democrats, and a lot of good 
charterites here in Cincinnati, hundreds or thousands of them, 
and Itm sure as you go around the country you find millions of 
people who are convinced that our energy crisis as it ~s in 
the United States today is some sol:!-t of economically motivated, 
in the language of the street, rip-off. 

What does the administration intend in the way of the 
voluntary conservati6n·energy, of energyi how do they intend 
to promote it, or how would.you evaluate your attempts thus 
far, and is there any chance, :a~e the lights going to have to 
go out before the people throughout the Urti~ed States are 'going 
to get the message? 

MR. TRAIN: 

Well, I think -- I'm really going to bounce this one over 
to Frank because· the· energy ·conservation program is ba~;ically 
the responsibility of the FF.A rather than.EPA. Now,· we . 
definitely promote this at every opportunity, because the less 
energy us~,Q., obviousiy the less pressure on the environment. and 
many very po~dtive return~. For example, the ii;ispeot;an: ~nd 
maintenance program instituted here in .. Cin<:d.nnat.i .for automobiles, 
highly controversial, and often for good reason, has substantial 
environmental gains in terms of controlling em~ssibns better and 
also because of the requirement for tuning up cars, substantial 
energy returns to the average driver. That is a conservation 
measure that we are promoting in EPA, but in terms of overall 
national programs, I•d ask Frank to •Comment on that. 

MR. ZARB: 

. Your question really is with respect' to voluntary conserva
tion, what kind of success have we had. And it's hard to 
separate voluntary conservation from the effects thus far of 
increased prices to the effects of the recent recession. While 
I 1 d like to take credit for all of that within our jawboning program 
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I really can't. I don't know, but I can tell you tha~ the 
voluntary mechanism doesn't seem to have much stayability·. · 
A lot of voluntary people out in the countryside have enlisted 
to help us and are working with us, schools are, and we 1re 
making some inroads, particularly with young people. But we•re 
really going to get the job done if we induce· this kind of 
behavior, unfortunately, with my old, higher value motto of 
having forcing investment decisions and consumption decisibns, 
treating energy at a different value pl~teau and providing tthe 
kind of incentives through investment tax credits and other 
assistances that would use the carrot as well. In that area, 
we seem to see opportunity for substantially more corrservation 
than we have. 

. .. 
On a voluntary range of things, let me say that we've been 

talking about 55 mile per·hour speed: limit for a long time. We 
have maybe 47·percent -·I'm not sure who c6unted all those cars 
to come up with that number - but somebody said 47 per~ent 
compliance. In one state, at least, I think there are two, 
the states passed legislation which lowered the speedi~g fines 
just as soon as we went to 55 miles per hour. 'So the voluntary 
kind of cooperative spirit in that regard just didn•t seem to 
be .present. · · ~. · · 

MR. BAROODY: 

We't:e going to have time for just one niore question. 

MR. ·GERING Im.: 
'1 .. 

I have a very short question. 'My name is Carl GeFinger, 
and this is a very interes·ting program on con·servS.tion of 
energy. · As I look about this -r-0om and see these lights 
blazing away, using the heat --

(.Applause.) 

MR. GERINGER: 

And this is only half of it, because you've got some 
compressors downstairs that are taking all .. of the heat out. . 

.. . ,- . 

So I donrt know what to do abaut it, but I think if I were 
you 1 1d somehow ;try to have a switch, switch'.'about half of them 
off when they talk about energy. ·· 

(Laughter • .) 

MR. ZARB·: 

Thank you very tW.ch. Could I take one more? 

MR. TRAIN: · 

That's an example of why you can't depend entirely'on· 
voluntary measures. Voluntary measures will never sol~e this 
problem. · ·. · 

Ml. BAROODY: 

Wet 11 take, one more very briefly •. 
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MR. GERINGER: 
~ "" . ! ... ,_ .. : • : 

Q~ay •. · Thi,.1 ;J,3 a. vex-y _brief·questioa .forrMr •. Zar~.· 
. . -

You talk~d·about gas rationing w.uld not·be done. ·How 
about. energy. rationing for .. l:M.lildings and ... industrial operations 
at least .. on new faqi.;lities. ;but. preferably perhaps· retroactively 
going .'back on all facilit:ies.. Is tllere any prospect for energy 
.~onservation l$w ·:Ln· building$ or industrial operations?· , 

MR. ZARB: 
. . 

Well, just con~ider for a.moment t~ enforcement of your 
problems with-the.on-going build-ings •. But let me answer.your 
question in some part. . · · , · . 

t •. \ ' ...... 

The President put forth as part of hisr;January message 
the request for building code changes. througho~.t the na~ion ·. 
so that every new building put up in the nation would have to 
have a very narrow range of thermal efficiencies. built into it. 
That has not been passed yet, either, but we have attended to 
that problem, and we are very sensitive to it. 

Did you: want to·quit? ... 
MR. BAROODY-:. :· •' .. 

,. ~ ' " 

Yeah. I•m afraid we're finished. 

Thank you very much. 

(Applause.) 

MR. BAROODY: ' ' 

. ~ We• re now going to· take a br::ief five or ten-minute in-place 
inte:tmis~sion. -as they reset tlie. stag~ before. the President joins 
us. 

I will.not have another opportunity, and l jµst wa[lt to 
take this opportl.inity to thank the 14 cosponsoring organizations, 
Federal Executive Board that helped us, and particularly the 
citizens. whp-.are attending this conferen~e,;. for. the tremendous 
reception and what I feel has been a constructj.v~ dialogue. 

Thank you very much. 

(Applause.) 

, ,(INT~SSIQN). \ ' 

:. "" . " ... ·•. { ~. . " '. ~ ~. 

A VOICE:· 
. " . . ' ~ 

'. "'. f 
Ladies and gen~J..emen, t~e P:re~iden~.Q~ the United States. 

(Applause.) 

MR. BAROODY: 

Ladies and gentlemen, the Governor of the State cf Ohio, 
the Honorable James Rhodes. 

(Applause.) 
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GOVERNOR RHODES: 

Mr. Chairman, Mr. President, distinguished guests, my 
neig~pors of Indiana and Kentucky, and my fellow Ohioans, no 
man in the history of this United States has taken office and 
.faced more problems ·than the man that I have the honor of 
t11ttoducing here today. Unemployment and inflation have 
~~0,(led the well-being of the working people of America, 
especially young people and blacks, who are the first to suffer 
in bad times. The lack of sufficient energy creates unem.Pioyment 
and still threatens to compound the misery of the unemployed. 

, 

In the face of this and these complex, agonizing problems, 
Gerald Ford has chosen a course of strong leadership. As 
President of these United States, you can only do three things: 
you can lead, follow or get out of the way. I will assure you 
that President Ford is not going to follow, he's not going to 
get out of the way, he is going to lead the United States of 
America into prosperity. 

(Applause.) 

GOVERNOR RHODES: 

He is developing programs to solve unemployment. He is 
working to get control of federal bureaucracy and red tape, 
which are slowly strangling our energy supplies and.' hurting · 
the working people of this great nation. 

I introduce to you a man who embodies the aspiration of 
all Americans, from his days as a college football hero through 
his rise to the nation's highest office. I am not going to tell 
you he played for Michigan. 

(Laughter.) 

GOVERNOR RHODES: 

A man who is a neighbor of us here in Ohio, Kentucky and 
Indiana, a man who came from middle America and who has not 
forgotten what it is on the minds of the working people of the 
midwest, a man who seeks grass-roots help; that's the reason 
you all have been invited here today, to help build and 
construct a better America. · 

Ladies and gentlemen, the President of the United States, 
Gerald R. :Ford. · 

(Applause.) 

PRESIDENT FORD: 

Governor Jim Rhodes, Governor Carroll, Lieutenant Governor 
Orr, Bill Liggett, Senator Bob Taft, Congressman Bill Gradison, 
Gene Schn~ider, John Breckinridge, distinguished guests, ladies 
and gentlemen, I'm deeply grateful, Jim, for those overly kind 

.and most genero4s words, and I hope and trust that we can justify 
yo\Jr faith in the months ahead. 
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Obviously, I am most grateful an4 deeply appreciative of 
the opportunity to meet here with you today as a part of the 
Ohio River Valley White House Conference. As you have already 
heard from 0th.er speakers, ·there are answers to neny of ··our 
problems, but no easy answers. The closest we've ever come to 

' an easy answer was the day Secreta_ry Sim9n took V1ce--President 
Rockefeller through the treasury .. As they came to the end of 
the tour, Bill Simon said,."The treasury is one of the most 
important aspects of our economic policy." Vice•President 
Rockefeller said, "I'll buy that." 

(Laughter.) 

PRESIDENT FORD: 

Bil~ Simon said, "Sold." 

(Laughter.) 

PRESIDENT FORD: 

I know that yourve already.had a very full day and heard 
from many·. a number of my top advisors and key administration 
officials on a very wide range of topics. So instead of another 
lengthy speech covering a lot of the same territot;'yp let me 
take a few minutes to talk about something I feel.very strongly 
about, America's domestic well-being. 

As each of you are well aware, this past yes:& has been a 
difficult and a perplexing one. We've been through a series 
of crises,· but we have survived as a nation, and we have become 
strengthened as a people. For three straight months now the 
index of leading economic indicators have been heading.steadily 
upwards. Gains have been impressive in retail sales, personal 
income, housing star.ts and in a number of additional Americans 
at work, all reflecting the inherent confidence of the.people 
in this country and their confidence in a free enterprise system. 

Once again our people, our political system, our economy 
has demonstrated the strength that made us the most bountiful 
country in the world. Once again the pessimists have been 
proven wrong about America. · 

(Applause.) ·· 

PRESIDENT FORD: 

But we must not allow the good news to obscure some of the 
pitfalls still ahead~ Although indicators say we have b,rought 
the recession to a halt, that's not good enough. There are 
other problems that require prompt attention. 

Take inflation, one of the most pernicious er;>onomic ills 
of the postwar era. When I had the honor to visit C.incinnati 
last year about this time, inflation was mir biggest worry •. 
We were anxious, and understandably so, about the double-digit 
increase in the cost of living and annual rate of inflation of 
more than 12 percent. Today the rate of in~lation has been 
reduced to less than 6 percent. By the end of .the year we hope 
it will be even lower. If we succeed, it will be in large 
measure because we held the line against a number of new federal 
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spending programs that would have fanned the embers .of inflation 
back·into a raging fire. 

" . 

By using the pre·sidentiaJ. veto,. the talq)ayers, for e3ample, 
will have been saved an es~imated $6 billion by 1977. I 

. realize th~t each 'time· I use the veto there will be. some wl;lo 
complain, and I suspect if Goverri.or Carroll doesn't, he has some 
··goo~. Kentuckians wh6' will_ comi>lain; _and· if Jim Rhodes .doesn't, I'm 
sure theTe will be.some.good people ln OhiQ who will object. 

It is understandable. Each special interest group in 
America, and there are literally thousands of t:hem, has targeted 
benefits that it wants from the federal government or from;your 
respective state governments. Each group has.its good faith, 
energetic advocates in the congress or in the state legislatures, 
and well-meaning lobbyists throughout the country• _This, of 
course, is the American system. ·1 understand it very well. But 
1 want to make sure the American people understand actually 
what's happening. 

Just as a congressman has a responsibility to represent 
th'? int~rests of his state and Q.j.s ·district,·and I- had.the 
privilege and horior of doing that for better than 25 years, I now 
have a duty to safeguaTd.the broadest national interests. I 
refer to the interest of 81 million taxpayers who must pick up 
the tab for each .of these new spending bills~· .either .through 
a tax or an inflation or in some instances both. I take that 
responsibility seriously, as I'm sUi:e Governor Carroll and 
Governor Rhodes do. The American people have a right.,to expect 
their President to protect their· int~res.ts. That.1 s one reason 
the veto power exists in the Constitution and why I.will use 
it when necessary. , . · 

But there is another .important part ,of the.preaidenttal 
veto Which has not been ad.equately discussed. .Thi.$.,: i::t .~he· 
positive side of the veto. The. veto is f\(>t a negat:ive-,\'Uead•end 
device. In most ca·ses it is a· positive uieans of ac:hieving 
legislative compromise and improvement, better legislation, in 
<;>ther words. 

I~ my 25 years, in the Congress and the time I spent -in 
the White House, trm convinced beyond any doubt that the 
founding fathers put the veto power in the Constitution as a 
vital part of our system of checks 'and balances. 

Recent history bears this out. Presidetit Truman exercised 
the veto 250 times and was only overridden 12. times. President 
Eisenhower used it a hundred and eighty-one times; he was only 
overridden twice. But_ again _and again the res';"'lt of the ini-tial 
veto was to bring the Presid.ent and. the· Cdngres.s together to 
work out a compromise measure, usually a sounder, more responsible 
measure than the original one. · 

Just recently, as an example, I asked.the Congr~ss to 
approp_riate $1 billion 900 mj.lliQn for surmn~r jobs for young 

. pe.c:ip"+~ and adequate funding for additional public service jobs 
to.·deal with temporary unemployment. Congress unfo-i:tunately · 
and µii.Wisely added $3 billion onto J;ny request fOT a whole variety 
of miscellaneous items. I considered those additions to be · · 
too inflationary. They couldn 1 t be justified, so I ti$ed the veto. 
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That wasn't the end of the legislative process. After many,. 
many Republicans joined with many discerning Dem0crats to 
sustain my veto in the House, the Congress worked out a mutually 
acceptable compromise with me and the White House. Most of 
the so-called pork-barrel provisions were eliminated, and 
we ended up, this summer some 840,000 young Americans will have 
jobs that I asked for in the original proposal. In addition, 
the legislation which I requested and signed into law last 
Friday will extend the public service jobs program and provide 
$1.6 billion to make sure that 310,000 Americans have that kind of 
employment6 . 

. So, to sum it up, the result of my presidential veto was 
better legislation, which also adhered to the anti-inflationary 
guidelines I had originally proposed. In the case of housing, 
as another example, I sent an extravagant multi-billion-dollar 
measure back to the Congress, which then sustained my veto and 
proceeded very promptly to come up with far more responsible 
legislation, and I signed this much better bill into law 
yesterday. 

Let me emphasize this, the business of government is to 
help, not to interfere, with the lives, the businesses, t:he 
occupations, the professions, the family life of the American 
people. There are times when the President's veto must be 
used to keep the federal government from overextending its 
operations at the individual•s expense, in the terms of such 
infringements as lost dollars and lost individual rights. The 
·excessive growth of federal spending and interference has 
already inflicted an incredible toll in taxes, loss of incentive 
and economic damage to the public. 

The roots of the problem date back more than a g<aneration9 
A trend was set by politicians and theorists who advocated·. 
massive spending as a sure-fire cure for everything that ailed 

· us. In the past 15 years alone, enormous federal deficits were 
··used to finance unprecedented domestic spending. Too many of 
these exJjenditures produced· short-term benefits for some 
Americans while inflicting long-term damage on all Americans. 
Many of those who the programs sought to help, the poor, the 
elderly, the disadvantaged, are now·bearing the inflationary 
burden of Uncle Sam's 15 years' spending spree. 

It's my observation that the American people are awakening 
to this problem. And this wonderful attendance here is the best 
evidence that I have seen, and I thank you all for participating. 
The American people, as I see it, are beginning to realize that 
our society, our national economic family must live by somewhat 
the same rules that ·every other family does~ We can't spend 
more than we earn without endless borrowing. The borrowing and 
spending, as I see it, must end ·and end now. 

(Applause.) 

I can•t promise you it wiil end tomorrow, but I think we 
have to keep the pressure on and the screws on, and we must stop 
falling for short•term solutipns.at the cost of long•term setbacks. 

In addition to overspending, recent years have seen a 
very dangerous and costly trend toward overregulation by the 
federal government, as Jim Rhodes indicated in his introduction. 
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Over a period of 90 years we have gradually erected a massive 
federal regulatory.system. Some of the basic regulations I 
concede are necessary, but many if not most are not. 

(Applause.) 

In the whole regulatory structure is encrusted with 
contradictions and excesses and rules that have outlived any 
conceivable value. Let me give you.an example of how overregu
lation from Washington affects you right here in t~e Ohio Valley. 
Back in the days when natural gas was a seemingly inexh~ustible 
resource, the Congress decided to regulate it. Since then 
conditions have changed drastically, but the Congress has done 

·nothin,g. And' this congressional inaction, this stubborn .clinging 
to an obsolete regulation has resulted in a serious gas shortage 

· tha.t is damaging your businesses and your industri..es and costing 
· 'our·working people jobs •. And it will get worse .and worse if 

Congres·s doesn' t do something about it. 

' (Applause. ) 

The problem is very basic. For the, past .20 yea~s the 
Federal Power·connnission has set artificially' low prices at the 
well head for natural gas sold in interstate markets. T\le. 

··result has been that gas prodµcers. sell as much of theirc pz;oduct 
as they can locally or inside· their own state borders at free 
~rket prices. Re~ions like the Ohio Va.lley, that-; do not h8ve 
~ adequate local supply of natural gas, must. sµffeJ; t]le .· . 

·consequences. And iet me add a postscript t,o t1'at, ·if. t .. ndght. 
' ' '·' ". •, ~ . ' . . 

. In the Congress, for the years I was there,, I .gqt, to know a 
lot of people from Texas in the House and a lot of people from 
Louisiana in the House, and they u~ed to.say. to,µs, "How stupid 
can some people be? We've got all the: ~atw:al gas·. c!own here, 
iµore than we can use, but we aren't going to.$e11,:i:,t to.Michigan 
and Ohio unless you pay a fair price~'.' And they said, "If you 
don' t agree to deregulation to· pay a fair price,, we 1 re· going up 
and get those jobs and those factorie~ fFotn Mi:ch~gan and Ohio and 
bring them down to Texas and.Louisiana.'" And that'~· what they're 
doing. I don't understand it. And. Congress sits and l:Widdles 
its thumbs and does nothing, and'most.of· the

1

opposition.coqies 
from our northern states in the House as well as in- the Senate. 

Wait till you have the shortage in Ohio. I don't know about 
Kentucky, bu,t in Ohio :and Michigan, J.:ndia~, wait t~ll we have 
that shortage this winter. If we have even a slightly colder 
winter ;this year than the last two, :we will ~ave iriteri:uptable 
service taken away.from industry, so that homes will be kept 
warm, and the factories wiil have' to close down and jobs won't 
be available. It's jus_t that siinple. And all that gas in 
Louisiana and Texas, it'·s just sitting there. I -don't understand 
it. ' ; 

Starting with my state of the union address, I have repeatedls 
urged the Congre~s to deregulate natural gas and.to expand the 
supply of it nationwide:, but the Congress has done nothing, as 

' I've said. So the Ohio River Valley and: Michigan and Kentucky 
and Indiana and other areas ldll continue· to :pay the price for 
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government overregulation. To the extent that I can, and I 
hope you will help, I will prod the Congress to take action, 
removing these archaic regulations that make life harder for the 
millions of American workers, businessmen and taxpayers. 

Last week I met with 24 key members of the House and Senate, 
Democratic and Republican, to seek modernization of our cumbersome 
regulatory agencies. We reached agreement in many broad areas, 
and l~m confident that together the Congress and the White House, 
we will cut out a good bit of this unnecessary red tape that's 

A now plaguing our citizens in all 50 states. I can't think of 
a better government gift for America in our bicentennial year. 

(Applause.) 

You know, after all, government was intended to help us 
in the pursuit of happiness, not to set up obstacles. 

America, on the threshold of her third century, is a free 
and independent nation. One hundred and ninety-nine years ago 
tomorrow, we officially took the first gi.4.!nt step from a colony 
to manhood, or to nationhood. A brave, new chapter in the history 
of mankind was begun on that day, a chapter we are still writing 
by word, by deed, in our own lifetimes, almost two centuries 
later. This great country of ours still has so many things, so 
many wonderful things going for it. We have fertile land yielding 
up rich and bountiful harvests for food and resources. We have 
an industrial and military might that is second to none in the 
world.- We have a unique set of freedoms handed down to us by 
men who met in Independence Hall two centuries ago, a set 
of freedoms that is still vital, is still alive today. And 
most of all we have the unsurpassed national resource of the 
courage, hard work, moral strength and faith of the American 
people. On the eve of the celebration of independence, I pledge 
to this nation, as I'm sure each of you does, that we will do 
everything we can to make government the servant and not the 
master of the 214 million free men and women in America. 

Thank you very much. 

(Applause.) 

MR. LIGGETT: 

Thank you so much, President Ford, for your presence here 
with us at this conference. We are grateful for your trip to 
Cincinnati. Thank you. 

PRESIDENT FORD: 

Thank you. 

MR. LIGGETT: 

I want to thank Bill Baroody, all of the participants on 
the platform today, I want to thank Jeff Eves and all of those 
from the White House staff who worked so diligently behind the 
scenes to make this conference a success, I particularly want 
to thank you, the delegates, because without your presence and 
your participation, this could not have been a success. We thank 
you so very much. 

This conference is adjourned. 

(Applause.) 




